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ABSTRACT 
The research project investigates the problems experienced in the tactical demand planning of 
imported products at a petrochemical company with semi-autonomous supply conditions. The 
results show how to control the uncertainties that occur within the tactical demand planning. 
On the one hand by measuring all inputs with the help of a performance measurement system, 
on the other hand by developing a statistical forecast as part of the basis of the Sales & 
Operations Planning. This research provides a case study of to execute with Sales & Operations 
Planning in the petrochemical industry.  
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 
This research deals with the tactical demand planning of SABIC, a big petrochemical company 
that imports chemicals from the Middle East. The demand planning of these imported products 
is designed around a Sales & Operations Planning framework. This framework balances supply 
and demand by incorporating profit margins and optimal market deployment. For SABIC 
Europe this Sales & Operations Planning framework leads to semi-autonomous supply 
conditions: the optimization done by the SABIC headquarters is done for the whole world, 
leading to possible semi-optimal solution regional. The research focuses on the improvement of 
demand planning processes executed at SABIC EU.   

The supply chain of the product group Glycols is taken as a case study to investigate how to deal 
with Sales & Operations Planning in the petrochemical industry, since the perceived problems 
are the biggest in this BU as well as the complexities of the supply chain. Within this supply 
chain a lot of fire fighting occurs as well as frustration and stress has been experienced at 
employees of SABIC EU. Therefore the supply chain and its demand planning processes are 
thoroughly analysed on areas as planning, control, performance, organizational structure and IT 
use.  

The first analysis resulted in Figure 1, showing a simplified view on the processes within the 
Sales & Operations Planning, both at the SABIC headquarters as well as at SABIC Europe. The 
S&OP starts with a forecast from a sales manager on how much he think he is able to sell in 
three months to a customer. A statistical demand forecast is executed to challenge the sales 
managers and have an extra input for the unconstrained demand plan. With the help of 
marketing and sales the unconstrained demand plan for Europe is made. This unconstrained 
plan does not take supply or inventory into to account. Then the Sales & Operations Meeting is 
executed in Riyadh and supply and demand is balanced over the regions. The constrained 
demand plan is the result of this meeting: the amount of product that a region is allowed to sell 
to customer, taken supply, inventories and profitability of regions into account. The supply is 
also determined in Riyadh in the supply plan, matching the constrained demand plan and the 
inventories. After that, the actual sales to the customer can occur. 

 
FIGURE 1 SIMPLIFIED SALES & OPERATIONS PLANNING AT SABIC 

The full process is a complex cycle with a lot of stakeholders. The design is still fairly young, 
implemented in 2010, and not all roles and responsibilities have been assigned unambiguously. 
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This results in differences between the (simplified) design as shown in Figure 1 and the 
execution within the product group Glycols. 
An important difference is the absence of a statistical forecast tool to support the unconstrained 
demand plan and the missing IT-links between the IT systems of SABIC Europe and the SABIC 
headquarters in Riyadh. These deviations from the design can be seen as degrees of freedom, 
that were not meant to exist and leading to uncertainty, misunderstandings and frustration.  

On one hand there is the complex Sales and Operations planning framework. On the other hand 
the demand of the Glycols is very volatile and there is a fairly big part of non-contractual 
customers (20% of the yearly demand) causing uncertainty in the demand or expected sales. 
The supply of the Glycols to Europe also is confronted with big uncertainties coming from 
delays in transportation and lead time.  

The main question is: How to improve the tactical demand planning of the import products at 
SABIC Europe? The solutions have to fit within the design of the Sales & Operations Planning 
and focus on the demand planning processes in Europe.  

ANALYSIS 
Areas of improvements can be identified by fully exposing all relations within the Sales & 
Operations Planning, via a qualitative and quantitative analysis. Since the execution of the 
processes is different than its design, the analysis is executed for both situations. A significant 
relation between the unconstrained demand plan and constrained demand plan is found. This 
means it does make sense to put effort in the unconstrained demand plan for Europe.  
Furthermore, it is remarkable to see that (1) within the execution the S&OP there is only a weak 
relation between the constrained demand plan and the actual sales, and (2) that the actual 
supply is higher than the constrained demand plan in about half of the months since the 
implementation of the Sales & Operations Planning. Both findings should be different according 
to the design of the processes. More freedom is taken than there is supposed to be. To curtail the 
uncertainty within the European demand planning processes two re-designs are proposed.  

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
An analysis of the performance of the current performance indicators is done. If performance is 
measured in the right way it should highlight the problem areas in the demand planning. It 
turns out that the current performance indicator Demand Plan Accuracy (left bottom of Figure 
2) is not able to identify problems that find their origin at SABIC Europe. The performance 
indicator measures only one step of the demand planning (the quality of the constrained demand 
plan) while this step is performed at the SABIC headquarters. Besides, the current performance 
of the demand planning according to this indicator is not always sufficient: the target is met in 
about 70% in all months. 
 
To be able to monitor the processes of the demand planning at SABIC Europe and keep them 
and their consequences transparent, five performance indicators are designed. These indicators 
are embedded in a performance measurement system (shown at the right side of Figure 2). 
There is one part, Demand Planning Accuracy Imports that controls the input of the demand 
planning at SABIC Europe, by measuring the first four steps of the Sales & Operations Planning.  
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FIGURE 2 OLD AND NEW PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND THEIR STRUCTURE IN THE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

 
The other part, Inventory Management controls the output and consequences of the demand 
planning. The new indicators are meant to control the performance of the SABIC Europe only. 
The present performance indicators are kept in their role to inform the headquarters about the 
performance of SABIC Europe. The current performance indicator for the demand planning of 
SABIC EU, the Demand Plan Accuracy, will be used in both systems. 

STATISTICAL DEMAND FORECAST 
Also the demand characteristics have been further analysed. Graphical analysis showed that 
demand was very unstable, for both contractual as well as non-contractual demand. It was 
found that there is a difference between sales and demand looking on a monthly level, especially 
for big orders. Because of delays in the transportation, high inventories or wishes of customers, 
sales is pushed to a certain month, while the demand occurred in another month. The sales data 
was filtered for these sales factors. Also demand factors have been identified, mainly containing 
macro-economic figures.    
 
To support the unconstrained demand plan and follow the Sales & Operations Planning design a 
statistical demand forecast has been developed. The difficulty with this forecasting is the fact 
that is has be done three months in advance, e.g. only information that is known three months 
before the month can be incorporated in the forecast. First a collection of simple models has 
been used, so see what method should be able the demand the best. Also graphical analysis of 
the demand was used to judge what forecast method could work the best. The choice is made to 
use regression models, with dummies for seasonal effects and macro-economic factors. These 
models are simple, supported by every simple statistical package and easy to make adaptations 
to. The models are judged bases on three basic measures that indicate the fit of the forecasting 
models on the historical data. The performance of the developed forecasts is measured with the 
new performance indicator: Statistical Forecast Accuracy. The performance is however very 
unstable (somewhere between the 0 and 100%), and more research is required to optimize the 
forecast.   

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The main questions of the research “How to improve the tactical demand planning of the import 
products of SABIC EU Chemicals” can be answered. To improve the tactical demand planning of 
the import products the uncertainty has to be reduced. The degrees of freedom that are 
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currently within the processes in the S&OP are higher than within the design of the processes, 
creating more uncertainty in the process than it already has.  

 
A first step in reducing this uncertainty is training the stakeholders in the whole S&OP process. 
Everyone needs to know what happens with his inputs in the next step of the process. 
    
A second step in this reduction is making the uncertainty visual and transparent. By measuring 
the different inputs of the tactical demand planning (and their development along the process) 
more transparency is created. The input of the stakeholders in the process is measured, which 
creates awareness and makes responsibilities clearer.  Also an extra input has to be generated, 
to make the basis of the demand planning more stable: a statistical forecast to support the 
unconstrained demand plan.  
 
By implementing these solutions the processes become transparent and less volatile for 
interpretations. This should reduce stress and frustrations in the demand planning and create a 
more stable basis to work from. 
 
Recommendations regarding the tactical demand planning for SABIC EU are: 

- Train all stakeholders in the S&OP concept to make responsibilities and tasks clear. 
All people involved in the S&OP should know the whole cycle instead only their own 
part. Focus on the different plans produced in Europe.  The supply chain management 
should decide on whether to stay within this design or deviate from it before training 
employees.    

- Improve the IT-system to support several S&OP steps, especially the connection 
between the SAP system of Europe and the headquarters. Sharing the plans coming out 
of in the S&OP and the allocation of the demand should be done automatically by the IT-
systems, to avoid deviation from plans.  

- Improve the data quality; data regarding the demand planning should be saved 
together in one folder and in a consistent way. If data is saved that is part of a monthly 
routine, the data should be saved every month at the same moment, preferable 
automatically. Data regarding the past should be saved several years.  

- Implement the new performance measurement system to monitor the steps of the 
sales and operations planning happening and being able to indicate possible causes of 
problems in Europe. Keep the old performance system to report to KSA.  

- Implement a demand forecast to support the Unconstrained demand Forecast. The 
developed forecast in this research needs further development before implementation, 
since the current performance is unstable.  

For future research the following fields are recommend: 
- Investigate the possibilities of better inventory management, since the uncertainty 

in the demand planning could be set-off by adequate inventory management.  
- Investigate what improvements can be done to reduce uncertainty on the supply 

side. This supply knows many uncertainties on the operational level.  
- Further investigate the option of demand forecasting, but from the market demand 

disaggregated to SABIC demand, for example using business cycle forecasting. 
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PART I PROJECT DEFINITION & RESEARCH DESIGN 
The first part of this report deals with the project definition (see Figure I.1). An introduction in 
the structure of the report, the problem context, an introduction in the company and some 
relevant literature considering the project are presented in chapter 1. Chapter 2 deals with a 
more detailed description of the considered supply chain.  The research approach can be found 
in chapter 3, describing the problem analysis and definition as well as the research questions 
and project gains.  

 
FIGURE I.1 GUIDELINE THROUGH THE REPORT: STEP I 

1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT 
This project will be executed using the regulative cycle. This cycle is suitable for design sciences. 
The basis of the cycle is a business problem-solving activity following the regulative cycle (Van 
Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 2007).  The cycle has been adapted in a way that it better suits the 
project conducted (see Figure 1.1). The Problem mess and Problem definition have been 
combined into Part I Problem mess & Project Definition. The Plan of Action and Intervention are 
combined in Part III Redesign & Implementation. Finally the Choice of type of problem and 
feedback to the Problem mess are combined into Part IV Conclusions & Recommendations.  

 
FIGURE 1.1:  REGULATIVE CYCLE (VAN STRIEN, 1997) ADJUSTED TO THE RESEARCH 

Within this report, Part I deals introduces the problem and project. Its contents are explained at 
top of this page.  Part II analyses the current state of the demand planning. In chapter 4, 5 and 6 
three different concepts are analysed and the results are presented. Part III suggests two 
different re-designs to improve the current state of the demand planning, which results from 
the analysis of part II. Chapter 7 will deal with performance measurement and Chapter 8 with 
the possibility of statistical demand forecasting. Finally, in Part IV the conclusions around the 
problem definition will be stated (chapter 9) and (Chapter 10) recommendations will be given 
to help SABIC EU in the future with their demand planning. All abbreviations, definitions and 
variables used in the report can be found in the Glossary of Terms.  

1.2 COMPANY INTRODUCTION 
SABIC was founded in 1976 in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) to convert by-products of oil 
exploration into useful chemicals polymers and fertilizers. Being one of the top 10 
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petrochemical companies in the world (GBI Research, 2011) Saudi Basic Industries Corporation 
(SABIC) has operations in more than forty countries, sixty manufacturing and compounding 
plants and more than 33.000 employees worldwide. Next to the headquarters (HQ) in Riyadh, is 
SABIC active in the Middle East & Africa, Asia, Americas and Europe. SABIC consists of six 
Strategic Business Units (SBU’s): Chemicals, Innovative Plastics, Performance Chemicals, 
Polymers, Fertilizers and Metals. SABIC is market leader in chemical key products like ethylene, 
ethylene glycol, methanol (MeOH), methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) and polyethylene 
(www.sabic.com). In 2011 the annual production was almost seventy million metric tons. The 
network of manufacturing holds eighteen production facilities, most of them are located in KSA.   

1.2.1 SABIC EU CHEMICALS 
SABIC EU Chemicals is located in Sittard (the Netherlands), being part of the European 
headquarters of SABIC in Sittard. The SBU Chemicals in Europe holds four different BU, each 
representing a product group: (1) Olefins and Gasses (ethylene, propylene, 1,3-butadiene, 
propane and acetylene); (2) Aromatics and Chloor-Alkali (styrene, C9 resinfeed, carbon black 
oil, benzene); (3) Oxygenates (MTBE, MeOH) and (4) Glycols (MEG, DEG, TEG). Several products 
that are sold in Europe are imported from the production facilities in KSA. All the Glycols (MEG, 
DEG, and TEG) sold in Europe are produced in KSA as well as most of the Oxygenates (MTBE, 
MeOH). Also most of the Aromatics (styrene and benzene) are shipped from KSA.   

The organization is built up as a matrix organisation. SABIC EU Chemicals is divided into 
departments which lay horizontal over the vertical BU’s.  The Supply Chain Management (SCM) 
department of SABIC EU Chemicals consist of six branches: Safety Health Environment Risk and 
Quality (SHERQ), Business Administration Management (BAM), Planning, Customer Service 
(CS), Supply Chain Improvements (SCI) and Sourcing & Contracting (S&C). The SCM department 
as a whole is responsible for the processing of demand and supply for all the chemicals 
produced in Europe and the demand planning of the chemicals transported to Europe. The 
Supply chain’s vision and mission can be found in Figure 1.2. 

Vision 
 

To become the benchmark for the safest, most reliable and cost efficient supply 
chain in Europe. 

Mission We want to be a global player, with sustainable safe delivery of  chemicals to all our 
customers, continuously and proactively optimizing our efficiency, reliability and 
service offerings across the whole chain, in close collaboration with all stakeholders 

FIGURE 1.2 SABIC CHEMICALS SUPPLY CHAIN VISION AND MISSION 

The project is executed for the Planning 
department of SABIC EU Chemicals (see 
Figure 1.3). The Planning department is 
responsible for all planning and 
optimization issues for both the 
production of chemicals in Europe as the 
import of chemicals from KSA. The 
demand planning, consisting from a 
Demand Planner (DP-er) and a 
Replenishment Scheduler, is solely 
dealing with the import from KSA.  

 
FIGURE 1.3 ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF THE SUPPLY CHAIN 

PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

http://www.sabic.com/
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1.3 PROBLEM INTRODUCTION 
This research project studies tactical demand planning processes in the petrochemical industry. 
Demand planning in the petrochemical industry has to deal with large volumes with fluctuating 
demand, a big uncertainty in supply quantities and the arrival of supply, long lead times and 
limited storage capacity. 

The demand planning processes of the BU Glycols at SABIC EU serves as a case example. This BU 
imports demand quantities of Glycols from KSA to Europe. The demand in Europe is under the 
influence of several macro-economic factors and seasonal factors. The sales quantities are also 
under influence of supply factors. The supply can be seen as semi-autonomous. The amount of 
supply to Europe is determined by a framework called Sales & Operations Planning (S&OP). 
Europe can only give an indication of how many sales they expect to have, where after the SABIC 
headquarters decide on how demand and supply is balanced. The process of production is 
continuous and thus can and will not be stopped.  
 
The following concepts will be used frequently throughout the report and are defined as 
follows:   
- Demand is  the amount of product that could be sold to a customer, without considering 

supply 
- Sales is the amount of product that is sold to a customer. 
- Supply is the amount of product coming from KSA to Europe, available to sell to the 

customer.  
- Demand planning is everything that happens to agree on the amount of product that can be 

sold to the customer until 3 months before the arrival of the product 
- Scheduling is everything that happens to agree on the amount of product that can be sold to 

the customer from the delivery at the customer until three months upfront.  
- Lead time is the time it takes to get product at a customer, from the start of the demand 

planning until the product can be found at the customer. 

Since the chemicals are transported as bulk products in vessels involving relatively long lead 
and transport time, the demand planning process takes a crucial role in getting the right amount 
of product within the right time at the right place at the lowest costs possible. Within the 
Planning department a lot of stress is perceived at the demand- and replenishment planning for 
the products imported from the KSA. This stress is not only perceived in the sense of high 
workload, but also leading to misunderstandings between people and between systems.  

1.3.1 PROJECT SCOPE 
To be able to manage the project within the time available a scope has to be chosen. The three 
BU’s that import chemicals to Europe have equal delivery requirements. Furthermore, the 
reasonable assumption can be made, looking at production budgets from the past years, that the 
volumes will not change substantially when comparing the BU’s in the relative sense. 
 
The BU Aromatics consists out of two products (benzene and styrene). Benzene is a trade 
product with unique characteristics that are completely different from the characteristics the 
other products within the SBU Chemicals have.  The only remaining product for Aromatics is 
styrene, with a little sales volume (45 KT/year) compared to the Oxygenates and Glycols 
(>600KT/year). The two remaining BU’s, Glycols and Oxygenates have both pro’s and con’s to 
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select them. The chosen product scope will be the BU Glycols, because of the following 
arguments: 

- To start with, the BU Oxygenates has more knowledge on the EMDAD’s concepts and 
processes in KSA then the BU Glycols. Where within the Glycols BU employees just 
execute their step within the S&OP (or even do something else than their task), within 
the Oxygenates people have an overview of what is happening and processes are 
executed how it is designed. The problems experienced within the Glycols are therefore 
bigger and thus the need for improvement is bigger here.   

- Secondly, the Glycols are currently the most profitable product group for SABIC and are 
expected to stay in this position (total profit of the Glycols is almost 50% of total profit 
SABIC, and profit per ton is almost double as high as Oxygenates. This means, within 
processes everything moves for Glycols and high customer satisfaction is important.  

- Finally, the total contractual demand for Oxygenates is about 99% of their total sales 
volume, whereas for the Glycols the percentage is around 80%. Therefore, demand is 
expected to less stable within the Glycols and the need for processes that are able to deal 
with uncertainty is higher.  

1.4 RESEARCH CONTEXT 
The most important goal of a (petrochemical) company is to get products as cheap and fast as 
possible to the market. Petrochemical companies importing from the Middle East have four 
main differences compared to regional producing companies in achieving that goal: 

1) Production costs are lower because of the access to cheap feed stocks 
2) Handling costs are higher because of the transportation from one region to the other 

and storage costs at the local market are higher. 
3) Lead times are longer and more uncertain because of the transportation time from one 

region to the other. 
4) Availability of storage capacity at the harbour in the local market is limited 

 
As the first two differences are cost based and fairly straight forward in their consequences, the 
third and fourth might cause other kind of problems. 

1.4.1 LONG LEAD TIMES 
Being able to serve customers on time with the requested quantities can be a problem with long 
lead times. As the products being sold are used in continuous flow processes, delivering a 
(wrong) quantity at the wrong moment in time, i.e. too early or too late, can have far going 
consequences in the production processes of customers. As transport and lead times are long, 
the demand of customers has to be forecasted as accurately as possible, to ensure that the right 
quantities are shipped from one region to the other. 

1.4.2 STORAGE CAPACITY 
Also the fourth difference that was mentioned, the limited storage capacity, requires a smooth 
demand planning with an accurate forecast of demand, since a deviation from the plan can 
result in extra inventory in the tank. The chemicals considered in this research can only be 
stored in tanks and the capacity of a tank is limited, i.e. full is really full. The supply of storage 
tanks is limited, since there are strict safety regulations for tanks and location in the harbour is 
required. Therefore if storage capacity is not really needed for a product, it can be used for 
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another product, i.e. the required capacity for a product can be reduced by having a smooth 
planning. Furthermore, inventory is also working capital and thus capital intensive.  

1.5 LITERATURE OVERVIEW REGARDING DEMAND PLANNING 

Also in literature the importance of a good functioning demand planning is emphasized1. 
Demand planning is a part of Supply Chain Management (SCM). A definition of SCM is given by 
“SCM is a strategy where business partners jointly commit to work closely together, to bring 
greater value to the consumer and/or their customers for the least possible overall supply cost”  
(American Production and Inventory Control Society, 1984). Supply chain planning is an 
important element of SCM. Within the supply chain planning three types of uncertainty exist 
(Nagali, et al., Procurement Risk Management (PRM) at Hewlett-Packard compnay, 2008; 
Peidro, Mula, & Poler, 2009): (1) supply uncertainty, (2) process or manufacturing uncertainty 
and (3) demand uncertainty. According to Davis (1993) demand uncertainty is supposed to be 
the most important of the three and can be caused by demand volatility or inexact forecasting 
demands. Demand uncertainty can lead to excessive unmet demand, excessive inventory and 
excessive borrowing to meet liquidity (Sodhi & Tang, 2011). If demand uncertainty penetrates 
into the network this is called the bullwhip effect, said by Davis (1993) and Chen and Blue 
(2010). Reducing demand uncertainty can be effectively done by appropriate aggregating the 
demand and demand forecasting (Chen & Blue, 2010).   

Being the first step of supply chain planning, demand planning defines the functioning of the 
rest of the supply chain, like manufacturing and logistics operations. (Chen & Blue, 2010; Zhao, 
Xie, & Leung, 2002). Demand planning is mainly focusing on the customer, predicting future 
demand from scheduled customer orders or processing market conditions into the forecast 
(Oliva & Watson, 2011). Demand signals are known to be the most inaccurate information flow 
in the whole supply chain planning, though they determine the quality of the entire chain.  

  

                                                             
1 From Vrancken (2012) 
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2 SUPPLY CHAIN DESCRIPTION 
A supply chain can be best described by focusing on different managerial aspects, introduced in 
the PCI-model by Bemelmans (1998) and elaborated by Flapper, Van Nunen and Van 
Wassenhove (2005).  This model deals with the processes, planning and control mechanisms, 
information systems, organizational aspects and performance of the supply chain.  

In Figure 2.1 the supply chain for the chemicals of SABIC EU can be found, with the positioning 
of the demand planning. As can been seen, the demand planning controls the goods flow within 
the supply chain, together with the supply planning. Since the project is focusing on the demand 
planning within this supply chain, only this part will be described in detail, i.e. the supply chain 
will be analyzed on the managerial aspects focusing on the demand planning. Input for this 
chapter is coming from (1) interviews with employees involved in the supply chain of the 
import products, (2) documentation on processes and projects and (3) data analysis of the sales 
volumes and replenishment volumes. 

FIGURE 2.1 SABIC CHEMICALS SUPPLY CHAIN POSITIONING THE DEMAND PLANNING 

A description of the relevant processes for the demand planning of the import products for 
SABIC EU is presented in paragraph 2.1.  The supply planning and control mechanisms are 
introduced in paragraph 2.2. Paragraph 2.3 reveals the informational aspects of the supply 
chain and paragraph 2.4 the organizational aspects.  The supply chain performance regarding 
the demand planning is described in paragraph 2.5. An extensive description of the demand 
planning processes is presented in paragraph 2.6 to conclude the chapter. 

2.1 SUPPLY CHAIN PROCESSES 
All import products are produced in the Middle East, at the East coast in Al-Jubail and at the 
West coast in Yanbu, both situated directly at sea. There are three factors causing the 
production of the chemical import products to be more or less similar to an autonomous supply, 
i.e. the supply quantities cannot (totally) be influenced by SABIC: 

1) Production runs on by-products of oil production obtained from the government at 
prime costs of production, resulting in very cheap feedstock. The annual quantity of by-
product (𝑄𝑡) that the government provides to SABIC is based on last year’s production, 
with the rule that 𝑄𝑡−1 ≥ 𝑄𝑡.  

2) The production is done by affiliates, which means that SABIC only owns part of the 
produced quantities. Thus production quantities are not only determined by SABIC, but 
decided on with all parties present at the affiliate.  

3) Every affiliate has a limited storage capacity but continuous production, so drainage of 
product from these tanks at the affiliate is important and cannot be stopped.  
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Because of limited storage capacity at the production facilities, products are shipped as soon as 
possible to customers in four different regions (the Middle East and Africa, Asia, America and 
Europe) with enormous vessels. These vessels have several constraints. There is limited 
number of vessels available, especially with the requirements SABIC has in terms of safety and 
environment. Furthermore, the capacity of the vessels is limited. Finally the time schedule of 
these vessels is quite uncertain, as a vessel is constantly sailing and can be delayed on every 
passage.  

For the transport to customers two types of vessels are used: (1) Contract of Affreightment 
(COA) and (2) time charters. Both COA vessels and time charters are dedicated to SABIC 
products for the route from KSA to Europe, but only time charters are fully dedicated to SABIC 
and are therefore better controllable in terms of sailing times. Currently there are four to five 
vessels a month coming from KSA to Europe for the regular import products2: two vessels to 
North Western Europe (NWE) and two to three vessels to the Mediterranean (MED) area. 
Occasionally a product is shipped on a spot vessel, which is a smaller vessel (from outside the 
regular fleet), that is available on a shorter notice but more expensive per ton of product.  

TABLE 2.1 OVERVIEW IMPORT PRODUCTS AND CORRESPONDING TERMINALS 

Region Terminal Products shipped to terminal 
Mediterranean Livorno MEG, DEG and Styrene 

Barcelona MEG and DEG 
Malta MTBE 
Ravenna MEG, MTBE, Methanol and Benzene 

North East Europe Antwerp MEG, DEG and TEG 
Rotterdam Methanol, MTBE, Benzene 

Direct sales n.a. MEG, MTBE, Methonal and Benzene 

In Table 2.1 an overview of the products imported to Europe is showed. Arriving in Europe 
products are discharged at terminals or directly at customers (so called Direct Sales). SABIC has 
terminals in six different ports in Europe:  in Rotterdam (the Netherlands), Antwerp (Belgium), 
Barcelona (Spain), Livorno and Ravenna (Italy) and Malta. The transportation from KSA to 
Europe is called the first lay-can. From the terminals the smaller quantities of products are 
transported to the customers by barges, Rail Tank Car (RTCs), trucks or pipelines. This is called 
the second lay-can (graphically explained in Figure 2.2.  

2.1.1 CUSTOMER CLUSTERING AND DELIVERY MODELS 
In Europe customers are delivered in two ways (Figure 2.2): (1) Direct Sales, which means that 
customers are delivered with the vessels coming directly from KSA, without discharging the 
product in SABIC terminals, and (2) replenishment sales, which means that customers are 
delivered from the stock terminals. Therefore the goods flows are decoupled at two points: (1) 
before being shipped to Europe and (2) after storage in the terminals, before delivering to the 
customers. This last decoupling point can be seen as a Customer Order Decoupling Point 
(CODP), as the goods flow from that point on is no longer part of the demand planning and 
forecast but customer driven. In the same way, the decoupling point for the direct sales could be 
seen as a CODP, as this is also customer driven.   

                                                             
2When the production in Europe is not high enough to meet captive use, ethylene is also imported from 
KSA. but generally speaking this is produced locally and not imported by SABIC EU.  
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FIGURE 2.2  DELIVERY MODELS 

The total yearly import volume is 1.5 million metric tons. About 30% of this is direct sales 
volume, which is 445 KT on yearly basis.  The appropriate delivery model for each customer is 
determined by primary customer clustering, which clusters customers based on the stability 
and volume of the demand (shown in Appendix A.ii).  

2.1.2 CUSTOMERS AND DEMAND 
The customers are divided into two groups: (1) demand on contractual basis or (2) demand on 
spot basis. Contractual customers are obliged to purchase a certain volume per year which is 
divided into twelve more or less equal (monthly) volumes, to keep sales somehow constant and 
predictable. These contractual rules are interpreted differently throughout the four BUs. Spot 
customers choose their own desired quantity, as long as SABIC can supply them.   
 

 GLYCOLS  OXYGENATES  AROMATICS   

 
~80% Contracts 

 
MEG 500KT 

85-90% contracts 
4 stock points 

direct sales 
 

DEG 110 KT 
40-45% contracts 

4 stock points 
 

TEG 9 KT 
70-75% contracts 

1 stock point 
 

 ~99% contracts 
 

Methanol 345KT 
98% contracts 

no stocks points 
direct sales 

 
MTBE 400KT 
99% contracts 
2 stock points 

Direct sales 

 ~83% contracts 
 

Styrene 45 KT 
93% contracts 
1 stock point 

 
Benzene 4-6 KT 

0% contracts 
(import) 

1 stock point 

  

FIGURE 2.3 DEMAND FIGURES SBU CHEMICALS FOR ALL BUSINESS UNITS IN 2011 

Figure 2.3 shows that in 2011, the majority of the total sales (in KT) for all four BUs volumes 
was sold via contracts. For the BU Oxygenates almost all sales were contractual sales. The BU 
Glycols, which deals with the biggest volumes, has the lowest volume contractual orders 
compared to the other BU’s (based on total BU volume in KT). Benzene is a special case as there 
are no contractual customers for the volumes imported from KSA. Only 3 out of 7 products use 
the delivery model direct sales.   

For the BU Glycols three types of customers can be distinguished: (1) end-customers that will 
use the glycol in their own production facility; (2) distributors that buy a big quantity from  
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SABIC and will sell this a lot of 
smaller quantities to many smaller 
customers and (3) traders, that will 
buy any quantity from SABIC when 
prices are low, put it temporary in a 
tank and will sell when prices are 
high. As can be seen in Table 2.2 end 
customer can be both spot and 
contractual customers, while the 
other two types are only spot 
customers. 

TABLE 2.2 TYPES AND GROUPS OF CUSTOMERS 

 
 Group of 
 Customer ↓ 

Type of customer ↓ 
End customer Distributor Trader 

Contractual X   
Spot  X X X 
    
LEGEND X = possible combination of type and group 

 

2.2 SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING AND CONTROL 
The supply chain planning and control is done at three levels: (1) strategic level, (2) tactical 
level and (3) operational level. The first deals with planning and control in time buckets of 
years. The tactical level looks at months to about 2 years. The operational level deals with the 
planning and control on a weekly to maximum three monthly level.  

2.2.1 STRATEGIC LEVEL  
At the strategic level the supply chain is controlled by budgets and investment decisions. Every 
year three different budgets for the coming years are determined: (1) production budgets, (2) 
sales budgets, (3) target inventory budgets.  

The production budgets at the affiliates are determined at the beginning of the third quarter of a 
year for the coming two or three years. For every affiliate it is agreed upon what percentage of 
the production is for SABIC. Scheduled shutdowns for the coming 18 months are taken into 
account in the budgets. The sales departments have two different sales budgets: a one-year-
sales-budget and a three-to-five- year-sales-budget. The sales budget determines how much a 
BU can sell and is dependent on the production budgets of the affiliates. Also investment 
decisions, e.g. new factories or ship equipment, are made, in general with a five year horizon for 
bigger investments, but decisions on smaller investments can be done within a year.  

2.2.2 TACTICAL LEVEL 
For the supply chain planning within SABIC at tactical level a global process has been 
implemented within the EMDAD concept a few years ago. This process is called the Supply & 
Operations Planning (S&OP), which has to make sure that the available supply and requested 
demand from all continents are balanced in a system and subsequently ensures that customers 
are supplied in a pre-defined order.  This order takes the location, the volumes, the solvency and 
strategic elements into account.  

The main idea of this cycle is profit maximization. The four regions communicate their demand 
for an 18-month3 horizon with the SABIC headquarters (HQ) in Riyadh (KSA), i.e. the quantities 
they expect to sell without taking supply and inventories into account. All regions should 
ventilate this ‘unconstrained’ demand, after which SABIC HQ can constrain this demand by 
balancing the available supply in a strategic way: supplying all strategic customers and if 

                                                             
3 The 18-month horizon is chosen without a real clear reason, though in general the shutdowns for 
affiliates are known 18-months in advance and thus can be included in the planning.  
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possible maximizing the profit by sending more supply to regions with the highest profit 
margins. SABIC HQ takes the inventory levels at the affiliates, the inventory levels at the 
regional terminals and the production of the affiliates into account.  

When the supply is determined per region this is done for the third month to come until the 18st 
month (see Figure 2.4) i.e. a 15 month rolling horizon to come. For the first two months these 
figures are fixed, since vessels are already being loaded or sailing. During the official S&OP 
meeting in April the supply and constrained demand figures for June loading – July arrival 
onwards are determined because everything for April, May and June arrival is (already) fixed 
and cannot be changed by the planning department4. 

 
FIGURE 2.4 ROLLING HORIZON FOR DEMAND PLANNING AND FORECAST 

Within this planning process three situations can be distinguished: 
1) 𝑈𝑝,𝑙,𝑘;𝑡 < 𝐶𝑝,𝑙.𝑘;𝑡 
2) 𝑈𝑝,𝑙,𝑘;𝑡 = 𝐶𝑝,𝑙,𝑘;𝑡 
3) 𝑈𝑝,𝑙,𝑘;𝑡 > 𝐶𝑝,𝑙,𝑘;𝑡 

in which the unconstrained demand 𝑈𝑝,𝑙,𝑘;𝑡 is the demand the regional demand planner (regional 
DP-er) expect to sell, globally added up and 𝐶𝑝,𝑙,𝑘;𝑡 the demand constrained by the available 
supply and (desired) inventory levels at affiliates and terminals. The process is designed as a 
pull model: the characteristics of the regions, e.g. demand, netback, logistics, should pull a 
certain demand to the region. Nonetheless, the execution (in 2011) of the model was 
(perceived) more a push-model, for some business units: supply is pushed to regions, because of 
high production and inventory levels at the affiliates, with the regional characteristics only 
being used as rough guideline for supply quantities. Furthermore, demand is no longer 
constrained but extended when there is an excess supply. A detailed description of the demand 
planning at tactical level is presented in paragraph 2.6. 

2.2.3 OPERATIONAL LEVEL 
At the operational level the control for the import products in the supply chain is maintained via 
the Weekly Operational Meeting (WOM), which is the operational equivalent of the S&OP 
meeting. At the beginning of every week the changes in stock levels, vessel arrival, sales 
realizations and allocation are discussed, using the balances stored in the information systems. 

                                                             
4 On operational level still changes can take place.  
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As the production of the import products is in the KSA and cannot be influenced by SABIC EU, 
this is not discussed in the WOM. 

2.2.3.1 SWAPS  
To solve problems at the operational level, product swaps with co-producers can be done. Two 
different types of swaps are identified: time-swaps and location-swaps. In case of time-swap 
product is bought from or sold to a co-producer and at another, later, moment in time the 
product is sold back to or bought back from the co-producer. A location-swap can be done at the 
same moment in time because product is sold at one terminal and bought at another terminal. 
In this way product can be made available without physically moving the product, and thus 
without a possible time-loss or delay.  

Currently only time swaps are done, i.e. material is issued from and received at the same 
terminal. In general, SABIC only performs swaps of more than 500 MT. Swaps are planned about 
two weeks before the movement of the physical product, so it is an operational action for both 
parties involved in the swap. The payback period varies from one week to about six months. 
There are price agreements between SABIC and a regular swap party, which is based on a 
monthly settled price, to limit losses due to swaps. 

2.3 SUPPLY CHAIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Within the description of the information systems used by SABIC, a distinction has been made 
between SABIC EU and SABIC HQ. Both locations are both relevant for the demand planning, but 
have structural differences in the information systems used.   

2.3.1 SABIC EU 
SABIC EU is using the ERP system SAP ECC for (supply chain) planning purposes. SAP can be 
seen as the interface for a database. The SAP system is referred to as R3. Next to SAP the 
solution Supply Chain Management (or Advanced Planner and Optimizer (APO)) is used, with 
the Business Intelligence (BW) functionality to create reports. Both on tactical and operational 
level APO is very important, because it monitors all balances of production, sales and inventory 
levels. Furthermore, it uses plan books, which balance out end stocks, on a daily base for the 
coming two months, and for the remaining 18 months on a monthly basis.  Within APO the 
application Supply Network Planning (SNP) is utilized to automatically allocate products to 
customers.  

Microsoft Excel functions as (1) back up, as (2) a basis for analyses as backbone in the 
replenishment planning. According to procedures, working with Excel should be avoided. It is 
however still happening, since people are more familiar with Excel than with for example APO.  

Within SABIC EU, all emails, Excel sheets, Power points and Word files are shared through an 
online server called Livelink, which has an automatic version manager.  

2.3.2 SABIC HQ  
FANAR is the SAP system for SABIC KSA. Next to FANAR also the planning assistant APO and 
within APO the application SNP are used. Within this SNP module the Capable-to-Match (CTM) 
run can be used to match the demand to the available supply, taking into account inventory 
levels at affiliates and inventory levels at the terminals. Also Excel files and Power point files are 
used to store information. The main difference between KSA and Europe regarding to IT system 
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and information sharing, is the fact that Europe has a more or less paperless office while in KSA 
a lot of information is printed.  

2.4 SUPPLY CHAIN ORGANIZATION 
The organizational outline of SABIC also distinguishes SABIC HQ and SABIC EU.  

2.4.1 SABIC EU 
SBU Chemicals Europe is responsible for the sales of the imported chemicals from KSA (and for 
the production and sales for the products produced in Europe at the three production sides in 
Teesside (United Kingdom), Geleen (The Netherlands) and Gelsenkirchen (Germany)).   

The sub-department of Supply Chain Planning, named demand planning, is responsible for the 
demand forecast of the import products and the replenishment planning of the vessels coming 
from the KSA. The replenishment planners are responsible for the replenishment volumes to the 
terminals and the Direct Sales quantities coming from the KSA to Europe.  

The department Sourcing & Contracting (S&C) is responsible for the availability of the different 
transport modalities (no vessels) and storage capacity at terminals, i.e. from CODP 2 (Figure 2.2, 
second lay-can). S&C ensures that the department Customer Service (CS) is able to call on the 
certain modalities to transport the product from the terminal to the customers. This is based on 
availability contracts with Logistic Service Providers (LSPs). CS has contact with the customers 
and LSPs to tune the wishes and demands from both sides. CS and demand planning are 
together responsible for monitoring stock levels at the different terminals.   

The Business is responsible for selling the products and analyzing the market. The Business 
manager (BM-er) leads a BU. The Sales Manager (SM-er) is responsible for the actual sales of the 
product. The BPA-er analyses the market on short term effects (0-3 months), e.g. price changes. 
The market intelligence officers analyses the market on long term effects (3-6 months), such as 
economy changes.  

2.4.2 SABIC HQ 
In KSA, the Global Supply Chain Planning Department for the Chemicals SBU is responsible for 
the production planning, inventory planning and supply planning of the chemical import 
products to all regions: Europe, Asia, Middle East and Africa and Americas. Every BU has its own 
Planning team consisting of a Global Demand Planner (Global DP-er) for the whole BU and a 
Supply & Inventory planner (SIP-er) per product. Also part of the Planning department, but with 
an operational function is the Operations scheduler. This scheduler has the responsibility to 
make the planning of the SIP-er operational, towards the affiliates on the one hand to the Global 
Supply Chain Execution on the other hand.  

Global Supply Chain Execution, also located in KSA, is responsible for the actual execution of the 
planning. Global SC Execution is coordinating all BU’s. Within the department every region has 
an Executive Shipping Representative to arrange the vessel planning for that specific region. 
They must ensure that the right amount of product at the right moment is loaded at the vessels 
sailing to the overseas regions.  

Global SCM is the management of the Global SC Planning, SC Execution Europe, Global S&C and 
Global SC Execution. The general manager is at the head of a BU. He reports to the head of the 
SBU, the VP. In general those higher level managers are positioned in KSA.  
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2.4.3 GLYCOLS BU SPECIFIED 
Since the project is focused on the BU Glycols, the organizational view will be described in more 
detail. These stakeholders are present on the tactical or operational level.  A lot more people are 
indirectly involved in the process (e.g. managers of departments), however for daily operations 
there are out of scope since they do not actually handle the products. The stakeholders are 
graphically displayed in Appendix B. 

There are three sales managers selling Glycols in Europe: one for MEG, DEG and TEG in Spain 
and Italy, one for MEG and one for DEG&TEG in the rest of Europe. There is one Business 
Planner & Analyst, specialized in the Glycols, supported by the Market Intelligence officer. The 
European DP-er deals with all BU’s that import material, as well as both replenishment 
schedulers. Two customer service officers support solely the Glycols. The Planning department 
in KSA is devoted to the BU Glycols. There are five affiliates producing Glycols.  

2.5 SUPPLY CHAIN PERFORMANCE 
For the supply chain performance, focussing on the demand planning, again the distinction 
between SABIC EU and SABIC HQ is made.  

2.5.1 SABIC EU AND SABIC HQ 
The Key Performance Indicator (KPI) Demand Planning Accuracy (DPA) is calculated both by 
the SABIC EU and SABID HQ.  

2.5.1.1 DEMAND PLANNING ACCURACY 
The metric objective of the DPA is to ensure high planning accuracy to fulfill capability service 
levels while managing the corresponding cost-to-serve. Furthermore, high planning accuracy 
drives reduces the need for safety stock across the network. The DPA compares the agreed 
demand plan for a certain month at the end of the previous month compared to the confirmed 
orders at the beginning of the next month. So the agreed demand plan for April, frozen at the end 
of March is compared to the Sales Agreed for April at the beginning of May. It measures only 
external demand from outside SABIC, so no captive use from other BU’s or SBU’s. The following 
formula is used to calculate the DPA: 

𝐷𝑃𝐴 = 1 −  �
|𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐴𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑|

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐴𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑
� [2.1] 

The KPI is calculated every month on product-terminal level, i.e. for every DFP-SKU 
combination. When calculating aggregated values, not the percentages but the absolute 
quantities are summed, i.e. a new percentage is calculated from the added quantities. (A high 
value means the DPA is good).  Both Regional DP-er and the Global DP-er calculate this DPA 
number. When there are values lower than 80% per BU, the Manager SC Planning raises an 
alarm and asks the Regional DP-er what causes these low numbers. An elaborate explanation 
about this performance indicator can be found in section 5.1.1. 

2.5.2 SABIC EU 
The current performance measurement of the demand planning for SABIC EU is focused on the 
KPI DPA. The inventory levels at the end of the month are also monitored, though this is not an 
official performance measurement and therefore no actions are taken upon.  
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2.5.2.1 INVENTORY LEVEL AT END OF MONTH 
The inventory level and storage usage at the end of the month of the tanks in the several 
terminals is also measured. It is not an official measure that is checked every month and the 
numbers are only looked at occasionally. The file that is used to monitor the inventory contains 
some errors, e.g. wrong tank capacities, and the given attention to the file is minimal. The use of 
the storage capacity can be a measure that shows how reliable the demand planning is. It is a 
well-known supply chain concept that the more reliable a planning, the less storage capacity is 
needed (Silver, Pyke, & Peterson, 1998). Besides this, monitoring the demand once a month, 
only gives a reliable picture if the demand is linear over the month, which is not the case for the 
Glycols.    

Furthermore, approximately once every two months the Manager SC Planning checks the 
unconstrained demand plan for the coming months. When high inventories, e.g. 90% of the 
storage capacity, are expected in several months from now without a clear explanation, he tells 
the Regional DP-er to lower the expected storage levels. In this way the expected inventory 
levels are checked every two months more or less.  Also holding costs are monitored every 
month, but in a high level number: Supply Chain costs for Import products. This number 
comprises all costs regarding the supply chain for the import products, like the costs of having 
personnel, the transportation costs for the transport from the terminals to the customer and 
inventory costs.  

2.5.3 SABIC HQ 
Next to the KPI DPA, SABIC HQ also measures the KPI supply plan Accuracy (SPA). These two 
multiplied, determine the Planning Accuracy (PA): 𝑆𝑃𝐴 𝑥 𝐷𝑃𝐴 =  𝑃𝐴. This Planning Accuracy is 
discussed at highly aggregated levels, e.g. Glycols or even Chemicals in total. SABIC HQ will thus 
focus on keeping the SPA high, with less attention given to the DPA.  

2.5.3.1 SUPPLY PLAN ACCURACY 
The objective of the SPA is to fulfill capability service levels while managing the corresponding 
cost-to-serve. Furthermore the production execution should be as agreed; in a way that it is 
ensured there is sufficient material available. Finally a high planning accuracy should ensure to 
reduction of the need for safety stock across the network. The SPA compares the Actual 
production and replenishment quantities with the planned replenishment and production. So at 
the end of March the production plan for April is frozen and compared with the actual 
production for April at the beginning of May. The same is done for the replenishment volumes. 

𝑆𝑃𝐴 = 1 − �
|𝐴𝑐𝑡.𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝐴𝑐𝑡.𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡| − |𝑃𝑙.𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑃𝑙.𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛|

|𝑃𝑙.𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛| � [2.2]  

 
This KPI is calculated every month on a SKU- Plant combination. When aggregating the numbers 
for a region of global purpose, first quantities are added up and a new percentage is calculated. 
A high value means that the SPA is good. This KPI is calculated by the SIP-er in Riyadh for the 
Import products of all regions.  

2.6 DEMAND PLANNING PROCESSES 
In this paragraph a comparison is made between the detailed design and execution of the 
demand planning processes: from a demand forecast by the sales managers until the actual 
delivery at the customers.  
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From this point onward, only the BU Glycols will be considered5. 
 
2.6.1 EMDAD DESIGN OF DEMAND PLANNING: SALES AND OPERATIONS PLANNING 
The EMDAD design of the demand planning was drawn up in the EMDAD project in 2009. The 
supply chain wide project was initiated to adapt to changing customer requirements and 
become the supplier of choice. It was implemented throughout the whole supply chain of SABIC. 
For the demand planning activities one of the most important changes was the establishment of 
a Planning department at SABIC KSA. The S&OP framework was implemented in 2010 and the 
first S&OP meeting was in January 2011 

For the demand planning the EMDAD design contained an S&OP framework. “S&OP is the set of 
business processes and technologies that enable an enterprise to respond effectively to demand 
and supply variability with insights into the optimal market deployment and most profitable 
supply chain mix” (Muzumdar & Fontanella, 2006). The measure to a successful S&OP process is 
its ability to create an actionable consensus plan that provides the operational blueprint for 
matching supply to demand profitably. S&OP enables a company to better meet their customer 
demand while simultaneously reducing inventories and minimizing supply chain operations 
costs (Lapide, 2004b).  Bower (2006) explains that S&OP can even five value opportunities in 
the supply chain when working efficiently: (1) improved forecast accuracy, (2) reduced 
inventory, (3) reduced obsolescence, (4) improved customer service and (5) improved portfolio 
management.  For the S&OP process to work, responsibilities must be shared across the 
organization and measured and rewarded when value is added. Collaboration must be continual 
and forecast levels are adjusted in an iterative process. However, one of the most difficult things 
in the S&OP processes is aligning all stakeholders’ opinions in one plan (Wallance & Stahl, 2008; 
Oliva & Watson, 2011).  

According to EMDAD, it is essential for a good demand planning to use all available information 
correctly. The demand planning directly impacts supply planning, execution and logistics. 
Demand planning is the start; inaccuracy cannot be compensated in the next steps. Within the 
EMDAD concept, the planning uses the following deliverables:  (1) Availability of forecast 
figures; (2) Availability of replenishment plan accepted by KSA; (3) Pre-S&OP meeting; (4) 
Release final Demand & Supply plan (5) Product allocation. Furthermore, there are three major 
constraints, which are present during the whole planning process: (1) customer clustering, (2) 
planning hierarchies and (3) planning calendar and authorizations (all explained in appendix A).  
  
A graphical representation of all the steps in the framework can be found in Figure 2.5. A 
complete detailed description of all steps numbered in Figure 2.5 can be found in Appendix C.i.  

2.6.2 COMPARISON OF THE DESIGN WITH THE EXECUTION 
The reality is that the EMDAD demand planning processes are not executed the way they are 
designed. The current execution of the demand planning process differs from the design. An 
overview on all steps of the execution is shown in Figure 2.6. The whole process, with all steps 
shown in Figure 2.6 is step by step explained in Appendix C.ii. The description represents the 
situation in April-May 2012. This process of execution is subject to continuous changes and thus 
can be changed in the meantime.  

                                                             
5 The justification of excluding the other BU’s can be found in section 1.3.1. The detailed demand planning 
execution is different per BU. 
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Comparing the execution of the S&OP processes with their design, there are several differences. 
Some are substantial, others are minor differences. The differences described below are in 
chronological order of appearance in the S&OP cycle.  

1) No customer forecast is available in the system for customers to update their forecast. 
Sales manager have to put these number in manually. 

2) No statistical forecast is in place to validate and challenge the sales managers forecast. 
One of the few degrees of freedom the regional DP-ers has in the S&OP process, can be 
serious affected by lack of validation. Furthermore, the better and more accurate the 
forecast is and therefore the planning, the less firefighting has to be done scheduling 
wise.  

3) The Global DP-er already constraints the demand, while he is not allowed to do this, as 
he is not well informed about all the constraints. The demand should only be 
constrained by the SIP-er; the Global DP-er is the messenger in this process of 
constraining.  

4) No logistics capacity check is in place, partly because of missing IT links, partly because 
the responsibility of the check is not assigned to someone. Also very little material is 
available on logistic concepts.  This means that it can happen that after the S&OP 
outcome has been determined, and supply and demand are agreed on, plans have to be 
changed because of logistic constraints.  

5) The CTM-run is not being used, demand and supply balancing is done by hand by the 
SIP-er, which could have the consequences that not all obligatory constraints are used, 
e.g. customer clustering, logistic capacities.  

6) The Proposed supply plan of the SIP-er is overwritten by the Regional DP-er of Europe, 
which is not aware of global information. The Proposed supply plan will be optimal for 
the region, but sub-optimal globally, because the global optimization constraints are left 
out. As a consequence also the regional inventory levels are determined by the regional 
DP-er, while this is the responsibility of the Planning department in KSA, as they are in 
charge of supply and demand determination.  

7) Only an unofficial release of the Agreed Demand and Agreed supply plans for Europe is 
present, i.e. there is no official release in the system. This has the consequence that the 
Agreed Demand and Supply are not always considered and inventories do not follow the 
line they should do, i.e. the level decided on in the S&OP cycle.   

8) The allocation of the demand to the customers in R3 is done in the wrong month, based 
on the wrong data. Currently the allocation for month t until t+2  is done in t-1 based on 
the unconstrained demand plan of month t until t+2  compared to the sales managers 
forecast at t-1 for t until t+2 while it should be done based on the agreed demand plan for 
month t until t+2 agreed on in t-3. When the allocation is done based on the 
unconstrained demand plan, the supply quantities coming to the region do not match the 
allocation quantities. These deviations between supply and allocation will lead to 
different inventory development than agreed on by the business in Riyadh during the 
S&OP. This can cause serious problems in the inventory development. 

 
To sum up there can be said that there is a substantial difference between the execution of the 
S&OP process and the design of it. These differences undermine some key-elements of the S&OP 
process: the supply and demand is balanced based on profit margins and a consensus has to be 
reached on this balance. 
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 FIGURE 2.5 DESIGN OF THE GLOBAL DEMAND PLANNING PROCESSES 
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FIGURE 2.6 EXECUTION OF THE (GLOBAL) DEMAND PLANNING PROCESSES 

2.7 SUM-UP 
The characteristics of the supply chain in scope are known. It can be concluded that it is a fairly complex supply chain, dealing with many 
uncertainties and (semi-) autonomous supply characteristics. The processes in place to guide the tactical demand planning are complicated, 
assigning a lot of responsibilities to a lot of people. 
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3 RESEARCH APPROACH 
The research approach is drawn up from a summary of the problem analysis (paragraph 3.1), 
stating the problem definition (paragraph 3.2) and defining the research questions and design 
(paragraph 3.3).  The possible gains of the project will be discussed in paragraph 3.4 

3.1 PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
In Figure 3.1 an overall problem scheme is shown, based on interviews with the stakeholders of 
the demand planning process and documentation available on the process design. The scheme 
shows the complexities of the Glycols demand planning that SABIC EU currently deals with. 

 
FIGURE 3.1 PROBLEM SCHEME FOR THE DEMAND PLANNING 

Looking at the problem scheme, the problems and complexities can be divided into two main 
groups: problems regarding processes being executed in the demand planning and problems 
regarding characteristics of demand and supply. These two main categories will be explained 
here after and will lead to a number of consequences, also explained below.  

3.1.1 PROCESS PROBLEMS 
The process problem can be found in the blue boxes of Figure 3.1 

3.1.1.1 NEW DEMAND PLANNING PROCESS (EMDAD) 
The EMDAD concept was designed in 2009. Implementing S&OP processes in the whole SABIC 
organization started in 2010. These new processes are not fully mature after 1.5 year of 
implementation.  

The EMDAD concept introduced fairly complex processes for the demand planning. As can be 
seen from paragraph 2.6, an elaborate number of steps are required to agree on the amount of 
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the product that can be sold to a customer. Compared to the situation before EMDAD, a whole 
new department is framed into the organization (the planning department in Riyadh did not 
exist before the introduction of EMDAD). This means that there are a lot more people and 
departments involved in the process of getting the import products to the several regions. As 
stated in literature, one of the most difficult things in the S&OP processes is aligning all 
stakeholders’ opinions in one plan (Wallance & Stahl, 2008; Oliva & Watson, 2011). “For the 
S&OP process to work, responsibilities should be shared across the organization, and measured 
and rewarded when value is added. Collaboration must be continual” (Whisenant, 2006, p. 19).  

With the insertion of the Planning department in Riyadh and implementing the S&OP all 
decisional power lies in the HQ in Riyadh. The regions can set boundaries, but the final call 
about quantities in supply and demand comes from Riyadh. When the whole process is fully 
implemented and all IT links are functioning, the only remaining freedom a region has, is the 
unconstrained demand plan, since this plan is (probably) used as an input for the balancing of 
demand and supply.  

3.1.1.2 IT-SYSTEMS NOT FULLY IN PLACE 
As the implementation of EMDAD with the S&OP concept only started 1.5 years ago, several IT 
systems are not yet in place. 

1) The customer forecast is not initialized up in Europe. According to the design of the 
S&OP customers should be able to fill in their demand in an online-tool. This tool is not 
available, and customer forecasts can only be received via email.  

2) The link between FANAR in KSA and R3 is not yet supported by the systems in Europe, 
which makes it impossible to send the information, as Demand or supply plans, via the 
system. This means that the degrees of freedom a region should have in the process are 
exceeded and things as allocation of the products to the customers in the system can be 
changed without notice of KSA (normally the system would block this). With this, the 
decisional power of the HQ in Riyadh can be undermined.  

3) Moreover, the CTM run is not functioning for the Glycols BU. The problem lays in the fact 
that the connection between the inputs and the actual run is not in place, whereby the 
SIP-ers have to fill in the inputs by hand. As this is the same amount of work as doing the 
balancing by hand, they (so far) prefer doing it by hand.  

4) The IT requirements for the Logistics capacity check before the pre-S&OP are not in 
place either. Thus, this aggregated logistics capacity is not checked and therefore the 
Logistics plans are not generated.  

3.1.1.3 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE DESIGN AND THE EXECUTION OF THE DEMAND PLANNING  
These differences have already been mentioned in section 2.6.2 and partly overlap with the 
problems from subsection 3.1.1.2. The main problem with these differences is the fact that 
freedom is taken by stakeholders in steps that should be strictly fixed to make the framework 
the way it should be. As is said in literature (Lapide, 2004a; Bower, 2006), to make the S&OP 
successful, several steps are desired. The S&OP meetings should be ongoing with structured 
meeting agendas and well prepared participants. An unbiased baseline forecast should be there 
when implementing the S&OP process, preferably a statistical forecast. Within SABIC EU this is 
not the case. There should be measurement of the performance of the S&OP process, whereas 
within SABIC EU only the last step, the constrained demand plan is measured. There should be 
technology available to support the planning processes, which is also lacking at SABIC EU, since 
connections between the two SAP system of SABIC KSA and EU are not working. Furthermore, 
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according to Lapide (2004b) software that is actually able to balance demand and supply via 
heuristics is preferable, as this is one of the most essential parts of S&OP. Also the use of this 
balancing problem is not done within the demand planning of SABIC EU.  

3.1.1.4 LACK OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT SUPPLY CHAIN 
Most people working in the demand planning, (mainly is KSA), do not fully understand the 
concepts described by the S&OP cycle and general supply chain concepts like safety stocks.  

People are mainly familiar with their own tasks and responsibilities, but not fully aware of what 
someone else does with their input or results. Since the total picture is not clear to most 
stakeholders, some responsibilities are ignored by everyone, resulting in tasks that are not done 
at all. The unawareness of the full process can cause frustrations for the stakeholders. 

Furthermore, concepts like safety stocks at terminals are determined on gut feeling, resulting 
from this lack of knowledge. The Regional DP-er of Europe only looks at the percentage of the 
inventory capacity that is used, if demand and supply behaves the way it is expected at the 
moment. The boundaries of 65% and 90% that are normally used are based on experience. 
Nevertheless, in the case that supply is scarce also inventory levels of only 15% of the storage 
capacity at a terminal are used. There has been a project about base-stock levels in 2006 by a 
TU/e graduate, but this was before the implementation of the S&OP processes. The results of 
the project are not used, because these were no applicable. The inventory levels should not be 
determined in Europe, because these are subject to the supply and demand quantities decided 
on during the S&OP in Riyadh.  

Also inventory levels at the affiliates are not supported by supply chain concepts, but are based 
on a fully linear demand, assumed by the Business based on average sales per month. 
Sometimes non-linear demand is experienced over the month, with the high demand in the 
beginning of the month. This means the previous month has to be closed with high inventories 
to be able to meet the demand at the beginning of the month. Then the average target stock can 
maybe be lower, but at the end of the month high inventory levels are needed to meet next 
months’ demand. Most SIP-ers therefore calculate their own target inventory levels, though still 
with basic calculations, without having sophisticated inventory models in place. Currently, there 
is a project going on to determine whether it is possible and useful to determine and implement 
base-stock levels for Europe.  

As a result of the lack of understanding the supply chain, the quality of data that is captured by 
the systems or by people individually is of low quality. The planning data is mainly liable for 
scheduling changes, so changes made within three months before the actual execution of the 
plan. Furthermore, the data that has to be saved to be able to measure performance is not 
always clear to the stakeholders, therefore sometimes no data is saved at all. This results in an 
unclear performance of the demand planning.  

3.1.2 CHARACTERISTICS PROBLEM 
Looking at the characteristics of the demand and supply, which can be more or less seen as 
givens, also here complexities can be identified. In Figure 3.1 they can be found in grey squares.  

3.1.2.1 HIGH COMPLEXITY OF SUPPLY 
The supply side has one characteristic that makes the demand planning for a region as Europe 
very hard. The decisional power on the supply quantities should be (or is) in Riyadh. The HQ 
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decides based on a global optimum which amount of product is send to the regions. The input 
the regions give in the form of the unconstrained demand plan is taken into consideration but 
will only be used as guidelines, e.g. only the contractual demand, for the decisions on the supply 
quantities. Therefore a semi-autonomous supply can be identified here. In rare cases there is 
even full autonomous supply, as the supply can be constrained to 0 tons, even if there is 
contractual demand to fulfill. Then customers should be supplied from the inventories or 
product has to be bought in the local market.  

Next to this (semi-) autonomous supply characteristic, lead times are long and uncertain. It 
takes three months from the first sales managers forecast and the actual allocation (=sales order 
in APO) to the customer. About one month is scheduled for the S&OP process; the other two 
months are the vessel planning and transport time. This transport time of approximately one 
month causes a lot of uncertainties in the lead time. A lot of vessels taking the product to the 
regions are delayed due to (un-)loading problems or problems during the sailing time.  

In addition the storage capacity in the terminals is not infinite. The available capacity is limited 
by both availability and costs. These two restrictions result in a storage capacity per product per 
terminal that needs a proper planning to not overflow the tanks on the one hand or have a 
shortage of product on the other hand.  

The concepts mentioned in this section together create a complicated picture of the supply side. 
Because these things will be seen as givens, only a full understanding of these complexities can 
help the demand planning process.  

3.1.2.2 HIGH COMPLEXITY OF DEMAND 
Also at the demand side of the Glycols for SABIC EU, there are complexities that can be dealt 
with, if fully understood. The Glycols are primarily subject to a very volatile market, with 
demand figures changing fast.  This makes it hard to forecast certain demand figures, as the 
market outlook can change within a day.  Furthermore, the percentage of non-contractual 
volume sold by the Glycols team is fairly high. 20% of the annual import volume is sold on the 
spot market, which is about 120 KT per year. This spot market is even harder to forecast, as 
these spot customers are not obligated to purchase volumes. Looking at the Glycols, MEG has 
lowest percentage of spot sales (10 to 15% if annual sales); nevertheless this volume is in an 
absolute way still the biggest compared to DEG and TEG.  

3.1.3 CONSEQUENCES 
If all complexities and problems from the sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 are added up, this can have far 
going consequences for the performance of the supply chain. These consequences can be split 
into three statements (also shown in the white squares in Figure 3.1).  

3.1.3.1 LIMITED MONITORING OF SUPPLY CHAIN PERFORMANCE 
The monitoring of the supply chain performance is limited. The correct data is not available or 
people are not aware of what they should monitor. It is therefore not clear how good the 
demand planning is actually performing. This can lead to unnecessary costs. It can be that costs 
are not measured as such and therefore not draw the attention, or costs occur because the 
performance is low. It can also lead to lower customer satisfaction, for example when a product 
is late according to customer requirements but on time according to SABIC requirements. 
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3.1.3.2 SHORTAGE/SURPLUS IN INVENTORY 
If all the complexities come together there is a fair chance that on operational level there will be 
shortages or surpluses in the inventory at the terminals. If the sales forecast is for example not 
realistic and supply is send based on this forecast, this can lead to critical situations in the 
inventory management. But also the lack of knowledge on how the inventory can behave, 
without having formal inventory policies in place, can cause problems. The uncertain lead time 
and limited inventory capacity are characteristics of the process that additionally can cause 
problems. A surplus in inventory in the terminals can cause a severe increase in inventory costs, 
as spot tanks might have to be rented. Spot tanks are more expensive than contractual 
inventory storage, because it is temporary rental on short notice. A surplus can also lead to a 
lower customer satisfaction because customers can be asked to receive an order early to lower 
inventory levels. A shortage of product can clearly have an effect on customer satisfaction; 
customers cannot be delivered if there is not enough material in stock. Swaps can be done to 
solve the problem both ways, i.e. in case of shortage and in case of surplus.  

3.1.3.3 STRESS IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN 
Stress is perceived in the supply chain by the people working with the import products. This 
stress can be divided into two sorts of stress. On the one hand there are misunderstandings 
between people, because people are not aware of the roles and responsibilities everyone has or 
how the demand planning process should be executed. On the other hand there is a high 
workload perceived, because a lot of rework and firefighting has to be done if planning turns out 
to not be realistic and operational problems have to be solved. There are estimates that the 
regional DP-er spends 40% of her workweek on scheduling issues, while this is a planner. This 
rework can be expressed in (labor) costs. Rework and misunderstandings can also lead to lower 
customer satisfaction, as perhaps the information flow towards customers might be subject to a 
lot of changes or product might not be available on the agreed moment in time.  

3.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION  
The central problem of the project (from Figure 3.1) is described by the following statement: 

There is a lot of uncertainty is the demand planning of SABIC EU Chemicals. 

3.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS & RESEARCH DESIGN 
With the problem definition defined, the following research questions have been formulated: 

I. What is the relation between the demand, supply and sales for the Glycols at SABIC EU? 
a. When the design of the demand planning process is being executed? 
b. Within the actual execution of the demand planning process? 

 
II. How is the current performance of the demand planning for the Glycols? 

a. How is the performance of the demand planning, presently measured? 
b. Is this measured correctly, and if not, how should the performance be measured 
c. How well is the demand planning performing under the correct performance 

criteria? 
 

III. What will be the influence of a better demand forecast on the demand planning 
performance within the existing EMDAD design? 

 
IV. What (factors) determine(s) the demand (expected sales) for the Glycols at SABIC EU? 
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a. What determines the contractual demand? 
b. What determines the spot demand? 

 
V. What can be done to improve the process of demand planning at SABIC EU? 

 
VI. How to successfully implement the improvements on the demand planning in the 

existing EMDAD design? 
 
The research questions will be answered throughout the report, and lead to the main question 
of the research, which will be answered in the conclusion:  
How to improve the tactical demand planning of the import products of SABIC EU Chemicals? 

3.4 PROJECT GAINS 
If some improvements for the demand planning can be realized this can result in both 
qualitative and quantitative gains. As said before, a reliable demand planning is essential for a 
good performance of the rest of the supply chain. Looking at SABIC EU supply chain’ vision and 
mission (see Figure 1.2), a smooth demand planning is needed to become this benchmark.  

This was also stated by the manager of the Planning department: “I’m looking for stability in the 
process. With the process I mean from the plan until the arrival at the customer. This stability 
could be introduced through a good demand forecast…Besides this bullwhip, there are additional 
costs for spot tanks, demurrages etc. And let’s not forget the extra hours for all the rework my 
people have to spend on it. Beside all this I hope to realize a more general insight in the process, a 
higher job satisfaction and more efficient employees.” 

 
As stated by the manager of the Planning department the main gains will be qualitatively, 
improving the quality of the demand planning creating a more stable and reliable process. With 
an improved demand planning there could be: 

- Less rework because the planning will be more reliable and realistic and less 
operational changes have to be made. As the total number of FTE’s working in the 
planning department probably will not be reduced, there will be more time for 
improvements.  

- More confidence in the DP-er by both SABIC EU as well as SABIC KSA. There will be less 
frustration for the sales managers and customer service of SABIC EU, which could result 
in less stress and thus better work.  

- Higher customer satisfaction as there will be less changes in the scheduling and the 
customer is contacted less frequent with regard to the delivery of the chemicals.   

The possibly more quantitative gains with a better demand planning are: 
- Less storage costs because with less uncertainty in planning, less storage capacity is 

needed.  
- Less swaps needed, which can lead to a better competitive position and a stable or even 

bigger market share.  

Besides the gains resulting purely from the research, thoroughly investigating the demand 
planning and scoping towards the demand planning, can result in awareness of the stake 
holders and cause other remarkable things to pop-up. 
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PART II ANALYSIS & DIAGNOSIS 
In the second part of the report the analysis and diagnosis are described. With a deeper analysis 
of parts of the demand planning a better diagnosis of areas for the re-design can be done.  The 
following chapters deal with research question I, IIa and IV respectively.  

 
FIGURE II..1 GUIDELINE THROUGH THE REPORT: STEP II 

4 INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE DEMAND PLANNING 
There are four moments in the demand planning process when a quantity of product is 
explicitly defined and these four moments in time are mutually compared (1) the unconstrained 
demand plan, (2) the constrained demand plan, (3) the supply plan and (4) the actual sales. The 
first research question aims at investigating where in the demand planning improvements can 
be made by analyzing these four quantities.  

SABIC employees6 who deal with these quantities have been questioned about the relationships 
between the unconstrained demand, constrained demand, supply plan and actual sales quantities. 
This lead to statements such as: “There is no relationship between the unconstrained demand 
plan and the quantities we can actually sell” or “Supply from SABIC HQ is pushed to the regions”. 
These statements have been transformed into the following hypotheses that will be analyzed in 
this chapter: (Figure 4.1):  

1) The actual sales are equal to or lower than the unconstrained demand in most months. 
(A ≤ U). 

2) Supply is pushed instead of pulled to Europe, i.e. the supply plan is higher than the (un) 
constrained demand Plan in most months. (S > C and S > C) 

3) The actual sales and the supply plan are correlated (A~S). 
4) The Unconstrained and constrained demand plan are correlated (U~C). 
5) The actual sales and the constrained demand plan are correlated (A~C).  

 
FIGURE 4.1 VISUALIZATION OF THE HYPOTHESES TESTED (THE NUMBER AT THE ARROWS MATCH THE HYPOTHESES) 

The hypotheses are tested for all terminals and all products. The products MEG, DEG and TEG 
are not correlated in the four tested categories, but are independent products. The hypotheses 
are tested both quantitative and qualitative, and again the distinction between the design and 
the execution of the process is made.  

                                                             
6SM-ers, Customer Service officers, the regional DP-er, the BPA-er  
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4.1 DESIGN OF THE DEMAND PLANNING 
The current execution of the process is not according to the design of the S&OP processes. 
Because of this, there will be no quantitative analysis of the design side. Only a qualitative 
process analysis is possible here, of which the results can be found in Table 4.1. Furthermore, 
since the process description does not mention the distribution of supply or demand per 
terminal, no statements about this distribution can be made. In the second column of Table D.1 
of Appendix D the elaborate descriptions of the analysis can be found per hypothesis.  

TABLE 4.1 FINDINGS PER HYPOTHESES FOR THE DESING OF THE DEMAND PLANNING PROCESSES 

Hypothesis Finding for the design of the demand planning 
1) 𝑨 ≤ 𝑼 The actual sales should be lower than the unconstrained demand plan in most months 
2) 𝑺 > 𝑈 and 

𝑺 > 𝐶 
In most cases the supply should be lower than both the unconstrained demand plan 
and the constrained demand plan 

3) 𝑨~𝑺 In general a correlation between the sales and supply quantities is not to be expected 
4) 𝑼~𝑪 A correlation is expected between the Unconstrained and constrained demand plan.  
5) 𝑨~𝑪 It is very likely that the actual sales and the constrained demand plan are correlated.  
 
4.2 EXECUTION OF THE DEMAND PLANNING 
For the execution of the S&OP within SABIC EU, both a qualitative and quantitative analysis has 
been performed.  Data is collected from sources of SABIC EU and SABIC HQ. The exact origin of 
the data can be found in Appendix E.i.  
 
Field (2005, p. 107) explains that correlations are a way to express the relationship between 
two or more variables. When testing the correlation of a data set, it is required to know whether 
normality of the data can be assumed. For the used data set both a histogram and the Shapiro 
Wilk test are applied to test for normality. Both show that the data to be analyzed here, do not 
meet the normality assumption. The most probable reason for this deviation is the fact that 
there are only 18 observations available per variables, i.e. 𝑁 = 18, which is a fairly low sample 
size to draw statistical results on. When testing for correlation on non-normal data Kendall’s tau 
(𝜏) or Spearman’s rho (𝜌) are reliable measures and therefore are used here. The significance 
level used is two-tailed with 𝑝 < 0.05.  The results for both analyses are described in Table 4.2 
purely qualitative results can be found in appendix E and an elaborate description of the 
qualitative analysis can be found in appendix D.  

TABLE 4.2 FINDINGS PER HYPOTHESES FOR THE EXECUTION OF THE DEMAND PLANNING PROCESSES 

Hypothesis 
Finding for the execution of the demand planning 

Qualitative Quantitative 

1) 𝑨 ≤ 𝑼 
It is not probable that the unconstrained 
demand plan exceeds the actual sales in the 
majority of the months. 

In 50% of all analyzed months the actual 
sales are lower than the unconstrained 
demand plan for all products.  

2) 𝑺 > 𝑈  
and 
𝑺 > 𝐶 

Chances are low that supply will be higher 
than the unconstrained demand plan in the 
majority of the months. The case that the 
supply is more than the constrained demand 
plan is expected to happen sometimes. 

In the majority of the 18 months, the supply 
is higher than the Unconstrained demand, 
for all three products MEG, DEG and TEG. 
The supply is also higher than the 
constrained demand plan is most months.  

3) 𝑨~𝑺 In general a correlation between the sales 
and supply quantities is not to be expected.  

No significant correlations can be found 
between the actual sales and the supply 
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plan for the past 18 months.  

4) 𝑼~𝑪 
The correlation between the unconstrained 
demand plan and constrained demand plan is 
expected to exist.  

The unconstrained demand plan and 
constrained demand plan are correlated for 
all products in almost all terminals 

5) 𝑨~𝑪 

A fair chance exist that the correlation 
between the actual sales and the constrained 
demand is lost 

No significant correlation between the 
actual sales and constrained demand can be 
found for all terminals for all products. For 
MEG and DEG the correlation does occur. 

 

4.3 SUM-UP 
With this chapter research question 1 has been answered. An overview of the findings can be 
found in Table 4.3, that shows for the analysis of both the design and the execution whether the 
hypothesis was confirmed. 

TABLE 4.3 RESULTS OF THE ANALYSES OF THE HYPOTHESES 

S&OP Analysis 

Hypothesis # 
1 2 3 4 5 

𝑨 ≤ 𝑼 
𝑺 > 𝑼 & 
 𝑺 > 𝑪 

𝑨~𝑺 𝑼~𝑪 𝑨~𝑪 

Design Qualitative + - - + + 

Execution 
Qualitative + - - + - 

Quantitative ± + - + ± 
 

Legend 
+ Confirmed 

± Not fully 
confirmed 

- Not confirmed 
 

 
 A significant relationship can be found between the constrained and unconstrained demand 
plan, which means that the HQ in Riyadh uses the unconstrained demand plan in the constrained 
demand plan. Improving the unconstrained demand plan can thus result in improvements now.  

Furthermore, the qualitative analysis shows remarkably that supply is pushed to the region in 
the majority of the months, though the amount of pushed material is not big. When supply is 
pushed, this can cause the actual sales to rise above the unconstrained demand plan. In rare 
cases, demand is pushed to the regions, as the constrained demand plan is higher than the 
unconstrained demand plan.  

The fact that there is only a weak relation between the actual sales and the constrained demand 
plan is not as designed, however not very surprising. It shows again that more freedom is taken 
within the processes than there should be possible.  
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5 PERFORMANCE OF THE DEMAND PLANNING 
In this chapter the current performance indicators and the performance of the demand planning 
for the Glycols are analyzed, answering the first part of research question IIa.  

5.1 CURRENT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 
The current performance measurement of the demand planning for SABIC EU is focused on the 
KPI DPA. The inventory levels at the end of the month are monitored as well (sub-section 
2.5.2.1), though they are not part of the official performance measurement and no actions are 
taken upon the observations.  

5.1.1 DEMAND PLANNING ACCURACY 
With this KPI the accuracy of the sales agreed plan can be monitored, in terms of the actual sales 
versus sales agreed (constrained demand) on product-terminal (DFP) level. The metric objective 
of this KPI is to ensure a high planning accuracy to fulfil capability service levels while managing 
the corresponding cost-to-serve. High planning accuracy reduces the need for safety stock 
across the network.  The KPI is calculated by applying the following formula: 
  𝐷𝑃𝐴 = 1 −  �|𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠−𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐴𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑|

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐴𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑
� 

The actual sales are based on confirmed sales orders. Sales agreed are based on the agreed 
demand plan resulting from the S&OP planning cycles.  When one of the inputs is zero, or the 
outcome is smaller than zero, the following exceptions are used: 

1) If plan is 0 or null and actual is other than 0, accuracy will be 0% 
2) If plan is 0 or null and actual is 0, accuracy will be 100% 
3) Expected range of accuracy % is 0%-100%, so if DPA<0, then it will be 0% 

This KPI is calculated by both KSA and Europe, and although the results should be the same, this 
is not the case. The nature of these variations lies in the different figures that are used for the 
Sales Agreed and actual sales. It is very time consuming to recover the precise differences in 
calculating the DPA, only global differences have been identified. 

Three ways of calculating the agreed demand plan have been retrieved from data of SABIC KSA. 
The main difference between these methods results from the fact that the agreed demand plan 
has been frozen at different moments in time (shown in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3). It 
is not clear at what moment in time which method is used by SABIC KSA.  

Just like SABIC KSA, SABIC EU also used several methods to calculate the DPA figure during the 
last 18 months. Since the agreed demand plan is not shared with Europe, the DP-er in Europe 
used the planned figure in SAP, which is based on the unconstrained demand plan. Before 
February ’12, this figure was subject to operational changes, until the last day of the month for 
which the DPA was calculated for (see Figure 5.4). Since February ’12, this number is frozen in 
SAP and therefore no longer subject to changes in the scheduling, but a pure planning figure. 
The number is frozen three months before the month of which the DPA is determined (see 
Figure 5.5). The main difference between the calculation in KSA and EU is the fact that in Europe 
(a derivative of) the unconstrained demand plan is used, while in KSA (a derivative of) the 
constrained demand is used. According to the design of the measurement by the EMDAD project 
both should be based on the constrained demand plan and should be strictly planning measures, 
e.g. no operational adjustments.   
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FIGURE 5.1 DPA CALCULATION KSA (1) 

 
FIGURE 5.2 DPA CALCULATION KSA (2) 

 
FIGURE 5.3 DPA CALCULATION KSA (3) 

 
FIGURE 5.4 DPA CALCULATION EU (1) 

 
FIGURE 5.5 DPA CALCULATION EU (2) 

It is remarkable though that this KPI is used as the only performance measurement for the 
demand planning of the import products for SABIC EU, as SABIC EU does not have the final call 
on this plan. In other words, the KPI is can be used to measure how well SABIC EU follows the 
plan of KSA, but no how well the European demand planning is performing. 

5.1.2 INVENTORY LEVEL AT END OF MONTH 
As already mentioned in paragraph 2.5, the inventory level and storage usage at the end of the 
month is also measured. It is not an official measure that is checked every month.  The numbers 
are only looked at occasionally, i.e. once every three months. The file that is used to monitor the 
inventory contains some errors (e.g. storage capacity is not correct) and the given attention to 
the file is minimal. The use of the storage capacity can be a measure that shows how reliable the 
demand planning is. It is a well-known supply chain concept that the more reliable a planning, 
the less storage capacity is needed (Sodhi & Tang, 2011). Besides this, monitoring the demand 
once a month, only gives a reliable picture if the demand is linear over the month; however this 
is not the case for the Glycols.    

5.2 CURRENT PERFORMANCE 

5.2.1 DEMAND PLAN ACCURACY 
The current performance will be evaluated according to the current performance measure: DPA 
target ≥ 88%.  This target has to be reached both on an aggregated level (all Glycols together) as 
on a product-terminal combination level. In general are the DPA figures of KSA higher than the 
European figures, which can be seen in Table 5.1 that shows the number for both Europe and 
KSA. Main differences between the two can be noted from Nov-Dec 2011 onwards.  

Only two terminals actually meet the target of 88% in the KSA figure and even no terminals 
meet the target with the calculation of SABIC EU. On average, in 2011 the numbers are than in 
the first six months of 2012. One of the reasons can be that since 2012 in Europe another figure 
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is used to calculate the DPA figure.  Again SABIC EU has lower figures than SABIC KSA. If the KPI 
is judged per product for all terminals together, shown in Table 5.1, TEG (fifth column) is doing 
the worst and MEG (third column) the best. Again the figure of KSA is outperforming SABIC EU. 
A lot of times TEG and DEG do not meet their target of 88%. On average 2012 performs worse 
than 2011, however the target of 88% is reached in more months. The best performance per 
terminal (exact numbers can be found in Appendix F.i) for all Glycols is found at Antwerp and 
Livorno, as averages are the highest there (>89%) and also the target is reached in most cases. 
Again, KSA has higher numbers than Europe.  Remarkable is the low performance for the direct 
sales, which are only determined by one customer. MEG and DEG perform best in Antwerp and 
Livorno but in average most targets are not met. Only for MEG the target is reached in the 
majority of the months, while for DEG not even 40% is reached. TEG is performing at a DPA of 
around 70% in its only terminal.  

TABLE 5.1 GLYCOLS DPA AVERAGES PER PRODUCT JAN '11 - JUN '12 CALCULATED BY BOTH SABIC HQ AS WELL AS SABIC EU 

All  
terminals Product 

MEG DEG TEG ALL 
KSA EU KSA EU KSA EU KSA EU 

 
DPA 

‘11 & ‘12 85% 79% 81% 78% 72% 68% 85% 81% 
‘11 85% 80% 81% 79% 69% 68% 86% 82% 
‘12 84% 76% 80% 75% 79% 69% 83% 78% 

Target reached in #  
of total measured  

months 

‘11 & ‘12 59% 53% 35% 35% 22% 22% 66% 57% 
‘11 67% 62% 31% 31% 17% 17% 68% 65% 
‘12 43% 37% 42% 42% 33% 33% 60% 40% 

5.2.2 END OF MONTH INVENTORY 
In Table 5.2 an example is presented of how the inventory levels are monitored by SABIC EU. It 
shows per product the inventory level at the last day of the month, the capacity of the tanks for 
that month and the sales for that month for the last 18 months. For each terminal-product 
combination graphs also are made that give a clearer picture of the situation (an example can be 
found in Appendix F.ii). Inventory levels are denoted at the end of the month, i.e. only once a 
month.  There is no target set for the inventory level, thus no statements can be made about the 
performance. 

TABLE 5.2 EXAMPLE FROM THE FILE MONITORING THE INVENTORY LEVEL AT END OF MONTH 

Antwerp MEG DEG TEG 

(all In MT) Inventory 
level 

Storage 
capacity 

 
Sales 

Inventory 
level 

Storage 
capacity Sales Inventory 

level 
Storage 
capacity 

 
Sales 

Jan 11 7951 22190 15163 95 5000 4501 591 1000 512 
Feb 11 7629 22190 17402 2391 6357 4045 586 1000 705 

… … … … … … … … … … 
May-12 14256 27473 12226 2845 11691 4206 597 1500 710 
Jun-12 23698 27473 18713 8681 11691 2509 1003 1500 662 

5.3 SUM-UP  
Looking at the numbers, the Glycols do not meet their target of 88% Demand Plan Accuracy. 
However, real statements about the performance of SABIC EU’s demand planning cannot be 
made since the calculation has been performed in various ways and the target has been set 
before definitions were clear. The other performance measure, the ‘end of month’ inventory 
levels, has no target level. Therefore it is hard to say how performance is doing.    
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6 SALES AND DEMAND QUANTITIES 
This chapter of the Analysis & Diagnosis part deals with Research question IV. It shows the 
characteristics of the demand that occurs at SABIC EU. When mentioning demand in this 
chapter, one is aiming at the unconstrained demand.  

6.1 ANALYSIS OF THE SALES DATA 
To be able to forecast the demand, certain characteristics have to be evaluated first. The 
demand data that is taken into consideration constitute the actual sales quantities from January 
1st 2007 until 30 June 2012, thus 5.5 years of sales. Earlier data for SAP cannot be trusted and to 
check for seasonality quite some years are needed. Later on a check is done whether all 
historical data can be used to forecast. The data is retrieved from the SAP R3 system used by 
SABIC EU, both on a daily as on a monthly base. Within this system, sales quantities are assigned 
to plants. These plants are storage tanks7 for the import products and can be real (i.e. there is 
really a tank from SABIC in that location) or fictitious (i.e. the sale is assigned to a certain plant, 
though there is no storage tank in that location). For swap sales there is a separate plant per 
terminal location, since the product is no longer import material. Some mutations to the data 
are done, to make the data manageable and stick to the number of terminals that are considered 
in the planning. The exact mutations can be found in Appendix G.i. The total monthly sales 
quantities on product-terminal level are used to generate graphs (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2)to 
check for trends, seasonal effects and other irregularities in the sales (e.g. zero sales or level 
changes).  

 
FIGURE 6.1 MONTHLY SALES QUANTITY OF DEG LIVORNO FROM JAN 2007 UNTIL JUNE 2012 

 
FIGURE 6.2 MONTHLY SALES QUANTITY OF DEG LIVORNO PER YEAR FOR JAN 2007 UNTIL JUNE 2012 

                                                             
7 Within SAP the plants that store material, have a code. For the import products, i.e. products coming 
from KSA, this code start with 10 and is followed by a location code, e.g. 1051 for Antwerp. The swap sales 
are no longer import material and therefore have a code starting with HC and followed by a location 
number, e.g. HC11 for Ravenna.  
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The historical data is assumed to be representative to forecast the future with, since no major 
changes in the sales conditions have occurred over the 5.5 year horizon, except for the effects of 
macro-economical movements. From the graphs, like Figure 6.1, it can be seen that the sales 
quantities vary up a lot (up to double the average sales) on a monthly basis (graphs can be 
found in appendix H). This is remarkable, as for example the contractual customer can only 
deviate 10% from their monthly contract quantity. 

6.2 FACTORS INFLUENCING SALES 
This variation could mean that there are (internal) factors influencing the sales quantities, apart 
from external quantities that determine the demand quantities. There could be a substantial 
difference between the sales quantities and the demand quantities.  Demand comes from the 
market, and is the quantity that you can sell. On the other hand, sales are also determined by the 
customer and the supplier, i.e. if there is no product available, there can be demand but no sales. 
After discussion with the Sales Managers, the BPA-er and the European DP-er, factors 
influencing the sales quantities are defined: 

- the replenishment vessel arrival; 
- inventory level in the storage at the tank at the arrival of the vessel and  
- changes in the wishes of the customer, i.e. the customer requested the product 𝑡 − 2 at 

the beginning of month 𝑡 but prefers the product now at the end of month 𝑡 − 1. 

These factors could make the sales quantities vary a lot while the demand might be quite stable. 
A more constant demand would be easier to forecast. The total demand or sales per year does 
not differ a lot due this mutations. If for example demand occurs at the 3rd of February but the 
sales took place January 31th because a replenishment vessel arrived early, this does not 
influence the total sales or demand for that year. 

Demand data is not saved by SABIC. For an accurate demand forecast, the basis should be the 
(closest possible to) demand quantities and not the sales quantities. It is therefore important to 
check whether it is possible to extract the demand quantities from the sales quantities. To 
estimate the difference between demand and sales, the inventory level in the tanks is used as 
well as the data on the arrival of the replenishment vessels (the factors mentioned above). 
However, it is also important to keep in mind that there should not be too much mutations and 
adaptations needed with the raw sales data before a forecast could be done. The threshold for 
people to use a forecast should be as low as possible.  

6.3 FACTORS INFLUENCING DEMAND 
The following factors are identified after conducting interviews with the SM-ers, the European 
DP-er, the market intelligence officer and BPA-er, who are working on a daily base with sales or 
market information of Glycols: 

- The ethylene price, which is determined at the end of month 𝑡 − 1 for month 𝑡 
- The economical and market situation in Asia and EU. Prices of the Glycols are first 

determined in Asia, and afterwards in Europe.  
- The oil and naphtha prices, which determine a big part of the ethylene prices.  
- Worldwide macro-economic factors, influencing a regional economy e.g. the 

construction industry or automotive.  
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- The weather in the sales region causing seasonal effects. For example, a strong winter 
can result in more sales of MEG for antifreeze, or a warm summer can result in more 
MEG for PET or more isolation material in the construction industry.  

Seasonal factors are not expected play a very important role in the sales pattern of the 
contractual demand, since SABIC is the preferred supplier of many contractual customers. 
Seasonal sales will occur mainly in the spot markets. Also the factor dealing with prices can fade 
out the seasonal effects, since the prices are expected to be very important in the current 
market.   

6.4 ANALYSIS OF THE UNCONSTRAINED DEMAND DATA  
After comparing the sales data with the replenishment data (supply quantities) and inventory 
levels, some changes were made. The sales data has been changed into unconstrained demand 
data. All mutations can be found in appendix G.iii. The graphical analysis (so no calculations 
have been done) for trends and seasonality has been performed for both sales and demand 
quantities. The results can be found in Appendix G.ii for the sales and Table 6.1 for the demand. 
The demand show stronger characteristics like trends or seasonality after the cleaning with the 
sales factors. Especially for DEG, the seasonality got really strong. This could make the 
forecasting easier, because data becomes less random.   

TABLE 6.1 RESULTS OF GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DEMAND DATA FROM JAN 2007 UNTIL JUN 2012 

𝒑 ↓ 𝒍 ↓   𝒌 → 
Trend Seasonality Useful data to forecast with 

Contract Spot Total Contract Spot Total 
MEG Livorno + + ++ +/- + +/- Jul 2009 onwards 
 Barcelona +/- + +/- +/- + +/- Jan 2010 onwards 
 Ravenna - +/- + + + +/- Spot: Jan 2009 onwards 

Contract: Jan 2010 onwards 
 Antwerp ++ + ++ + +/- + Jan 2010 onwards 
DEG Livorno +/- + +/- ++ ++ ++ All 
 Barcelona + + +/- + ++ + All  
 Ravenna ++ ++ ++ + + + Jan 2009 onwards 
 Antwerp + + + + ++ +/- Jan 2010 onwards 
TEG Antwerp +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- All 

 
LEGEND (--) very negative (-) negative (+/-) neutral (+) positive (++) very positive 

 
6.5 SUM-UP 
Demand quantities are filtered from the sales quantities to form a more realistic input for the 
forecast. The variability of the demand data is lower than the sales data, because of the removal 
of outliers. Visual trends and seasonality are identified, as well as the period of historical data 
that can be used to forecast.   Finally factors that can influence the demand quantities are 
introduced.  
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PART III RE-DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
In this part of the report two different re-designs to improve the demand planning are 
presented. One re-design deals with a new performance measurement system, containing new 
performance indicators (chapter 7). The other re-design deals with a statistical unconstrained 
demand forecast (chapter 8). With these chapters research question IIb, IIc, III, V and VI are 
answered. 

 
FIGURE III.1 GUIDELINE THROUGH THE REPORT: STEP III 

7 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS  
In this chapter, suggestions for new performance measurements are done, since the current 
performance indicators are not rendering the current and past performance of the demand 
planning of SABIC EU. It is found in literature (Lapide, 2004b; Bower, 2006; Grimson & Pyke, 
2007) that it is however strongly recommended that an S&OP framework is measured properly.  

A performance measurement system will capture the coherence of the separate performance 
measures. The demand planning performance will become more transparent with the new 
performance measurements. This transparency should make it possible to reveal the part of the 
demand planning that is underperforming, making it easier to solve possible problems within 
the demand planning.  

First the performance indicators are presented one by one in paragraph 7.1, so the building 
blocks of the performance measurements system are known. Then their coherence is explained 
in the performance measurement system in paragraph 7.2. Paragraph 7.3 shows the current 
performance with the new measurements.  

7.1 NEW PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
In literature8 it is found that within a business environment not only statistical measurement 
can be used (Kerkkänen, Korpela, & Huiskonen, 2009), normally more visual and 
straightforward methods have to be used. According to Papageorgiou (2009) appropriate 
performance measures for the supply chain are based on (1) financial flow (cost minimization, 
sales maximization, profit maximization, inventory investment minimization and return on 
investment) or (2) customer responsiveness (fill rate maximization, product lateness 
minimization, customer response time minimization and lead time minimization). Flapper, 
Fortuin and Stoop (1996) state that performance indicators are important for everyone inside 
an organization, as they tell what has to be measured and what are the control limits the actual 
performance should be within. “The key issue in designing measures of performance is that they 
have to be matched to the organizational context” (Neely et al, 1997, p. 1135). One important 
‘golden’ rule in the performance measurement is that there is no logic in measuring something 
on someone when it is not in their hands. After extensive literature review, Neely et al. (1997) 
conclude that the following fourteen elements should be included in a good performance 
measure. An explanation of the requirements can be found in Table 7.1. 
 
                                                             
8 From Vrancken (2012) 
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TABLE 7.1 EXPLANATION OF THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FROM NEELY ET AL (1997) 

#         Requirements Explanation 
1)  Title The name of the performance indicator 
2)  Purpose The reason the performance indicator  
3)  Relates to The objectives in the vision and mission of the company that the 

indicator is related to.  
4)  Target The target for the performance indicator to make the organization 

perform well  
5)  Formula The mathematical formula that describes the performance indicator 
6)  Frequency of 

measurement 
The frequency the formula has to be applied in a certain time span 

7)  Frequency of review The frequency the formula applied has to be looked at to take 
corrective actions upon 

8)  Who measures? The employee within the organization that is responsible for 
measuring the performance indicator, i.e. applying the mathematical 
formula.  

9)  Source of data The origin of the inputs for the mathematical formula  
10)  Who owns the 

measure? 
The employee(s) within the organization that is accountable for 
ensuring that performance improves. 

11)  What do they do? Recognize performance and make room for corrective actions 
12)  Who acts on the data? The employee(s) within the organization that takes the corrective 

actions to improve performance. 
13)  What do they do? Take possible corrective actions  
14)  Notes and comments Extra information that is needed now or in the near future to use the 

performance indicator 
 

From the analysis in chapter 5, it can be concluded that the current performance indicators are 
measuring something that is not completely under control of SABIC EU. On the other hand, 
decisions made by stakeholders in the demand planning process of SABIC EU are not measured. 
Therefore, new performance measures are needed.  
 
Figure 7.1 is a simplified reproduction of steps from the S&OP process and the showing the 
inputs of the (new) performance indicators. With every step information is added to the plan 
that is delivered by the demand planning (the elaborate description of these steps was 
presented in Appendix C).  

 
FIGURE 7.1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEASURES AND THEIR INPUT 

The unconstrained demand plan uses both the sales managers forecast and the statistical demand 
forecast as input. Depending on the certainty of the information from the customer (e.g. an email 
with the exact demand information for the coming three months) this sales managers forecast 
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will get a bigger weight in the unconstrained demand plan than the statistical forecast. After 
combining both the forecasts, the advice of the marketing side is taken into account, correcting 
for the current market situation (for a more detailed description see Appendix C.i step 1 and 2). 
By measuring all deliverables separately the problems can be identified easier and corrective 
measures can be taken. 
 
The new performance measures are designed according to the requirements from the article of 
Neely et all. (1997). In total five new or adapted performance indicators are suggested: (1) 
Demand Plan Accuracy (DPA); (2) unconstrained demand plan Accuracy (UPA); (3) sales 
managers forecast Accuracy (MFA); (4) Statistical Forecast Accuracy (SFA) and (5) Swaps. The 
first four have to do with the EMDAD demand planning concepts, while the latter is measuring a 
more general part of the demand planning. A comment is added with regards to inventory 
management by SABIC EU. Target setting of the new indicators has been done together with the 
European DP-er and his manager, because they are the employees that are responsible for the 
performance of the regional demand planning. In Appendix I.i an elaborate explanation of each 
indicator with a motivation for each requirement can be found. Below, a schematic overview of 
the new performance indicators is presented; in Table 7.2 the performance indicators are 
presented, specified per requirement.  
 

TABLE 7.2 SCHEMATIC OVERVIEW OF THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

Req. Details 
1)  (Constrained) Demand Plan Accuracy (DPA) 

2)  
Ensure high planning accuracy to fulfil capability service levels while managing the 
corresponding cost-to-serve.   High planning accuracy drives reduces need for safety stock across 
the network.  

3)  Business objectives: commitment to deliver 
4)  80% 

5)  𝐷𝑃𝐴 = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑
�  

In %; Aggregation by sum; lowest level DFP 
6)  Monthly, 6 months moving average 
7)  Monthly 
8)  Global DP-er & European DP-er 

9)  
Sales Agreed: constrained demand plan for month 𝑡 (frozen in month 𝑡 − 3 on day 22)  
Actual sales: the orders confirmed for month 𝑡. Both should be retrieved as much as possible from 
SAP/APO. 

10)  Global DP-er, European DP-er, Manager Supply Chain Planning & Optimization 
11)  Track reason for low accuracy and take corrective actions if possible 
12)  Supply & inventory planner, global demand planner and regional demand planner 
13)  Monitor the DPA and investigate any low or unexpected results 

14)  

Currently it is not possible to retrieve the data from the system, though to keep the measurement 
consistent and free of errors, system data should be used as much as possible. 
Changes in data or calculations have to be saved (so they can be retrieved if necessary and explain 
changes in the data) 

Req. Details 
1)  unconstrained demand plan  Accuracy (UPA) 
2)  Stimulate the European DP-er to collect the most accurate demand information possible 
3)  Business objectives: commitment to deliver 
4)  75% 
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5)  𝑈𝑃𝐴 = 1 − �
|𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛. 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛. 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
� 

In %; Aggregation by sum; lowest level DFP 

𝑈𝑃𝐴∗ = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛. 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
� 

In %; Aggregation by sum; lowest level DFP 
6)  Monthly, 6 months moving average 
7)  Monthly 
8)  European DP-er 

9)  
Unconstrained Sales: unconstrained demand plan for month 𝑡 (frozen in month 𝑡 − 3 on day 10)  
actual sales: orders confirmed for month 𝑡.  
Both should be retrieved as much as possible from SAP/APO.  

10)  European DP-er, Manager Supply Chain Planning & Optimization 
11)  Track reason for low accuracy and take corrective actions if possible 
12)  European demand planner 
13)  Monitor the UPA and investigate any low or unexpected results 

14)  

Currently it is not possible to retrieve the data from the system, though to keep the measurement 
consistent and free of errors, system data should be used as much as possible. 
Changes in data or calculations have to be saved (so they can be retrieved if necessary and explain 
changes in the data) 

Req. Details 
1)  sales managers forecast Accuracy (MFA) 
2)  Stimulate the sales managers to put serious effort in the forecasting of the demand 
3)  Business objectives: commitment to deliver 
4)  70% 

5)  𝑀𝐹𝐴 = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑎𝑙. 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐. 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑠𝑎𝑙. 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
� 

In %; Aggregation by sum;  lowest level DFP 

𝑀𝐹𝐴∗ = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑠𝑎𝑙. 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
� 

In %; Aggregation by sum; lowest level DFP 
6)  Monthly, 6 months moving average 
7)  Monthly 
8)  European DP-er 

9)  
Sales Forecast sales: sales managers forecast for month 𝑡 (frozen in month 𝑡 − 3 on day 6) 
actual sales: the orders confirmed for month 𝑡.   
Both should be retrieved as much as possible from SAP/APO 

10)  European DP-er, Manager Supply Chain Planning & Optimization and responsible SM-er 
11)  Track reason for low accuracy and take corrective actions if possible 
12)  European DP-er, 
13)  Monitor the MFA and investigate any low or unexpected results. 

14)  

Currently it is not yet possible to retrieve the data from the system, though to keep the 
measurement consistent and free of errors, system data should be used as much as possible. 
Changes in data or calculations have to be saved (so they can be retrieved if necessary and explain 
changes in the data) 

Req. Details 
1)  Statistical forecast accuracy (SFA) 

2)  Support the European DP-er with statistical demand forecasts to improve the unconstrained 
demand plan 

3)  Business objectives: commitment to deliver 
4)  Highest possible accuracy, thus 100% 

5)  𝑆𝐹𝐴 = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑡. 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐. 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑠𝑡. 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐. 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
�  

In %; Aggregation by sum 

𝑆𝐹𝐴∗ = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑠𝑡. 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐. 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
� 

In %; Aggregation by sum 
6)  Monthly, 6 months moving average 
7)  Monthly 
8)  European DP-er 
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9)  
Statistical Forecast sales: statistical Forecast for month 𝑡 (frozen in month 𝑡 − 3 on day 6) 
actual sales: the orders confirmed for month 𝑡.   
Both should be retrieved as much as possible from SAP/APO 

10)  European DP-er, Manager Supply Chain Planning & Optimization 
11)  Track reason for low accuracy and take corrective actions if possible 
12)  European DP-er 
13)  Monitor the SFA and investigate any low or unexpected results. 

14)  There is no statistical forecast available right now. When it is developed it should be used to 
measure the forecast.  

Req. Details 
1)  SWAPS 

2)  Stimulate an optimal demand planning that can function without more help than the competitors 
need.  

3)  Business objective: commitment to deliver 
4)  # 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑆𝐴𝐵𝐼𝐶 ≤ # 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 counter 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 
5)  # 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑆𝐴𝐵𝐼𝐶 − # 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑦 
6)  Monthly 
7)  Quarterly 
8)  European DP-er 
9)  Swap contracts: contracts on Livelink and SAP data linked to purchase and sales number.  
10)  European DP-er 
11)  Monitor the number of swaps 
12)  European DP-er 
13)  Investigate the reason of the swaps  

14)  The swap data is not yet correctly stored in one place. It would best to store all data about swaps 
in SAP and use this information.  

 
Inventory management is a key subject in the performance of the demand planning: discrepancy 
between planning and execution will always have a result on the inventory levels. It has a direct 
relation with surpluses or low delivery reliability and the resulting stress in the supply chain. 
The decisions that determine the height of the stock are all taken within the process of demand 
planning and are therefore basically within the scope of the project.  

However, since the supply chain experiences semi-autonomous supply characteristics and the 
replenishment vessel arrival uncertainty, the determination of safety stocks, inventory targets 
and optimal storage usage is very complex. So complex it is worth a separate, urgent project9. 
Within this research project inventory management will not be considered, although 
recommendations about this topic will be presented.  

Swaps are an already existing solution for inventory problems and are therefore considered 
here. A swap can have several causes. Most causes can be found in problems in scheduling, 
resulting from a bad planning. However, some causes are not related to the planning, as there 
can be a shortage or surplus in the inventory of SABIC EU, which can be caused by internal 
problems like a demurrage in the shipping or external problems at a customer. The swap can 
also be initiated by the counterparty. SABIC HQ does not really approve swapping and aims at a 
minimal (or even zero) amount of swaps. SABIC EU is not opposed to swapping; however the 

                                                             
9 SABIC EU is internally already working on such an inventory management project, though not all 
requirements are clear yet 
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need for swaps is a sign of a not proper functioning demand planning (or execution of the 
demand planning). It is an emergency measures, used to solve sudden, but urgent problems.  

7.2 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
A performance measurement system is needed to show the relation between the different 
performance indicators to be able to say whether the demand planning performing well. The 
definition of such a system can be found in literature: “Performance management systems are 
the evolving formal and informal mechanisms, processes, systems, and networks used by 
organization of conveying the key objectives and goals elicited by management, for assisting the 
strategic process and on-going management through analysis, planning, measurement, control, 
regarding and broadly managing performance, and for supporting and facilitating organization 
learning and change” (Ferreira & Otley, 2009). The demand planning performance of the import 
products is determined by demand planning Accuracy Import, consisting of the four S&OP 
accuracy indicators, and Inventory management. The inputs and internal relations are shown in 
Figure 7.1. In the case the demand is being constrained downwards, also adjusted 
measurements (*) are considered for the demand planning Accuracy Imports.  

 
FIGURE 7.2 POSITIONING OF THE NEW PI'S: PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS SYSTEM 

The KPI Demand Plan Accuracy will remain in its current function (part of the Planning 
Accuracy Europe), as shown at the left side of Figure 7.2 Existing EMDAD KPI’s. Besides this role 
it will also be part of the new performance measure demand planning Accuracy Imports. This 
measure is the parent of the four ‘’accuracy PI’s (from paragraph 7.1) and has as its target 
defined as: the four children have to meet their individual target. All other requirements 
mentioned by Neely et all. (1997) are the same as for the UPA, explained in paragraph 7.1.  
 
7.2.1 JUDGING THE PERFORMANCE 
The performance measurements of the demand planning Accuracy Imports should be calculated 
monthly to see how the previous month performed. It is also recommended to judge the 
performance on a six month rolling horizon, to see the performance is occasionally or in general 
good. More than one month is needed to see a general movement in the data. A period longer 
than three months is required to rule out quarterly movements and to give one month of low 
performance not too much ‘power’. When looking at a whole year, one month of low 
performance will fade away in the rest. The most appropriate period therefore is six months.  

To help judging the performance Figure 7.3 can be used. The four performance indicators can be 
marked in the axes and a quadrangle can be drawn between the marks.  
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If 50% or more of the surface 
lays into the green area, the 
performance is doing well. If 
50% or more of the quadrangle 
lies in the yellow part of the 
square a critical look at the 
performance is needed and 
possible causes should be 
identified.  

When 50% or more of the 
quadrangle covers the red part 
of the square, alarm bells should 
be sounded and thorough look at 
the demand planning processes 
should be taken by the 
responsible persons, as assigned 
in Table 7.2 at requirement 10. 

 

Together with the inventory management measures, the demand planning Performance Import 
should determine the demand planning Performance for the Import products. The swaps are 
part of this inventory management part (shown in the most right part of Figure 7.2, and not 
further defined because it is out of scope for this project). The target of the inventory 
management measure should hold that all individual measures meet their target.  

7.2.2 JUDGING THE PERFORMANCE IN CASE OF CONSTRAINED DEMAND 
The unconstrained demand plan and constrained demand plan are equally important for SABIC 
EU. The unconstrained demand plan shows the main contribution of SABIC EU to the demand 
planning process. The constrained demand plan shows the intervention of SABIC HQ and 
performance of the whole demand planning department, containing decisions made by both 
SABIC HQ and SABIC EU. If the measures do not meet their target, this can have several reasons, 
explained per indicator in Table 7.3.  

TABLE 7.3 IMPLICATIONS PER PI IF PERFORMING BELOW TARGET 

Indicator Possible reasons and implications if the indicator is underperforming: 

DPA 

If the DPA is underperforming, the demand planning as a whole is not performing 
sufficiently. Causes such as pushing supply or demand should be checked and discussed with 
SABIC HQ. It could also mean that sales are falling back because of a slow market and high 
prices. It is important to track the exact reason why the accuracy number is low, because this 
can cause serious problems in the inventory levels for SABIC EU. 

UPA 

If the UPA is below target, demand is being pushed but sales are not strengthening. This is 
not the fault of SABIC EU, but it should be communicated with SABIC HQ. If sales is falling 
back and being low this could also mean the market is slow, contract customers are not taken 
their quantities or spot deals are cancelled. It is important to track the actual reason of the 
low outcome and see if problems can be avoided next time, especially when they cause 
problems for the inventory levels at the terminals. If no clear reason can be found from the 
sales side, it can be that wrong considerations were made in drawing up the unconstrained 
plan from the statistical forecast and the sales managers forecast. Looking at the statistical 
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forecast and the sales managers forecast of that month could give an indication where it went 
wrong in the unconstrained demand plan. 

MFA 

If the MFA is low, the SM-ers were not able to forecast the demand right or did not put 
enough effort into it. Again slow sales or pushed supply can be a cause of a lower outcome. 
Also here the exact reason should be investigated and awareness of the number should be 
created with the sales managers. 

SFA 
The SFA mainly shows whether the factors in the model and/or the history demand data are 
still able to forecast the future demand. If this figure is declining over two to three months a 
parameter check should be done on the statistical forecast.  

  
It is important to consider how much the demand has been constrained by SABIC HQ, when 
comparing the performance of the accuracy indicators with each other, especially when 
comparing the DPA with the other three measures. This constraining determines how accurate a 
measure possibly can be. Three situations can be considered here: (1) the demand is not 
constrained, i.e. constrained demand is equal to the unconstrained demand; (2) the demand is 
constrained, i.e. the unconstrained demand is higher than the constrained demand plan or (3) the 
demand is constrained upwards, i.e. the unconstrained demand is lower than the constrained 
demand plan.  In the second case, that happens in about 50% of all months (see chapter 4), the 
unconstrained demand plan Accuracy can never reach the 100% accuracy. Table 7.4 shows an 
example of the three possible situations with regards to the difference between the 
Unconstrained and constrained demand plan and the consequence for UPA (with randomly 
chosen demand numbers).  

TABLE 7.4 EXAMPLE OF THE UNFAIR COMPARISON BETWEEN UPA AND DPA 

case 
Demand Plan Realization 

Unconstrained Constrained actual sales UPA DPA 
(1) 8 KT 8 KT ≤8 KT ≤100% ≤100% 
(2) 10 KT 8 KT ≤8 KT ≤80% ≤100% 
(3) 8 KT 10 KT ≤10 KT ≤100% ≤100% 

The same problem can occur with SFA and MFA, since the actual sales quantity also exists in 
their formula. An adjustment in the performance measurement system and its indicators is 
made when case (2) from Table 7.4 occurs within the demand planning: for the three measures 
UPA, SFA and MFA also an adjusted measure is calculated. The UPA*, SFA* and MFA* take the 
constraining of the demand into consideration and look like:  

𝑈𝑃𝐴∗ = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
� [7.1] 

  

𝑀𝐹𝐴∗ = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|
𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

� [7.2] 

  

𝑆𝐹𝐴∗ = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

� [7.3] 

In the case of constrained demand, these measures can also reach an accuracy of 100%.  The 
target setting and other requirements are equal to their original requirements. However, this 
adjusted number should always be looked at together with the original number.   
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7.3 CURRENT PERFORMANCE WITH NEW MEASUREMENTS 
Currently not all new performance indicators can be measured, since not all data is saved yet. 
The measures that can be evaluated are the unconstrained demand plan Accuracy (UPA), the 
swaps and the storage usage. For the other measures the first goal is that regional DP-er starts 
taking actions to save data, such within a few months performance can be measured. The 
adapted measure Demand Plan Accuracy cannot be evaluated better than before, because the 
data has not been saved correctly, i.e. data is saved on the wrong day of the month.  Also the 
sales managers forecast cannot be evaluated, since this data overwritten at other days of the 
month (sales managers forecast should be finished at the 5th of month for the coming three 
months). As the statistical forecast does not (yet) exist at all, also this performance cannot be 
judged. 

7.3.1 UNCONSTRAINED DEMAND PLAN ACCURACY 
The unconstrained demand plan Accuracy can be calculated for the last seven months, i.e. from 
December 2011 until June 2012 the unconstrained demand plan is saved by the European DP-er. 
The target set for the UPA is 75%. In Table 7.4 the results of the calculations, for every product-
terminal combination. The last three rows show the moving average UPA over the past 6 
months and the number of months the target of 75% is met, again for every product-terminal 
combination as well as for the totals per product. From the last column of Table 7.5 it can be 
noticed that aggregated over all products and all terminals (which is the level the management 
in KSA will look at), the target is achieved in all 7 months, which is a good result. The average 
UPA is ample above 75%. The problem with the aggregation is that negative differences wipe 
out positive results and thus the absolute differences go down and the UPA figure goes up.  

TABLE 7.5 GLYCOLS UPA PER TERMINAL AND PRODUCT DEC '11 - JUN '12 

𝒑 →; MEG DEG TEG ALL 

𝑡 ↓;  𝑙 → Liv Bar Rav Ant DS Liv Bar Rav Ant Ant All 

Dec ‘11 91% 96% 94% 85% 0% 97% 78% 83% 74% 53% 99% 

Jan ‘12 66% 51% 75% 81% 75% 82% 90% 66% 89% 79% 76% 

Feb ‘12 82% 98% 63% 97% 100% 85% 91% 58% 74% 95% 99% 

Mar ‘12 99% 72% 88% 78% 100% 82% 69% 47% 0% 77% 84% 

Apr ‘12 75% 98% 69% 78% 100% 77% 76% 93% 72% 33% 88% 

May ‘12 53% 76% 73% 77% 70% 78% 93% 86% 95% 95% 82% 

Jun ‘12 79% 73% 92% 90% 100% 90% 92% 69% 88% 88% 94% 

Moving Average Dec-May 78% 82% 77% 83% 74% 84% 83% 72% 67% 72% 88% 

Moving Average Jan-Jun 76% 78% 77% 84% 91% 82% 85% 70% 70% 78% 87% 

Target reached 86% 57% 57% 100% 71% 100% 86% 57% 57% 71% 100% 

In general the overall performance on product-terminal level is moderate, since about half of all 
terminal-product combination perform above target. The average UPA is acceptable in most 
cases, although DEG is a bit behind. However, the target should be reached in more months.  
 
When taking in account the differences between constrained and unconstrained demand plan (or 
the adjusted UPA, shown in Appendix I.ii), it is remarkable to see that pushing supply or 
constraining the demand a lot does not seem to affect the UPA a lot, or reasoning the other way 
around: the months the UPA is really low is not necessarily caused by a big difference between 
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the constrained and unconstrained demand plans, emphasizing the importance of looking at both 
the original and the adjusted number.  

7.3.2 SWAPS 
The current performance regarding the swaps is not good. SABIC has initiated far more swaps 
than its counterparty (SABIC EU only swaps with one counterparty), as can be seen from the last 
two rows in Table 7.6. The table shows the total number of swaps occurred per product, 
distinguishing the swaps initiated by SABIC and the swaps initiated by their counterparty. DEG 
has a few more swaps than MEG, however also the counterparty has more swaps there. TEG did 
not have any swaps, since the sales orders are normally smaller than 500 MT. 

TABLE 7.6  STATUS SWAPS JAN '11 - JUN '12 

 MEG DEG All 

 # 
% of total 
# of swaps 

# 
% of total 
# of swaps 

# 
% of total 
# of swaps 

Swaps initiated by counterparty 1 13% 2 20% 3 17% 
Swaps initiated by SABIC 7 88% 8 80% 15 83% 

7.4 SUM-UP 
Five (new) performance measures have been developed: (1) Demand Plan Accuracy; (2) 
unconstrained demand plan Accuracy; (3) sales managers forecast Accuracy; (4) Statistical 
Forecast Accuracy; (5) Swaps. All together, combined in the Performance Measurement System, 
they should give a better view on the performance of the demand planning of SABIC EU. The 
four accuracy measures, following the EMDAD timeline, consider all direct stakeholders of the 
demand planning and therefore spread the responsibilities of the processes. It is important that 
they are looked at together, with the constraints from KSA, as they form the image of the 
demand planning together. When one of the accuracy measures above is excluded from the 
performance measurement the reason for a bad performance can never be ensured, because 
each measure describes a relevant step of the S&OP framework. When the swaps are not 
measured, the consequences of errors in the demand planning are not monitored properly. 
However, with measuring only swaps this part is not fully covered, thus the inventory 
management part should be investigated deeper.  

When judging the current performance of the demand planning with the new performance 
indicators, the demand planning is not performing very well. The UPA average is meeting the 
target of 75% in most cases though the number of months that are below target should 
decrease. The number of swaps initiated by SABIC is higher than the number initiated by the 
counterparty, while the aim is to keep this number equal and as low as possible. This shows a 
low performance.  

The current performance using the old performance indicator was also not satisfying. However, 
the old indicator only took a small part of the S&OP steps occurring in the demand planning into 
account. A more complete image of the current performance cannot be given since the required 
data has not been saved. Saving the data and starting to judge the demand planning 
performance with the subsequent steps is therefore recommended strongly. From these 
measurements new areas of improvements could be suggested.  
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8 STATISTICAL DEMAND FORECAST 
According to the EMDAD design a statistical forecast has to be in place to support the 
unconstrained demand plan. Currently SABIC EU does not have such a statistical forecast.  

Because of the significant relation between the unconstrained and constrained demand plan, it 
makes sense to try to improve the quality of the Unconstrained Demand Plan. Improving the 
input of the unconstrained demand plan will most probably also improve the output. The current 
performance of the Demand Plan Accuracy is below target and unstable, maybe because of an 
unreliable unconstrained demand plan. Since also the performance of the unconstrained demand 
plan accuracy is low, there is sufficient room for improvement. Furthermore, the design of the 
S&OP prescribes a statistical demand forecast to support the sales managers forecast and also in 
literature the importance of a proper functioning statistical forecast is emphasized: An unbiased 
baseline forecast should be there when implementing the S&OP process, preferably a statistical 
forecast (Lapide, 2004a; Lapide, 2004b).  

8.1 REQUIREMENTS AND MODELS 
The demand forecast should be in metric tons per month, since it is supposed to be input for the 
unconstrained demand plan, which is also based on monthly buckets. The forecast should be at 
least at product-terminal level, since this is also the level of detail of the unconstrained demand 
plan.The statistical forecast should focus on the first month of the unconstrained demand plan, 
because this forecast will be the most accurate and this first month will not be considered 
planning anymore (but scheduling). However, if needed, the statistical forecast can be used to 
forecast a longer horizon. The forecasts that result from the fitted models will be tested 
according to the performance measure from chapter 7: statistical forecast accuracy (SFA). 
 
Initially two different sorts of forecasting models will be tested: (1) time series and (2) causal 
models, since there is no apparent reason why one of two will not function (Vrancken, 2012). 
There is historical data on the demand available, as well as data on macro-economical factors 
that might have an influence in the forecasts. From the time series category the following 
models will be applied: (a) (S)AR(I)MA models and (b) exponential smoothing with or without 
trend or seasonality models (shown in appendix J.i). From the causal models only (a) single and 
(b) multiple regression will be applied (see appendix J.ii). All these models are all fairly simple 
and are supported by the current SAP system of SABIC EU. The decision to only use historical 
data can be defended by the fact that the judgemental forecast is secured in the sales managers 
forecast and the additions of the BPA-er while combining all information into the unconstrained 
demand plan.  

MEG and DEG both have four terminals, TEG only has one terminal. In chapter 7 a distinction 
between contract and spot sales has been made, since some characteristics are substantially 
different between those two groups of sales. Therefore, statistical models will be fit for both 
spot and contractual demand. Also the total demand per product-terminal will be forecasted, 
since this amount represents the flow of physical product to a tank. Furthermore, the balance 
between contract and spot demand is captured within the total demand. This results in 
statistical 27 models.  

The forecast should be developed three months in advance, i.e. 𝑈�𝑝,𝑙,𝑘;𝑡+3. The unconstrained 
demand plan for month 𝑡 has to be communicated with the global DP-er at 𝑡 − 3. Therefore only 
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information that is known three months before the month to be forecasted can be used to 
forecast. For the models using explanatory variables (single and multiple regression) this means 
the input for the explanatory variables was shifted three months back, e.g.: 

𝑈𝑝,𝑙,𝑘,𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋1;𝑡−3 + 𝛽2𝑋2;𝑡−3 + ⋯+ 𝛽𝑛𝑋𝑛;𝑡−32  + 𝜀𝑡  [8.1] 
With 
  
 

𝑋1;𝑡−3 = the monthly ethylene price in month 𝑡 − 3 in €/MT10 
𝑋2;𝑡−3 = the monthly relative growth in month 𝑡 − 3 of the GDP quote for Europe11 

𝑋𝑛,𝑡−3 = another monthly factor in month 𝑡 − 3 
𝜀𝑡 = the difference between the forecast and the actual value in month 𝑡  

 

The models are tested with the help of the statistical program SPSS. Historical data is applied for 
the periods defined in chapter 6 (table 6.1). However, for some product-terminals combinations, 
the period was too short to seasonal model on. In these cases, all historical demand data (Jan 
2007 – Jun 2012) was used only for the fitting of the models with a seasonal component. 
Regression was executed with backward deletion, i.e. the model start with all factors included, 
and deletes them one by one on a certain intrinsic value (the F-value is calculated with the mean 
square value of the model and the residuals).  

8.2 JUDGING THE FORECASTING MODELS 
For all 27 product-terminal combinations all forecasting models are tested, executing ‘random 
forecasts’. From this random testing some general ideas where born of what could make the 
forecasts smarter and more accurate, without becoming complicated and having a high 
threshold to use. 

The quality of the models will be measured using the coefficient of determination 𝑅2, the Mean 
Square Error (MSE) and the Mean Absolute Percentage error (MAPE), all given an equal weight. 
The 𝑅2 displays the percentage of variation of the total variation (of the historical data) 
explained by the fitted model. To judge the regression model the adjusted 𝑅2 is examined, which 
corrects for the number of variables that are put into the regression model. The 𝑅2 is a degree of 
fit, while the MSE is a degree of non-fit, as it presents the variance of the fitted model. The MSE 
should be as low as possible. The MAPE shows the average deviation of a prediction from the 
actual model and should be as low as possible. All measures are shown in Figure 8.1. These 
measures are very intuitive, easy to calculate and used a lot in literature (Vrancken, 2012). 
Their formulas can be found in Appendix J.iii.  
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FIGURE 8.1 GRAPHICAL EXPLANATION OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

                                                             
10 From IHS Global Insight 
11 From ICIS 
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8.2.1 RANDOM FORECASTING 
An overview of the best fitting models per product-terminal combination can be found in 
Appendix K.ii. The model that is applicable in most cases is Holt-Winter exponential smoothing.  
As the demand is not stationary, i.e. the demand is dependent on time, the Holt-Winters model 
is very suitable. The fit for MEG seems to better than for the other two products. Furthermore, 
contract demand shows better fits than spot demand.  

It is remarkable that only for MEG the Multiple regression models have the best fit. This could 
be explained by the fact the MEG is more under the influence of the macro-economic factors 
than DEG and TEG, caused by the fact that MEG is only delivered to a limited number of markets, 
while both DEG and TEG have widespread market portfolio. Most of the product-terminal 
combinations of MEG showed only moderate seasonality and trends, which leads to a lower 
applicability of the Holt-Winter method. Except for MEG Antwerp, all spot demand is forecasted 
by a model with seasonality. The exception for MEG in Antwerp is probably caused by very low 
or zero demand until January 2010.  

The main idea from the random forecasting is born that for MEG the macro-economical factors 
are very important, while for DEG seasonality play an important role.  

8.2.2 SMARTER FORECASTING 
The regression models seem to have a fairly good fit with MEG. The reason that the fit with DEG 
is very low, most probably lays in the fact that regression cannot correct for seasonality, if this 
seasonality cannot be found in the factors of the model. It would however be easy to use 
regression for all the forecasts needed. The principles behind regression are a lot simpler than a 
complicated model like Holt’s Winter. Furthermore regression can be executed with very basic 
statistical packages. 

Seasonality is not incorporated into a regression model, but it can be manually added by 
creating dummy variables. These binary dummy variables can be created very easy and quick 
and result in a big increase in the predictive power of the model. This increase in predictive 
power is generated in two ways; on one hand by a better fit of the model by adding the dummy 
and on the other hand by giving the original factors a more clean chance on forecasting the 
general line without the seasonality.  Trends are, if present, captured by the macro-economical 
factors used in the model 

For two product-terminal combinations (MEG Barcelona and DEG Livorno) a smarter regression 
model has been created, trying to get a more accurate prediction. The two investigated 
terminals are chosen because of their graphical characteristics: MEG Barcelona shows very 
severe effects of the economical crisis in 2009 and 2010 but almost no seasonal effects; DEG 
Livorno shows strong seasonal effects but no effects of the economical crisis in 2009 and 2010. 
The smarter models are developed with the help of a framework, presented in Appendix L.i. The 
main ideas behind this framework are the following: 

1) Looking at the demand graphs, the influence of macro-economic factors (like the crisis 
of 2009) seems bigger on the demand data of MEG than it is with DEG. There might be 
seasonality factors behind these macro-economic factors, also confirmed by the random 
forecasting; however these are not visible directly from a visual check. To filter out 
seasonality, first regression is executed with macro-economic factors. The residuals of 
the fitted models are then checked for seasonality and regression is applied again, this 
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time with seasonality dummies included in the model. The reason for this behaviour can 
be found in the fact that MEG is mainly sold to end-customers (left side of Figure 8.2), 
which are mainly concentrated in two markets: Anti-freeze and PET.  These end 
customers use SABIC EU as their basic supplier, having less seasonality in their 
purchases. The number of end customers is low compared to the other groups of 
customers (left side of Figure 8.3), leading to big order sizes for the contractual part of 
the demand (20% of the customers causing approximately 75% of the total demand 
volume). Also the majority of the spot demand comes from end-customers, causing 
mainly the same demand characteristics. The market of the distributors is more wide-
spread and could cause some more variation here. An elaborate example of the 
application of the framework for MEG Barcelona Contractual demand can be found in 
Appendix L.ii. 

2) The price of the product is thought to be a very important factor for the end-customers 
of MEG. Therefore two new regression factors are added to the model, namely the 
monthly contractual and spot prices per MT of product for EU. Also these factors will be 
considered with a three month ‘delay’, i.e. to forecast the demand of September, the 
price of June will be used, since the forecast has to be done three months in advance, 
thus in June.  

  

 

FIGURE 8.2 PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL DEMAND VOLUME PER CUSTOMER TYPE PER PRODUCT FOR 2007 UNTIL 2012 

  

 
 

FIGURE 8.3 PERCENTAGE OF NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS PER CUSTOMER TYPE PER PRODUCT FOR 2007 UNTIL 2012 

3) For DEG the situation is somehow the opposite. In the demand graphs no big macro-
economic influences can be spotted, however seasonality is a lot stronger than with the 
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graphs of MEG. The end-customers, which again account for a large part of the demand 
by a relative small number of customers (see right part of Figure 8.3), have a more wide-
spread application for DEG than with MEG. For DEG is not always the basic supplier, 
making the demand more frown to seasonality in production.  Traders are playing a 
larger role for DEG than for MEG, causing even more seasonality. Therefore, for product-
terminal combinations of DEG, showing strong seasonality in the yearly demand graphs, 
immediately seasonal dummies are added to the forecasting model. An elaborate 
example of the application of the framework for DEG Livorno Spot demand can be found 
in Appendix L.iii. 

4) For TEG no additional forecasts have been made. From the random forecasting no 
possible patterns could be identified. If SABIC is very eager to use statistical forecasting 
for TEG, the models as identified with the random forecasting should be used (Appendix 
K.ii). 

The numerical results of this smart fit compared to the random forecasts are shown in Table 8.1 
(next page). The upper part shows the results for the selected terminal for the random 
forecasting. The lower part shows the results for same terminals after the smart forecasting. For 
both forecasts the best performing model (in the column ‘model’) are displayed, judged on the 
three performance measures 𝑅2,𝑀𝑆𝐸 and the 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸, shown in the adjacent columns. For the 
smarter forecast, only multiple regression is used. On the right side of the table, the demand 
forecast for the month July, August and September 2012 are presented for both the random 
forecasting as the smart forecasting, as well as the SFA of the forecasted demand.  

Remarkable is the large increase of the (adjusted) 𝑅2 models for MEG Barcelona (e.g. from 41% 
to 79% for the contractual demand), using the smarter regression. Part of this increase comes 
from the added factors incorporate the price of the MEG. The other part can be explained by 
adding the seasonal variables and filtering out levels (or plateaus) of demand.  

8.3 SUM-UP 
The main result is that by adding extra dummy variables to the models, they ‘fit’ better, since the 
𝑅2 increases and the MSE and MAPE in general decrease. However, the predictive power of the 
models does not seem to increase, and thus no better forecasts are the result.  
 
An explanation for this bad performance is that the models are better, but still far from good. 
For MEG the model fit better, but there could be again macro-economical factors playing a role, 
for which an extra dummy should be added. Maybe the current crisis is playing a role is the 
decreasing sales. However, this information is not available at the time the forecast has to be 
made, i.e. 3 months in advance. The fit for DEG is a lot worse than for MEG, also leading to bad 
forecasts. Perhaps were the right macro-economic factors for DEG not included in the model.   
 
The predictive power of the models is low and unstable, looking at the SFA values in Table 8.1.  
Due to time constraints no closer look could be taken at these problems. Further and deeper 
analysis should confirm or reject the use of these models here. A closer look at movements and 
forecastibility per customer type could be very useful. Once again, it is always important to 
never trust only on a statistical forecast. The judgmental input of the sales managers forecast has 
to be seriously considered by all means, when putting together the unconstrained demand plan 
(the process is illustrated in Figure 7.1).  
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TABLE 8.1 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RANDOM FIT AND SMART FIT 

Random forecasting 
𝑝 𝒍 𝒌 Model 𝑹𝒑,𝒍,𝒌

𝟐 𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒑,𝒍,𝒌 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒑,𝑨𝒍𝒍,𝒌 𝑼�𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝑱𝒖𝒍𝟏𝟐 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝑱𝒖𝒍𝟏𝟐 𝑼�𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝑨𝒖𝒈𝟏𝟐 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝑨𝒖𝒈𝟏𝟐 𝑼�𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝑺𝒆𝒑𝟏𝟐 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝑺𝒆𝒑𝟏𝟐 

MEG Bar 
Cont. MLR 41% 1.321.867 26,4 4.552 MT 76% 6.642 MT 46% 7.330 MT 5% 
Spot HWES 16% 940.114 56,7 2.789 MT 21% 1.764 MT 49% 1.524 MT 27% 
All MLR 44% 1.293.096 80,6 1.572 MT 0% 5.511 MT 71% 7.951 MT 10% 

DEG Liv 
Cont. SEES 52% 58.910 37,3 1.322 MT 39% 601 MT 95% 1.110 MT 57% 
Spot SEES 36% 734 21,6 1.582 MT 22% 594 MT 97% 1.021 MT 17% 
All HWES 53% 174.695 28,0 2.771 MT 31% 1.062 MT 83% 1.997 MT 40% 

 
Smart forecasting 

𝑝 𝒍 𝒌 Model 𝑹𝒑,𝒍,𝒌
𝟐 𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒑,𝒍,𝒌 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒑,𝑨𝒍𝒍,𝒌 𝑼�𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝑱𝒖𝒍𝟏𝟐 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝑱𝒖𝒍𝟏𝟐 𝑼�𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝑨𝒖𝒈𝟏𝟐 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝑨𝒖𝒈𝟏𝟐 𝑼�𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝑺𝒆𝒑𝟏𝟐 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝑺𝒆𝒑𝟏𝟐 

MEG Bar 
Cont. MLR 79% 759.004 40,4 1.331 MT 0% 1.498 MT 0% 1.322 MT 29% 
Spot MLR 66% 370.636 59,6 898 MT 65% 869 MT 98% 784 MT 52% 
All MLR 65% 1.338.716 19,3 4.244 MT 96% 4.436 MT 88% 3.702 MT 21% 

DEG Liv 
Cont. MLR 59% 451.144 35,9 1.069 MT 48% 283 MT 0% 665 MT 95% 
Spot MLR 30% 97618.9 20,7 1.699 MT 21% 711 MT 86% 1.063 MT 16% 
All MLR 47% 177.551 16,4 2.482 MT 35% 696 MT 22% 1.502 MT 54% 

 
Legend   
HWES Holts-Winter exponential smoothing 𝑼�𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝑡  Demand  forecast for product 𝑝 in termina𝑙 𝑙 with type of sales 𝑘 in month 𝑡 
MLR Multiple regression 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝒕 Statistical Demand forecast Accuracy in month 𝑡 
SEES Seasonal exponential smoothing   
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PART IV CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 
In the final part of the report the conclusion and recommendations of the research are 
presented. Chapter 9 answers all research questions stated in chapter 3. Also conclusions about 
further research are given. In chapter 10 recommendations for SABIC EU are presented. 

   
FIGURE IV.1 GUIDELINE THROUGH THE REPORT: STEP VI 

9 CONCLUSION 
This study investigated how to improve the demand planning of a petrochemical company 
selling commodities with semi-autonomous supply characteristics. The Glycols demand 
planning of SABIC EU has been analyzed as a case study, considering three products at nine 
product-terminal combinations. The semi-autonomous supply characteristics result from a 
worldwide S&OP process, leading to demand and supply plans. This research should be seen as a 
case study of dealing with S&OP in the petrochemical industry. First all research questions are 
discussed where after the main question is answered.  
 
The first research question was initiated to fully understand the relationships between the 
demand, supply and sales quantities. From a process analysis of the S&OP, differences between 
the current execution and the design of the S&OP were identified. Therefore a distinction is 
made between these two situations:  

I. What is the relation between demand, supply and sales for the Glycols at SABIC EU? 
a. When the design of the demand planning process is being executed 
b. Within the actual execution of the demand planning process 

Some of the relationships examined, showed different results with regard to design and 
execution. The design of the demand planning processes allows the pushing of supply to 
regions, (i.e. the supply quantity is higher than the requested demand), although it is not 
recommended. However, the analysis of the supply quantities showed that in 50% of the 
months, since the implementation of the S&OP, supply is pushed to Europe. The relation 
between the unconstrained demand plan and actual sales quantities is expected to be strong and 
the unconstrained demand plan should exceed the actual sales in most months. However, the 
findings show that the correlation is not significant in all cases and if significant only a weak 
correlation is found. Only in 50% of all months are the actual sales lower than the unconstrained 
demand. An expected and confirmed observation was the significant correlation of about 0.6 
exists between the unconstrained demand plan and constrained demand plan. This outcome 
suggests improvements in the demand planning in Europe will propagate to SABIC KSA and 
reduce uncertainty in Europe. An important note to consider is that fact that analyses were done 
with questionable data, because no better options were available.   
 
To examine the current demand planning performance, the next research question was 
initiated: 

II. How is the current performance of the demand planning for the Glycols? 
a. How is the performance of the demand planning, presently measured? 
b. Is this measured correctly, and if not, how should the performance be measured? 
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c. How well is the demand planning performing under the correct performance 
indicators? 

The current performance indicators for the demand planning are not satisfying. The 
interference of SABIC KSA determines most of the outcome. Performance is not sufficient under 
the existing KPI Demand Plan Accuracy. Furthermore, the Demand Plan Accuracy is subject to 
deviations in way of calculation. Therefore new performance measurements have been 
developed, embedded in a performance management system. These new measures also 
measure the main contributions of SABIC EU to the processes. The performance under these 
measures is not unsatisfactory, i.e. the target is reached in most months; however deviations 
between months are big. Most new measures cannot be judged yet, since data is not stored for 
them. A main advantage of the new performance measurements is creating awareness for all 
stakeholders involved in the S&OP planning.  
 
By SABIC EU the question was raised whether it would be possible to forecast the demand. 
Therefore, special attention was given towards this possible re-design during the project and it 
led to the third research question. This research question can be answered with the results from 
the first two research questions:  

III. What will be the influence of a better demand forecast on the demand planning 
performance within the existing EMDAD design? 

Since a significant relation exists between the Unconstrained and constrained demand plan, 
SABIC EU has an influence on the quantities resulting from the S&OP. Therefore, improving the 
input will most probably also improve the output. The current performance of the Demand Plan 
Accuracy is below target and unstable, maybe because of an unreliable unconstrained demand 
plan. Since also the performance of the unconstrained demand plan accuracy is low, there is 
sufficient room for improvement. Furthermore, the design of the S&OP prescribes a statistical 
demand forecast to support the sales managers forecast.  
 
A demand analysis was conducted to get a clear image of the nature of the demand and being 
able to select the appropriate forecasting model. With this the fourth research question is 
covered: 

IV. What (factors) determine(s) the demand (expected sales) for the Glycols at SABIC EU? 
a. What determines the contractual demand? 
b. What determines the spot demand? 

An important observation from this research question is the fact that the sales quantities differ 
from demand quantities. Thus the quantities that are sold to the customer at a certain moment 
in time are not only subject to ‘demand factors’ but also to ‘sales factors’. After cleaning the sales 
data for the sales factors, the demand remains. This demand has a lower variance and visible 
stronger characteristics, such as seasonal effects. Sales factors are factors like the moment of 
replenishment arrival or the inventory level at the terminal upon arrival of the replenishment. 
Demand factors are macro-economic factors such as the ethylene price or the GDP-quote of the 
region. The expectation is that the influence of the demand factors will differ between the spot 
and contractual demand. Seasonal demand factors such as the weather are expected to have a 
bigger influence on the spot demand, when using them in a demand forecast.  
 
If all the findings of the earlier research questions are combined, the fifth and sixth research 
question can be answered. The suggested re-designs have to fit within the S&OP design:  

V. What can be done to improve the process of demand planning for SABIC EU? 
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VI. How to successfully implement the improvements on the demand planning in the existing 
EMDAD design? 

To improve the demand planning of SABIC EU a bigger awareness within the processes defining 
the demand planning has to be created. Two re-designs are presented to create this awareness.  
Better performance indicators are needed, indicating the fields of attention in the demand 
planning, to stimulate continuous improvement. The current performance measurement 
Demand Plan Accuracy keeps it is old role (being part of the Planning Accuracy) but is assigned 
to the new performance measurement system as well, being one of the new four indicators. All 
performance indicators guard a deliverable of the demand planning processes. The new 
indicators are supposed to be utilized within SABIC EU only. The use of fixed data from SAP is 
needed to keep the measures trustworthy and free from personal interpretation.  

A demand forecast could be used as an extra input for the unconstrained demand plan. From a 
first, random model application, best fits are found with mainly multiple regression for MEG and 
models with seasonality for DEG. TEG has a bad fit for all models. Smarter models are developed 
by applying multiple regression with dummies for seasonality and levels in the demand data. A 
different approach for MEG and DEG is developed: for MEG macro-economic factors are 
expected to play a bigger role and seasonality might be ‘hidden’ in the residuals of the factors. 
Thus dummies for seasonality are added after a first round of regression with the macro 
economical factors. For DEG dummies for seasonality are added immediately, since they are 
visible in the data. The models show a better fit than the random models, their predicting power 
is however low and unstable. This statistical forecast should not be blindly used and further 
research is needed to improve its power. If a correct and stable forecasting model is found, it 
should be used next to the sales managers forecast. In the research a detailed description of both 
redesigns are presented, which is detailed enough to implement the re-designs. Most 
responsibility is assigned the European DP-er.  

The main conclusion considering the problem definition can now be given: 
How to improve the tactical demand planning of the import products of SABIC EU Chemicals? 

To improve the tactical demand planning of the import products uncertainty has to be reduced. 
Since the focus of this project in on the processes executed within the S&OP, uncertainty has to 
be reduced here. The degrees of freedom that are currently within the processes in the S&OP 
are higher than within the design of the processes, creating more uncertainty in the process 
than it already has.  
 
A first step in reducing this uncertainty is training the stakeholders in the whole S&OP 
processes. Everyone needs to know what happens with his inputs in the next step of the 
process. A second step in this reduction is making the uncertainty visual and transparent. By 
measuring the different inputs of the tactical demand planning (and their development along 
the process) more transparency is created. The input of the stakeholders in the process is 
measured, which creates awareness and makes responsibilities clearer, as well as (some parts 
of) the output. Finally, an extra input has to be generated, to make the basis of the demand 
planning, the unconstrained demand plan, more stable.  
 
When the first steps are implemented, (and preferable uncertainty from the supply side is 
reduced) more research is needed to see what other fields can be tackled to further improve the 
quality of the tactical demand planning processes.   
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10 RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations are given to SABIC EU regarding their demand planning and 
processes related to the demand planning: 

- Train all stakeholders in the S&OP concept. 
All people involved in the demand planning of the import product should be trained in 
the S&OP principles. Employees should be aware of their responsibilities in the process 
but moreover aware of the consequences of their actions. This will also improve the 
process of agreeing on the supply and demand. Special attention should be given to the 
several plans: the sales managers forecast, the unconstrained demand plan, the 
constrained demand plan and the Agreed supply plan. Also the timeline that people have 
to stick to according the EMDAD design has to be highlighted. One important note 
should be added here: supply chain management should decide whether they want to 
stick to the current EMDAD design or deviate from this design. The training should 
clarify this deviations and their motivation. An important deviation to consider is the 
proposed supply plan, which is the major deviation from the EMDAD design. Also 
applying a factor for the constraining of the Demand forecasts has to be considered.  

- Improve the IT-system to facilitate several S&OP steps. 
Most steps of the S&OP process require a proper functioning of the SAP system. As long 
as these IT-systems are not in place, stakeholders have more degrees of freedom than 
was meant by the EMDAD design. This will keep causing problems. Therefore it is 
strongly recommended that the IT-systems supporting the S&OP process are made 
ready for a full use, with a very high priority to the connection between SAP R3 and 
FANAR to facilitate the sharing of all plans and the allocation of the demand.  

- Improve the data quality. 
Currently, the data quality at SABIC EU is insufficient and a lot of time was spend on 
collecting and cleaning data. Data considering the demand planning is stored at several 
locations and in many different Excel files. Data is inconsistent and incomplete. It is 
recommended storing as much as possible in SAP. If this is not possible or too expensive, 
excel files can be used, but data should be saved longer than one year. The moment of 
saving the data should be comparable, e.g. every month on the same day for monthly 
figures. A recommendation for the demand planning processes is storing all the different 
plans (via BI) made during the S&OP cycle and saving information about swaps, lost 
sales and mutations in the demand.  

- Implement the new performance measurement system. 
The performance measurement system that was developed in this research should be 
implemented within the BU Glycols. The performance of the demand planning needs to 
be better controlled than its current state of affairs. The four new measures should be 
implemented. The target levels that were set in this research should be critically 
reviewed every three to six months, since improvements should be continuous and 
requirements from the market might change. A briefing to all stakeholders working with 
the new measures is recommended. If this implementation is successful, an expansion to 
other BU can follow. 
Preferably a dashboard within Excel is developed that is able to load data from BI 
reports. This dashboard will create consistency in the months and reduces the chance of 
errors that manual calculations have. Furthermore, a simple overview of all measures 
and their requirements in a well functioning program will make the level of entry low 
and stimulating the stakeholders to use the performance measurements.  
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- Implement a statistical demand forecast 
A statistical forecast should be implemented. However, the developed statistical forecast 
is not stable enough to be implemented. More research should be done on how to 
improve the accuracy. The sales managers forecast should be seen as the judgmental 
note on the Statistical forecast. In the mean time, for DEG also the seasonality graphs can 
be used to support the unconstrained demand planning.  

10.1 OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS 
Some topics outside the project scope, but remarked during the research should be mentioned: 

- Current usage of the storage capacity. 
During a quick analysis it turned out that some tanks that store Glycols are not used at 
maximum capacity. Some tanks contain over 20% dead material, i.e. material that has 
been in the tank for over 18 months. Other tanks never reach more than 80% of their 
capacity. Since the rented storage capacity normally consists of several smaller tanks 
(i.e. a storage capacity of 3 KT consists of 4 tanks of 750 MT in reality) the storage 
capacity at some terminals could be reduced.  The usage of storage tanks should be 
evaluated more often. The capacity of all tanks should be monitored accurately, i.e. 
changes should be made visible in daily buckets, because the inventory level also 
changes daily. Storage tanks could circulate between products to relieve operational 
stress.  

- The replenishment process should be analyzed. 
A considerable amount of the perceived stress in the demand planning department 
originates from problems in the scheduling process, mainly coming from the uncertainty 
in the vessel arrival. A thorough analysis of this uncertainty is recommended.  

10.2 FURTHER RESEARCH FOR ACADEMICS 
The following topics are interesting for further research:  

- Inventory management under semi-autonomous supply 
Inventory management of the imports products is a very interesting field for 
improvements, as mentioned in chapter 7 describing the performance measures for 
SABIC Europe.  More insight in the development of inventory levels and target stock 
settings may lead to improvements for the demand planning department, perceived at 
both the tactical and operational levels.  

- Reducing the uncertainly on operational levels 
The problems perceived in the demand planning have been tackled only in the demand 
planning processes.  It is however recommended to investigate what improvements can 
be done at the operational level of the demand planning. Optimizing characteristics, 
such as the number of vessels coming to Europe, the number of products the vessels 
contain, the route they sail, will most probably also lead to improvements.   

- Demand forecasting by forecasting the market demand 
The possibility of demand forecasting should be investigated more thoroughly. Since it 
was only a part of the research conducted not all possible models and methods are 
considered here. In this research the forecasting is done by directly forecasting SABIC’s 
demand. However, it could be interesting to investigate the possibility of forecasting the 
market demand with and disaggregate this to the level of SABIC. The forecasting of this 
market demand could be done using econometric models or business cycle forecasting 
(Peels, Udenio, Fransoo, Wolfs, & Hendriks, 2009)   
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

ABBREVIATIONS 
APO Advanced Planning Organisation (for SAP) 
BAM Business Administration Management 
BI Business Intelligence  
BM-er Business Manager 
BPA-er Business Planner and Analyst 
BU Business Unit 
BW Business Warehouse (the Business Intelligence for SAP) 
COA Contract of Affreightment 
CODP Customer Order Decouple Point 
CS Customer Service 
CTM Capable-to-match 
DEG DiEthylene Glycol 
DFP Demand Fulfilment Point 
DPA demand planning Accuracy 
DP-er Demand Planner 
DS Direct Sales 
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 
ETA Estimated Time of Arrival 
EU Europe 
HQ Headquarters 
KPI Key performance Indicator 
KSA Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
KT Kilo (Metric) Ton = 1000 metric ton 
LSP Logistic service Provider 
MED Mediterranean area  
MEG MonoEthylene Glycol 
MeOH Methanol 
MT Metric Ton = 1000 Kilogram 
MTBE Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether 
NWE North West Europe 
R3 Other name for SAP 
RTC Rail Tank Car 
S&C Sourcing & Contracting 
S&OP Sales & Operations Planning 
SABIC Saudi Basic Industries Corporation 
SBU Strategic Business Unit 
SC Supply Chain 
SCI Supply Chain Improvement 
SCM Supply Chain Management (for SAP) 
SFA Statistical Forecast Accuracy 
SHERQ Safety Health Environment Risk and Quality 
SIP-er Supply & Inventory Planner 
SMA sales managers forecast Accuracy 
SM-er Sales Manager 
SNP Supply Network Planning  (for SAP) 
TEG TriEthylene Glycol 
UPA Unconstrained Demand Plan Accuracy 
WOM Weekly Optimization Meeting 
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DEFINITIONS 
Concept (In alphabetic order) Definitions 
Demand the amount of product that could be sold to a customer, without 

considering supply 
Demand planning everything that happens to agree on the amount of product that can be 

sold to the customer until 3 months before the arrival of the product 
Lead time The time it takes to get product at a customer, from the start of the 

demand planning until the product can be found at the customer. 
Planning Everything after three months from now until 18 months from now (15 

months horizon). Within the planning nothing can be decided outside of 
the months, as everything happening from now until three months to 
now is operations, which can serve as an input for the planning.  

Planning level The level of detail a planning has 
Scheduling everything that happens to agree on the amount of product that can be 

sold to the customer from the delivery at the customer until three 
months upfront (outside the scope of planning)  

 (Sales) Region Aggregated planning level, considering the four regions Europe(EU),  
Asia (ASIA), Americas(USA) or Middle East and Africa (MEAF) 

 (Sales) Group Middle planning level, indicating a part of the region, e.g. the 
Mediterranean  or NWE-area 

 (Sales) Territory  Middle planning level, indicating the Sales office level, e.g. Sales Office 
Italy. 

 Demand Fulfillment 
Point 

The middle planning level, considering the terminals in the regions and 
Direct Sales customers.  

 Sold-to Low planning level, indicating the customer a product is sold to.  
 Sold-to/ Ship-to The lowest planning level, considering the customer (sold-to) and 

customer location (ship-to), as a customer can have several locations 
Sales the amount of product that is sold to a customer 
Supply The amount of product coming from the KSA to Europe, available to sell. 
t The first month of the 15-months rolling forecast; the start of the 

planning horizon 
t-3 The current month 
Transport time The time it takes to get the physical amount of product at the customer. 
 

VARIABLES  
Variable Explanation 

𝐴𝑝,𝑙,𝑘,𝑡 
Quantity of product 𝑝 to location 𝑙 with kind of sales 𝑘  for period 𝑡 denoted in the actual 
sales 

𝐶𝑝,𝑙,,𝑘𝑡  
Quantity of product 𝑝 to location 𝑙  with kind of sales 𝑘 for period 𝑡 denoted in the 
constrained demand plan 

𝐷𝑝,𝑙,𝑘,𝑡 Quantity of product 𝑝 to location 𝑙 with kind of sales 𝑘 for period 𝑡 denoted in the Demand 

𝑈𝑝,𝑙,𝑘,𝑡  
Quantity of product 𝑝 to location 𝑙  with kind of sales 𝑘  for period 𝑡 denoted in the 
unconstrained demand plan 

𝜀𝑝,𝑙,𝑘,𝑡 The error of a forecast for product 𝑝 at location 𝑙 with kind of sales 𝑘 at period  𝑡  
𝑛𝑝,𝑙,𝑘 Number of observations of product 𝑝 at location 𝑙 with kind of sales k 

𝑆𝑝,𝑙,𝑘,𝑡  
Quantity of product 𝑝 to location 𝑙 with kind of sales 𝑘 for period 𝑡 denoted in the Supply 
Demand Plan 

𝑘 Kind of sales 𝑘 with 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 and 𝐾: {𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡, 𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑡,𝐴𝑙𝑙} 

𝑙 Location 𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿 and 𝐿: {𝐿𝑖𝑣,𝐵𝑎𝑟,𝑅𝑎𝑣,𝐴𝑛𝑡,𝐷𝑆, 𝑆𝑊}   
(Liv=Livorno; Bar=Barcelona; Rav=Ravenna; Ant=Antwerp; DS=Direct Sales) 

𝑝 Product  𝑝 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃and 𝑃: {𝑀𝐸𝐺,𝐷𝐸𝐺,𝑇𝐸𝐺,𝐴𝐿𝐿} 

𝑡 Time span 𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇1 or 𝑇2 and 𝑇1: {𝐽𝑎𝑛11,𝐹𝑒𝑏11,𝑀𝑎𝑟11, … ,𝐴𝑝𝑟12,𝑀𝑎𝑦12, 𝐽𝑢𝑛12,𝐴𝐿𝐿} 
and 𝑇2: {𝐽𝑎𝑛07,𝐹𝑒𝑏07,𝑀𝑎𝑟07, … ,𝐴𝑝𝑟12,𝑀𝑎𝑦12, 𝐽𝑢𝑛12,𝐴𝐿𝐿} 
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A S&OP CONSTRAINTS 
In this appendix the three main constraint of the total S&OP cycle can be found: (i) the planning calendar and authorizations, (ii)the primary and 
secondary customer clustering and (iii) the planning hierarchies.  

i PLANNING CALENDAR AND AUTHORIZATIONS S&OP 
In Table A.1 the time schedule for the activities of the S&OP cycle and their corresponding responsible position can be found.  

TABLE A.1 PLANNING CALENDAR AND AUTHORIZATION S&OP 

Responsible Key activities 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Sales Offices Create Sales Forecast                               
DP-er Net Demand from Europe                               
DP-er Create Demand Plan                               
Affiliates Affiliate’s capacity information                               
Supply & Inventory 
Planner 

Base Case & preliminary 
confirmation by affiliates                               

S&OP Team Pre S&OP                               
Regional S&IP Review by regions for input to S&OP                               
S&OP Team Conduct S&OP meeting                               
Logistics Create Logistics plan                               
Supply & Inventory 
Planner 

Release demand plan to  active 
version and run CTM                               

DP-er Make DP adjustments                               
DP-er Manage & Finalize Allocation                               
Affiliates MPS                               
Deployment STR to STO Conversion (Weekly)                               
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ii CUSTOMER CLUSTERING 
Primary customer clustering is based on demand characteristics, such as demand stability and 
volume. C2 and B2 customers will be delivered via Direct Sales, as those are large volumes but 
difficult to plan for as the demand stability is low. C and C1 customers are delivered from 
terminals because the volumes are relatively small. Delivering them via Direct Sales would add a 
lot of additional stops for the vessel. (A and B1 customers for the Asian region are delivered via 
a third delivery model, called Ship-to-forecast, which is used for very stable demand but all 
volumes. In the other regions this delivery model is not yet in place, therefore these customers 
are sometimes delivered from terminals and sometimes via Direct delivery).   

 
FIGURE A.1: PRIMARY CUSTOMER CLUSTERING 

 
FIGURE A.2 SECONDARY CUSTOMER CLUSTERING 

Next to primary customer clustering, there is also secondary Customer Clustering (Figure A.2). 
This clustering is used on a selective base to refine the service levels and to assign intra-region 
cluster priorities. The secondary clustering is based on customer characteristics, as their 
strategic value and profitability. Loyalty, growth and customer type are factors that are 
considered within the strategic value. For the profitability, the factors netback (profit for the 
affiliates) and cost-to-serve are important. The customer clustering has to be updated at least 
once a year at the responsibility of the Regional DP-er.  
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iii PLANNING HIERARCHIES 
To plan the products throughout the three levels, planning hierarchies are used (Figure A.3). 
For demand planning there is a difference between the customer hierarchy and the product 
hierarchy. For Supply and Inventory Planning again different planning levels are used.  

 
FIGURE A.3 PLANNING HIERARCHIES 

Within the customer hierarchies for demand planning the planning region (e.g. Europe), group 
(e.g. ARA), territory (e.g. Italy), sold-to (e.g. Statoil) and ship-to (e.g. Livorno) are distinguished. 
Within the product hierarchy, the leveling starts with the Business Unit (e.g. Glycols), then the 
SKU (e.g. MEG). From demand planning to Supply and Inventory Planning a translation is made 
to Demand Fulfillment Point (DFP). This means that in a certain region only the terminals and 
Direct Sales customers are distinguished and coupled to an SKU (e.g. MEG to Livorno). 
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B ORGANIZATION OF BU GLYCOLS 
In this appendix an overview of the organizational structure of the BU Glycols is presented, supporting paragraph 2.4. 
 
iv ORGANIZATIONAL CHART BU GLYCOLS 
In Figure B.1 an organizational chart of all departments with the demand planning of the Glycols can be found. This 
chart shows the situation around April/May 2012 and is subject to organizational changes. 
  

  

FIGURE B.1 ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF BU GLYCOLS IN FOCUS OF THE DEMAND PLANNING 
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In Table B.1 the stakeholders are summarized again, with the FTE specified.  

TABLE B.1 STAKEHOLDERS IN DEMAND PLANNING PROCESS 

Department – Function FTE  specified for Glycols 
Business  
 Sales managers (SM-er) one for MEG (PET-customers), one for DEG&TEG (except for Italy and Spain), one for MEG, DEG&TEG for 

Italy and Spain. 
 Business Planner & Analyst (BPA-er) one for the whole region for the whole BU 
 European Sales & Marketing Manager one for the whole region for the whole BU 
 Business Managers (BM-er) one for the MEG, one for DEG&TEG 
 Product Executive one for MEG, one for DEG&TEG 
Business Strategy  
 Regional market intelligence one for the whole BU 
Supply Chain  
 Regional Demand Planner (DP-er) one for the whole BU (one for all BU’s)  
 Global Demand Planner (DP-er) one for the whole BU  
 Supply & Inventory planners (SIP-er) one for MEG, one for DEG&TEG together 
 Customer Service officers  two for the whole BU 
 Replenishment Schedulers two for the whole BU (two for all BU’s) 
 Executive Shipping representative One for the whole BU (one for all BU’s for Europe) 
Production facilities  
 Affiliates five for the whole BU 
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C DEMAND PLANNING DESCRIPTION 
An elaborate step by step explanation of (i) the EMDAD Design of the demand planning 
processes and (ii) the current execution of SABIC EU Glycols of this design is presented in this 
appendix, supporting paragraph 2.6 and section 3.1.1.  
 
i DEMAND PLANNING DESIGN 
All subsequent steps of the demand planning are explained in this appendix. In each step, the 
logic as explained in Figure C.1 is used: an input from the previous process, an ‘external’ input 
and the outputs are defined.  

 
FIGURE C.1 LOGIC BEHIND PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

(1) SM-ERS FORECAST 

 
- The Sales Offices or Managers (SM) have to update their forecast of demand in the planning 

book Demand & Supply in APO for the coming three months, i.e. t-2 until t. These forecast 
figures have to be split in spot, long term-contracts-month-volumes and direct sales. The 
forecast should be based on the knowledge of the market via Market Intelligence, customers’ 
information, such as production forecasts, historical data about sales, contractual 
information and budgets. 

- The budgets, which are stored in the Sales and Replenishment Budget data book are a major 
constraint. The Sales budgets, Last estimate sales budget, purchase (replenishment) budget 
and last estimate purchase budgets can be found in this plan book. The budgets are on sold-
to/ship-to level on a monthly bucket. A SM-er should stick to his budget and should not sell 
more than the budgeted volume.  This historical sales and purchase data should also be 
available in the APO system and can be made available by loading them into Business 
Warehouse (BW). Furthermore contractual data should be available in APO. Both the 
historical sales and contractual data should be available on sold-to/ship-to level.  

- Customers can upload their purchase or production forecast per daily bucket online into the 
APO system. Then the SM-ers can download this information and use this for their sales 
forecast for the next three months.  

- This SM-ers forecast on sold-to/ship-to level has to be done before the 5th of each month. 
  

IN 
Customer production planning 

for t-2 until t or t+2 by the 
customers 

Contractual volumes or 
budgets, historical demand 

data or seasonal factors from 
the APO system 

1.  
Sales Managers 

Forecast 
 

OUT 
Sales Managers 

Forecast for t-2 until 
t by the SM-ers 
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(2) REGIONAL UNCONSTRAINED DEMAND PLANNING 

 
 
 
 
- With the SM-ers Forecast for t-2 until t as an input, the Regional DP-er has to make Regional 

unconstrained demand plan with at least a 15-month horizon, i.e. the Regional DP-er creates 
his demand plan for the t-2 until t+15.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

- The Regional DP-er and SM-ers discuss the forecast for the month t and the SM-ers give 
additional input for the months after t, so for the planning horizon of the DP-er.  

- Another input for the Regional DP-er is the statistical forecast via APO. The SNP module 
within APO has the option to run statistical analyses on the historical sales available in the 
system. For this statistical forecast an appropriate planning level has to be selected, e.g. 
sales territory or sales group, as the forecasts get more accurate on an aggregated level.  

- Swaps deals should also be planned in this phase, as they are deducted from the demand 
figures for the import from KSA.   

- Finally the regional DP-er should review and challenge the demand plan in collaboration 
with marketing, to see whether the forecasts are in line with the market information.  

- The first two months of this unconstrained demand plan, so from t-2 and t-1, are copied from 
earlier Demand Plans. The month t until t+15 are based on earlier Demand Plans but should 
be adjusted. The supplies for the coming two months or the stock levels in the terminals are 
not taking into account. This forecasted Demand results in the Realistic unconstrained 
demand plan for t-2 until t+15 on a sold-to/ship-to level for all the four regions, e.g. Asia and 
Middle East, Europe, America and Asia and is released in APO. 

(3) GLOBAL DEMAND PLANNING 

 
- The global DP-er collects all the realistic regional unconstrained demand plans regions from 

APO, after the regional DP-ers release the Regional Realistic unconstrained demand plan.  
The global DP-er also collects the figures on captive demand, though within the BU Glycols 
there is no captive use.  

- The global DP-er creates the Global Realistic unconstrained demands Plans by adding up the 
Regional Realistic unconstrained demand plans for the four different regions.  He checks the 

IN 
Sales Managers demand 

forecast for t-2 until t by the 
SM-ers before the 5th of the 

month 2.  
Regional 

Unconstrained 
Demand planning 

 

OUT 
Regional (European) 

Unconstrained 
Demand Plan for t-2 

until t+15 by the 
Regional DP-er 

IN 
Regional Unconstrained 

Demand Plan for t-2 until t+15 
by the Regional DP-ers  

(for all four regions) 

3.  
Global demand 

planning 
 

OUT 
Global Unconstrained 
Demand Plan for t-2 

until t+15 by the 
Global  DP-er 

IN 
Statistical demand forecast 

for month t 
  

 
 IN 

Short term market view of 
marketing and business 
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Demand Plans from the regions for irregularities in the demand by comparing the Demand 
Plans to the input of earlier months. In case of irregularities he should check the nature of 
these with regional DP-er.  

- When adding up the Regional unconstrained demand plans, the demand is aggregated to a 
Demand Fulfillment Point (DFP) level, i.e. the different terminals per region and the direct 
sales per region specified. Furthermore, there is a distinction between contractual and spot 
demand per DFP. The global DP-er is not allowed to constrain the Demand Plans, as this 
constraining is done based on several factors, which are not known by the global DP-er. 

- The global DP-er releases in APO the Global Realistic unconstrained demand plan for t-2 
until t+15 on DFP-level before the 9th of each month to the SIP-er.  

(4) SUPPLY AND INVENTORY PLANNING 

 
 
- When the global unconstrained demand plan is released in APO, it is discussed by the global 

DP-er (global DP-er) and Supply & Inventory Planner (SIP-er). The Global DP-er explains the 
demand characteristics to the SIP-er. Also a quick capacity check of the vessels is done with 
Logistics whether there are sufficient vessels available at the required point in time.  

- Another really important input for the SIP-er is the information from the affiliates. He has 
direct contact with the affiliates and updates the information about the production daily. 
Furthermore he asks for production forecasts with planned shutdowns for the coming 18 
months.  

- When all the information is handed over to the SIP-er, he can start balancing the demand. 
The global DP-er should assist the SIP-er in this. The balancing of the available supply is 
done with the help of  the CTM module a module of APO SNP. “The Capable-To-Match 
functions compare several prioritized customer requirements and forecasts with a range of 
categorized quotations, taking into account current production and transportation options 
in a multi-level production environment”. Furthermore “CTM categorizes requirements – 
such as sales orders or demand planning forecasts – according to priority, using 
characteristics such as customer priority, location and product priority”. (Hoppe, 2007, p. 
35). The SIP-er has to ensure that all these characteristics are well defined and up-to-date.  

- The CTM run has a priority in fulfilling the demand: first it fulfills contractual demand, than 
the non-contractual demand, after that it assigns product to the safety stock, and finally it 
assigns product to the target stock at terminals. Safety stock is the stock level that is used to 
absorb fluctuations within the Agreed Demand and supply plan. The target stock is used to 
set off planned shutdowns. The monthly inputs for the CTM run for the BU Glycols are: 
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- The global unconstrained demand plan 
- The production figures of the affiliates for t-2 until t+15  
- The (expected) inventory levels at the affiliates for t-3 until t+15 
- The (expected) inventory levels at the terminals in the regions for t-3 until t+15 
- The customer clustering 

- The CTM run has some hard constraints, which cannot be avoided or ignored. An example is 
the maximum capacity of the affiliates, since there cannot be more product then the 
maximum capacity. Furthermore lot size rounding is used: an order is rounded to the 
nearest KT. Also soft constraints are present: the quotas that have to be met with the 
affiliates. These quotas are predefined percentages, assigned to affiliates, which state which 
percentage of the production is for SABIC, since these affiliates are not fully owned by 
SABIC.  

- The available supplies, inventory levels at terminals and inventory levels at affiliates are all 
constraints for the cycle; some demand might not be fulfilled due to unavailable supply. It 
can also happen the other way around: there is more supply than demand, so demand gets 
‘constrained’ in the other direction; it is pushed to the regions. The outcome of the CTM run 
is considered as a Base Case scenario and demand is constrained. 

- To ensure that Logistics is not a constraint during the S&OP a quick capacity check is done. 
Therefore SAP aggregates all regional demand plans on a DFP-product level in monthly 
buckets in a BW report. A check is done by global supply chain execution whether there is 
sufficient capacity, split into several products to ship to products to the different DFP. To be 
able to do this check, it is important that all departments follow the calendar and planning 
hierarchies of the S&OP cycle. No specific person is responsible for this capacity check. It has 
to be done before the 15th of each month.  

- The base case scenario with a proposed demand and supply plan on DFP level for t-2 until 
t+15 has to be ready each month before the 15th. 

(5) THE PRE S&OP MEETING  

 
- The pre-S&OP is executed per product by the Business in Riyadh, the Global DP-er and the 

Supply & Inventory Planner with the SNP module and assigns a certain quantity to every 
region taking the available supply and (current) inventory levels at the affiliates and 
terminals into account.  By shifting demand and supply several scenarios are designed 
within this pre-S&OP, taking into account both physical product available and netback 
figures. These scenarios are all based on the base case scenario coming from the SIP-ers and 
global DP-ers. The scenarios consider different market outlooks. 

- The stakeholders of the S&OP are the Regional DP-ers, the Global DP-er, the Business 
Managers, the Logistics Representatives, the SIP-ers and the Product Specialist (executive).  
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Only the Regional DP-ers are not allowed during the pre-S&OP, the rest is present. The 
Business is the owner of the pre-S&OP meeting.  

- During S&OP cycle, data adjustments help align base case with current market conditions. 
Adjustments are made from the base case plan and the effects are reviewed (i.e. the impact) 
on the entire supply chain. To evaluate each scenario and to make informed business 
decisions, financial and demand/supply KPIs are used. Repetitive changes are analyzed 
whether or not such changes can be adopted as general SNP settings (priority, quotas etc.) 

- The pre-S&OP has to take place before the 15th each month. After the pre-S&OP meeting, the 
business in KSA releases (1) a proposition for the demand plan and the supply plan, 
considering available supplies and stocks, and (2) the Logistics plan to the regions via a 
Power Point presentation. The Proposed Demand and supply plan are on DFP-level for t-2 
until t+15. Since the logistics representatives are present also a Proposed Logistics plan can 
be made which hold the quantities that have to be shipped to the different regions, including 
the Direct Sales on DFP-level for t-2 until t+15. Because of the previous Logistics check, it is 
known what quantities physically can be shipped.   

- The different regions have the opportunity to give feedback on the quantities to be received 
through their regional DP-er, if they think that they cannot sell the proposed volumes or can 
sell more than the proposed volumes. The global DP-er receives the feedback from the 
Regional DP-ers and discusses the possibilities of shifting volume with the SIP-er. This 
feedback cycle has to be done between the 15th and the 21st each month. 

(6) THE S&OP MEETING 

 
 

- The Business executes the actual S&OP meeting, with the same stakeholders present as at 
the pre-S&OP, to pick one of the scenarios presented in the pre-S&OP. All Regional DP-ers 
have communicated their feedback with the global DP-er and changes have been made to 
the Proposed Demand and supply plan. This meeting is a quick meeting, since the real 
discussion was in the pre-S&OP. The S&OP focuses on reaching an agreement.  

- During the S&OP the Business looks one more time at the volumes from the Proposed plans 
and the adjustments from the regional feedback. After that a final decision is made. This 
final decision results in an agreed demand plan and an agreed supply plan. Also the Logistics 
should be agreed on, to ensure that are no logistic constraints.  

- Furthermore during the S&OP production realization, demand forecasts, the KPIs Demand 
Plan Accuracy,  supply plan accuracy and shutdowns of affiliates are discussed. 

- The Business Owner in Riyadh officially approves the agreed demand plan, the agreed 
supply plan (and the Agreed Logistics Plan). The S&OP meeting has to be executed each 
month before the 21st.  
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(7) RELEASING THE AGREED PLANS  

 
-  After the S&OP plan the SIP-er is responsible for releasing the Agreed Supply in APO to the 

regional DP-er. The agreed supply plan is released on a DFP level to the regional APO plan 
book. The Logistics Plan is released to the shipping representative. The global DP-er is 
responsible for the release of the agreed demand plan in APO. This agreed demand plan is 
also on DFP level.  

- These releases can be done by adjusting the outcome of the CTM manually for the changes 
decided on in the S&OP cycle. This release has to be done before the 22st of each month..  

(8) ALLOCATION OF THE PRODUCTS 

 
- After the global DP-er has released the agreed demand plan to the Regional DP-er in APO, 

the latter has to allocate the agreed Demand for the months t until t+2 in the system SAP, so 
the SM-ers and Customer Service can plan operations on that. The regional DP-er can never 
allocate more than the agreed demand plan, because the system does not release more 
quantity. 

- This allocation is done on sold-to/ship-to level to the different sales offices. The allocation is 
required in order to make a sales order in the system. In other words, the allocation 
prevents that the SM-ers sells more product than assigned to a region and consequently 
contracts can no longer be fulfilled in later months.  If they want to exceed the allocation, 
they should contact the Regional DP-er. The regional DP-er contacts the global DP-er and the 
global DP-er discusses the request with the SIP-er. This allocation has to be done before the 
23rd each month.  

- The SM-ers allocate the sold quantities to their customer as Sales orders in APO, with help 
from Customer Service, which can deviate from the forecasts they made earlier.   

(9) MAKING THE VESSEL ARRIVAL PLAN 
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- When the agreed supply plan is released in R3 and APO, the customer service offices can 
update their Daily forecast. This daily forecast determines at what period or day the 
quantities are being sold to the customers. As there are several vessels coming to Europe, 
the arrival plan determines which quantity should be on which vessel. 

- Every month several vessels are coming to Europe, all together carrying the total supply for 
that month for Europe. Because the sales do not happen all at the same time, all supply (or 
expected sales) gets assigned to a Requested Estimated Time of Arrival (Requested ETA). 
For the Direct Sales the ETA is a five day time span, for the Replenishment volumes this 
ETA is ten days, i.e. 1/10, 10/20 or 20/30.  

- The regional DP-er is responsible for making this vessel arrival plan before the 25th of each 
month, which should be based on the most accurate forecast available on the actual 
customer order.  

Officially the arrival plan is no longer part of the Planning process (but Scheduling processes) and 
therefore probably out of scope for this project. Nevertheless there are two arguments to include 
the vessel plan within the scope of the project: (1) the arrival plan is made by the Regional DP-er, 
clearly part of the Planning department and (2) the arrival plan is based on the CS forecast which 
is on its turn based on the SM-ers forecast. The SM-ers forecast is an important input for the whole 
planning, as it is the first step of the planning process. 
 
 
ii DEMAND PLANNING EXECUTION 
The execution of the demand planning process is also divided into a number of consecutive 
steps. The whole process is step by step explained in this paragraph. The description represents 
the situation in April-May 2012 and supports paragraph 2.6 of the report.  

(1) SM-ERS FORECAST 

 
-  Every month each sales manager provides the demand forecasts for t-2 until t per terminal, 

per customer ship-to location (with the option To be Assigned (TBA) when the customer is 
not yet known). The forecast distinguishes both spot and contractual sales. These forecasts 
are put in the APO system by the SM-ers as Sales Forecast. The SM-ers always forecasts at 
least the minimum contractual volumes, since these contracts have to be fulfilled. These 
minimum volumes are defined as the total annual contract volumes divided by 12 months. 
Within Glycols, contracts are usually defined for one year. The forecast is based on: 

- the contractual volumes or sales budgets, i.e. there is a monthly budget assigned to a 
contractual customer, so there will be budget for the affiliate to produce the amount 
of products 

- seasonal factors of the market, e.g. for PET customers there is a seasonal peak before 
summer 

- and historical demand data,    
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- Supply quantities that are already sailing to Europe, supply quantities that are 
already loaded for Europe and the inventory in the terminals are not taking into 
account in their forecast, purely the demand (thus expected sales) is forecasted.  

- The high percentage of contractual volume within Glycols does not mean it is easy to 
forecast the expected sales. Contractual customers are namely not obligated to take their 
yearly volume equally spread, although this is implicitly expected as well as mentioned in 
the contract. Depending on the contractual volume, customers are allowed to deviate 5% to 
10% from the monthly volume. If this happens several months in a row, the SM-er contacts 
the customer and asks for an explanation for this deviation. When SABIC EU faces problems 
with the inventory and available storage capacity in a terminal because a customer does not 
take its monthly volume. The SM-ers can use this as a bargaining position the coming month 
to stimulate the customers to take at least their expected volume or even more. There are no 
incentives if customers take their volumes equally spread. Only in December customers are 
allowed to deviate 5% to 10% (specified in the contracts) from the total annual volume, to 
fulfil the remaining contractual volumes. This means that at the end of November or at the 
beginning of December the balance of the volume that already has been bought for that year 
is made and compared to the amount that was agreed on in the contract.  

-  
TABLE C.1 EXPLANATION OF CONTRACTUAL VOLUMES 

  
Total quantity in contract for 12 months 10000 MT 
Allowed deviation 5% (500 MT) 
Already consumed quantity Jan – Nov 9200 MT 
Possible order quantity 300 MT -1300 MT  

 
- The SM-ers must deliver the sales manager’s forecast, before every 5th of the month (i.e. 

before the 5th of April the demand forecast for May, June and July ought to be done). It might 
happen that the forecast is not yet finished before the 5th of the month. In that case it will be 
done together with the DP-er during the next step in the cycle. 

(2) REGIONAL UNCONSTRAINED DEMAND PLANNING 

 
 
- After the sales manager’s forecasts are uploaded into the APO system, the regional DP-er 

organizes a meeting with the SM-ers, Business, BPA-er and sometimes the European Sales 
and Marketing Manager to discuss the demand forecasts. The horizon from t until t+15 
months is discussed, where the focus is on the t – t+2 forecast, because SM-ers have most 
demand knowledge on this, since they are in contact with the customer personally. As last 
month’s demand forecasts are still in the system (a 15-month planning is made every 
month), normally these numbers are being checked and if necessary updated. Most 
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discussion is on month t, as this month is both updated in the SM-ers Forecast and in the 
scope of the demand planning.  The first two months of the unconstrained demand plan, 
(month t-2 and t-1) are blocked and can no longer be changed.   

- After this meeting the forecast per terminal, per customer (or TBA), spot and contractual 
separated, are filled in for t until t+15 on a monthly base on a sold- to/ship-to level. The 
coming three months, e.g. t-2 until t, are directly copied from the SM-ers forecast. The 
Regional DP-er releases a unconstrained demand plan from t-2 to t+15 on a sold-to/ship-to 
level per month to the Supply & Inventory Planner in Riyadh by sending an email with an 
Excel file attached, before the 9th of each month (i.e. in April 2012, the unconstrained 
demand plan for Europe is released for May 2012 until October 2013).  This Excel file 
contains the unconstrained demand plan for the t until t+15 and the SM-ers forecast for t-2 
and t-1. 

(3) GLOBAL DEMAND PLANNING 

- 
The global DP-er receives from the regions the Regional unconstrained demand plans, all 
with an 18 month horizon, on a sold-to/ship-to level per month. He checks the plans for 
irregularities, i.e. big changes compared to earlier months, and in case of irregularities he 
contacts the regional DP-er to clarify them.  

- The global DP-er sometimes constrains the demand from the regions. When he is convinced 
that a certain demand as written down by the Regional DP-er cannot be fulfilled by the SIP-
er, based on earlier S&OP outcomes, he cuts that demand.  He informs the regional DP-er 
about this cut, but not the SIP-ers. The only two months he cannot and will not touch are the 
first two month, as these months are officially out of the planning scope.  For the European 
region, he uses the SM-ers Forecast for these months, but these are seen as givens and 
cannot be changed any more (out of scope of planning).   

- When the regional (unconstrained) Demand Plans are checked with regards to irregularities 
and constrained, the demand is added up to an aggregated regional level for the same 
horizon as the regional unconstrained demand plan, e.g. the Global DP-er makes a Global 
(unconstrained) Demand Plan from t-2 until t+15 on a regional level (EU, MEAF, USA and 
ASIA) with the lowest defined level being the DFPs and releases this in the APO system to 
the SIP-ers. 
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(4) SUPPLY AND INVENTORY PLANNING 

 
 
- Both the SIP-er MEG and SIP-er DEG&TEG receive the global unconstrained demand plan 

from the Global DP-er, with the demand specified per region and  the DFPs specified for the 
coming 18 months. The first two months are fixed. From moment t the demand can be 
constrained, the SIP-ers can choose to cut the demand for the region, as there may not be 
enough supply from the affiliates. 

- To determine the supply, the SIP-ers update the production forecast of the affiliates in an 
Excel file. The affiliates communicate their production forecast and inventory levels at t-3 
for t-2 until t (so in April for May, June and July) in daily buckets. The production budgets 
are leading for the production forecasts for the remaining part of the 18-month horizon. 
Furthermore, the affiliates communicate their planned shutdowns for the next 18 months.  
The actual production of the affiliates is communicated day-by-day, i.e. yesterday’s 
production of the affiliates is communicated today with the SIP-er. 

- The SIP-er has access to the inventory levels at the terminals in the regions via the APO 
system. This means he can see the daily inventory levels. Furthermore, the Replenishment 
scheduler sends at the end of a month the closing stock of that month to the SIP-er. These 
inventory levels are also put into the excel file. Finally, they add the global 
(unconstrained)Demand Plan, as received from the Global DP-er, to their Excel files.  

- This Excel file summarizes the inventory levels at the terminals in the different regions and 
the inventory levels at the affiliates for the coming 18 months on a monthly level, as well as 
the production per affiliate per month and the demand per DFP per month for the coming 
18 months.   

- The SIP-ers try to balance the available supply and global demand for the months t until 
t+15 in such a way that for the coming 18 months at the end of each month: 
- The inventory levels at the affiliates are around the target inventory levels. (The target 

inventory level for DEG&TEG is 50% of the total storage capacity at the affiliates, for 
MEG the target inventory levels equals the monthly production of AEG ) 

- At least the minimum demand per region is fulfilled for the coming 18 months, i.e. all 
contractual customers receive the minimum quantities stated in their contracts for 
every month for the coming 18 months. 

- The direct sales are supplied directly from KSA, therefore the product has to be 
physically available in KSA. The inventories in the terminals are not affected by this.  
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- The inventory level at the terminals does not go below the target stock. This target stock 
is not a specific number or a calculation but it is dependent on the production and 
inventories at the affiliates and the forecasted demand for the months t until t+15.    

- Sometimes the demand is not constrained, but even expanded. This means the SIP-er 
decides that there needs to be more demand in a region, and therefore supply is pushed to 
these regions. This especially happens with the by-products DEG and TEG. When MEG is 
doing well in the market, the demand for the MEG increases and the production has to 
increase as well to meet this demand. Since MEG is a very profitable product, the affiliates 
aim to produce as much MEG as possible. Consequently will the production of DEG and TEG 
also go up, being by-products of MEG. If demand on the other hand is decreasing in the 
regions, the demand will be pushed to the regions to sell (and if not possible store) the 
products close to the customers.  This works also the other way around. When MEG is doing 
bad and production is turned down, also less the production of DEG and TEG is decreased.   

- This Supply and Inventory balancing on DFS level is done before the 15th each month, before 
the Pre-S&OP meeting. This supply and demand balancing for the next 18 months is called 
the base case scenario: the scenario where no constraints of the Business are taken into 
account, i.e. no profits, market shares etc.    

(5) THE PRE S&OP MEETING  

 
-  There is only one Pre-S&OP for all Glycols together. In the pre-S&OP different scenarios are 

built  around the base case scenario of the SIP-ers to divide the supply over the different 
regions. The BM-ers, the Product Executives from the Business, the Global DP-er, and both 
the SIP-ers from Supply Chain are present. Also the regional DP-ers are present most of the 
time, using teleconference connections.   

- A presentation of the base case scenario is given, via a PowerPoint presentation, containing 
print screens of the used Excel files . From this basis, other scenarios can be developed. in 
addition to the constraint the SIP-er already took into account in his base case calculations, 
the following extra constraints are taking into account:  

- The current profit margins and prices per product as well as the profit margins 
and prices for the coming 18 months. The prices and margins from the months 
nearby preponderate.  

- Market constraints in the regions (regional rules), i.e. antidumping rules, 
percentage of market share allowed.  

- Operational issues in the coming two months that may change the outlook 
severe, e.g. vessels that were not able to load or delayed.   

- Under these constraints other scenarios can be suggested: scenarios where the excess 
supply (total supply minus the minimal contractual volumes) from the affiliates is sent to a 
region, based on the constraints mentioned above. All the attendees check whether the 
proposed demand and supply does not cause problems the coming 18 months, e.g. tanks that 
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might overflow or production that needs to be stopped. The Business Manager has a relative 
large influence here, because he decides where the excess supply when the minimum 
contractual demand is fulfilled. He has the current market movements, the price levels and 
profit margins in his head. His assistant supports him with this allocation. 

- The result of the Pre-S&OP cycle is a reviewed, constrained or exceeded, demand of all 
regions. Also the supply is divided over the regions. This is done on a DFP level per region in 
a Proposed constrained demand plan and Proposed supply plan. This Pre-S&OP takes place 
most of the time before the 15th of each month. The information is released in an email with 
an attached PowerPoint presentation to the regions.   

(5A) THE PROPOSED SUPPLY PLAN BY EUROPE 

 
 

- For all regions a Proposed supply plan is made on DFP level and the plan is released after the 
Pre-S&OP by the SIP-ers. For the regions USA, MEAF and ASIA this plan is officially released 
in the system APO and the regions will stick to this plan. Only the Regional DP-er for Europe 
proposes her own, new supply plan, because she has no confidence the supply plan 
suggested by the SIP-er. She is afraid Business will push supplies to Europe, as happened in 
the past.  

- The regional DP-er and the BPA-er analyse the unconstrained demand plan for the coming 
15 months, taking into account expected price and market changes for the Glycols. Also 
input from the market intelligence department about market changes and development is 
considered. This supply plan is specified per terminal per month.  While making the supply 
plan the following quantifiable input variables are taken into account on a monthly, per 
terminal base:  

- the expected ending inventory levels at the terminals in Europe in the month 
before the arrival of the vessel (t-1), their maximum storage capacity (which is 
95% of the total tank capacity) and their target inventory 

- the unconstrained demand plan for the months t to t+15,  
- the supply already sailing and the vessels that are being loaded (agreed on in t-2 

and t-1).  
- No algorithm is used to determine the supply. It is more trial-and-error based. This means 

that the supply quantities are filled in an excel file that contains the inventory levels at the 
terminals.  

- The European DP-er does not look at the constrained demand plan sent by the Global DP-er, 
as the level of detail in the PowerPoint presentation shared after the Pre-S&OP is too high, 
i.e. there is no specification on Sold-to/ship-to level. As a target inventory at the terminals a 
level between 65% and 90% of the storage capacity (at the end of each month) is desired by 
the European DP-er, without having any calculations or clear reasons for it. The focus here is 
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on the period t until t+2, because the Regional DP-er believes that the information for this 
month is the most reliable and less subject to deviations. The plan however is for the period 
t until t+15. Sometimes the target inventory is even lower than 65% of the storage capacity. 
This happens for example when the regional DP-er expects to have a lot of inventory left 
from earlier months, based on operational issues (e.g. delay of vessels) or lagging demand.  

- The regional DP-er communicates the new Proposed supply plan to the SIP-ers between the 
pre-S&OP and the S&OP meeting with the global DP-er. This is accomplished by sending an 
excel file with the proposal for t until t+15 on a terminal level, excluding the direct sales 
customers.  

- The SIP-er adds the new Proposed supply plan to his scenarios which are used for the S&OP 
meeting. 

(6) THE S&OP MEETING 

 
 

- If all regional DP-ers have communicated the proposed demand and supply plans to their SM-
ers and all parties seems to be satisfied with the Proposed Demand and Supply, the S&OP 
meeting is held. The same parties as in the pre-S&OP meeting are present, except for the 
regional DP-ers. Only if it was impossible to include all Regional DP-ers in the Pre-S&OP 
because of time differences a regional DP-er can be present during the S&OP through a 
teleconference connection. It is a relative fast meeting of maximum one hour. 

- The main reason for the meeting is to agree on the Proposed Demand and supply plans for t 
until t+15 for all regions. Substantial changes can be made in the Proposed Demand and 
supply plans to get to the Agreed Demand and Supply.  Normally, when all Regional DP-ers 
are present at the Pre-S&OP, it does not take long to get to an agreement. Only some minor 
changes need to be done to reach an agreement. However, when a regional DP-er was not 
present at the Pre-S&OP or the Proposed supply plan from Europe causes excess supply for 
the other regions, an agreement can take a bit longer.  

- Next to the Proposed Demand and Proposed supply plans for all regions, KPI figures about 
Production Accuracy and Days of Inventory (DOI) are presented. Furthermore, an update is 
given on current Order Intakes, i.e. the sales for the month t-4 and a market update for the 
current, short term movements, i.e. t-3 until t.  Also the production of MEG and DEG (not 
TEG) of the SABIC factory in China is presented, that supplies part of the Asian market. 
Finally the supply chain costs per MT are presented per region and per month and these 
costs are compared to the Supply Chain Costs of 2011. 
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(7) RELEASING THE AGREED PLANS 

 
- The S&OP meeting results in an agreed demand plan and an agreed supply plan both on DFP 

level for t-2 until t+15. These plans are released in the system APO to all regions, except for 
Europe (because the connection between the system in KSA and Europe is not fully 
working). All regions receive an email with the PowerPoint presentation attached. Thus 
Europe  only receives the PowerPoint presentation of the S&OP meeting with the agreed 
numbers in there on DFP level for t-2 until t+15. 

(8) ALLOCATION OF THE PRODUCTS 

 
 

 
- After the S&OP the volumes have to be allocated to customers. In month t-3 the allocation is 

done for t-2 until t, i.e. in April the allocation for May, June and July takes place.  Allocation in 
the R3 is needed, to be able to generate a sales order in R3. Furthermore, when a sales order 
is not yet issued, i.e. when there is no order on paper from the customer, the allocated 
quantity affects the projected inventory levels at a terminal. When a sales order has been 
issued, that sales order affects the inventory level in the daily plan book.  

- For the allocation the DP-er uses the Regional unconstrained demand plan drawn up in t-5 as 
her starting point, i.e. for the allocation in April, the unconstrained demand plan of February 
for the demand from May onwards is used. She compares the Regional unconstrained 
demand plan for t-2 until t+12 with the SM-ers forecast for t-2 until t, which is updated again 
since the 5th of the month (see paragraph 3.4.1). Both plans are on Sold-to/Ship-to level. 
When large differences are found, the SM-ers forecast is leading. Whether a difference is 
large is not strictly determined by rules or boundaries, but judged by the regional DP-er at 
that moment.  

- The demand that was forecasted is assigned in the system on the lowest planning level: 
Sold-to/Ship-to. This allocation determines the maximum quantity a SM-ers can sell to a 
customer. 
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(9) MAKING THE VESSEL ARRIVAL PLAN 

 
 

 
- When the Agreed Supply for t until t+15 is communicated with the regions the Vessel 

Arrival Plan is generated to be able to select a vessel that is going to carry the products to 
Europe.  

- The CS officers look at the SM-ers Forecast of t-2 until t and update in a daily Plan book in 
APO their forecast for the demand on t-2 until t.  The CS officers have contact with the 
customers about when they want to receive their supply. If they do not have information 
from the customer for the month t-2 until t, they look to historic data. Most customers take 
the product every month around the same time, so they use this to forecast the date a 
customer want his parcel. If they have no clue what so ever when a customer wants his 
products and in how many parcels, they split the volume equally over the whole month. 

- The Regional DP-er looks at the CS forecasts and looks when the CS officer forecasts the 
actual sales will occur. According to that forecast the DP-er assigns the product to an ETA at 
the beginning or at the end of a month.  

- The vessel arrival plan has to be sent back to the Executive Shipping Representative in KSA 
before the 25th of the month by the Regional DP-er, so in April the arrival plan for the 
vessels with June loading/July arrival are made. Most of the time they get a bit delayed 
because operational issues get in between and the Regional DP-er did not give a high 
priority to this plan so they are sent out around the first week of the next month, so 
beginning of May for June loading/July arrival.  
 

When the lifting plan is sent to the Executive Shipping Representative, he has to search for 
vessels within SABIC’s contractual vessel fleet that match the requirements. The requirements 
consist of the time span a vessel in available together with the capacity of the tanks within that 
vessel and the needed capacity, both according to the arrival plan.  With the vessel nomination 
the route of the vessels is known, as the vessel carries the products that are meant for a certain 
terminal for replenishment or for a certain customer as direct sales. For the planning part 
everything is fixed now, though in daily execution still changes in course of the vessel within the 
region, i.e. Mediterranean area or the ARA region.  After the vessel nomination the actual lifting 
in the harbor of the affiliates of the product can start. The products are loaded onto the vessels 
and start sailing to Europe. The physical stream of the products to Europe starts.  
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D INTERNAL RELATIONS - QUANTITATIVE 
In this appendix the relations between the actual sales, Supply, constrained demand and 
unconstrained demand quantities for the period January 2011 and June 2012 are presented. A 
distinction between (i) correlations per product and (ii) correlations per terminal (iii) 
numerical differences and (iv) graphical differences is made.  This appendix supports the 
analysis of chapter 4, conclusions can be found there. 

i DATA COLLECTION 
The period January 2011 until June 2012 is the period that the S&OP process is executed for the 
BU Glycols, i.e. there was an S&OP meeting to agree on quantities. The data for these analyses is 
collected in the following way: 

- For the actual sales the monthly sales data from the SAP system of SABIC EU is used. The 
sales data is the most detailed data available, since it is recorded on DFP level. This data 
distinguishes (1) from what terminal the sales took place; (2) whether the sales were 
based on a contract or a spot deal; (3) whether the sales was part of a swap deal; (4) 
how high the sales were in a month in metric tons. When there has been a swap from a 
terminal this is added on to the sales of the terminal where the swap originates from.  

- The supply plan is taken from the replenishment quantities, which are the closest 
possible to the quantities in the agreed supply plan, since the official agreed supply plan 
is not yet shared on DFP-level with SABIC EU. The only mutations that can arise from the 
agreed supply plan to the Replenishment quantities are logistic constraints from the 
vessels and these constraints almost never occur.   

- The constrained demand plan numbers are taken from the calculations of the KPI DPA in 
KSA. This KPI aims at measuring the difference between the constrained demand and the 
actual sales on DFP level.  

- The quantities for the unconstrained demand plan have been taken from two different 
sources. The first source, providing January to November 2011, comes from the 
calculations of the KPI DPA in Europe. As the constrained demand plan normally is not 
shared on DFP-level with SABIC EU, the calculations for this KPI are performed based on 
the unconstrained demand plan. These ‘unconstrained demand plan’-numbers have been 
subject to changes in the scheduling, i.e. everything happening within the operations the 
three months before arrival in the tank, and are therefore not the most reliable 
numbers. From December 2011 until June 2012 the data is retrieved from the second 
source. This is a file from the DP-er of SABIC EU containing the actual, unchanged 
unconstrained demand plans.  

- The Direct Sales (only existing for MEG) are not analyzed separately in the quantitative 
analysis because of their typical characteristics. The figures of the Direct Sales only 
depend on one customer, who has a demand of 2 KT or nothing.  The quantities are still 
being analyzed as part of the total for each category.  

ii CORRELATIONS PER PRODUCT FOR DATA JAN 2011 – JUN 2012 
In Table D.1 the Kendall’s  𝜏 and Spearman’s 𝜌 
are shown per product for all possible 
combinations of the supply plan, actual sales, 
constrained demand and unconstrained demand 
plan. The data is examined in monthly buckets 
over a period of 18 months. 

Legend 
𝜏𝑙  Kendall’s 𝜏 
𝑟𝑙  Spearman’s 𝜌 

 Combination of row and column 
not applicable 

Two tailed test, significant at 𝑝 < 0,05 
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TABLE D.1 CORRELATIONS PER PRODUCT 

𝒑: MEG actual sales supply plan constrained demand plan 
supply plan No correlations found   
constrained 

demand plan 
𝜏𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.412 sig. 0.019 
𝑟𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.534 sig. 0.009 

𝜏𝑅𝑎𝑣 = −.426 sig. 0.020 
𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑣 = −.556 sig. 0.009  

unconstrained 
demand plan 

𝜏𝐵𝑎𝑟 = 0.425 sig. 0.014 
𝑟𝐵𝑎𝑟 = 0.585 sig. 0.011 
𝜏𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.375 sig. 0.031 
𝑟𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.595 sig. 0.022 

𝜏𝐷𝑆 = 0.615 sig. 0.008 
𝑟𝐷𝑆 = 0.648 sig. 0.004 

𝜏𝐿𝑖𝑣 = 0.615 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑣 = 0.746 sig. 0.000 
𝜏𝐵𝑎𝑟 = 0.669 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐵𝑎𝑟 = 0.775 sig. 0.000 
𝜏𝑅𝑎𝑣 = 0.388 sig. 0.025 
𝜏𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.885 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.944 sig. 0.000 
𝜏𝐴𝑙𝑙 = 0.590 sig. 0.001 
𝑟𝐴𝑙𝑙 = 0.742 sig. 0.000 

    
𝒑: DEG actual sales supply plan constrained demand plan 

supply plan No correlations found   

constrained 
demand plan 

𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑣 = 0.504 sig. 0.033 
𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑣 = 0.480 sig. 0.006 
𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑣 = 0.644 sig. 0.004 
𝜏𝐴𝑙𝑙 = 0.373 sig. 0.031 
𝑟𝐴𝑙𝑙 = 0.534 sig. 0.023 

𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑣 = 0.362 sig. 0.049 
𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑣 = 0.469 sig. 0.050  

unconstrained 
demand plan 

𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑣 = 0.438 sig. 0.011 
𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑣 = 0.556 sig. 0.017 No correlations found 

𝜏𝐿𝑖𝑣 = 0.796 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑣 = 0.890 sig. 0.000 
𝜏𝐵𝑎𝑟 = 0.825 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐵𝑎𝑟 = 0.920 sig. 0.000 
𝜏𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.667 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.722 sig. 0.000 
𝜏𝐴𝑙𝑙 = 0.712 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐴𝑙𝑙 = 0.794 sig. 0.000 

    
𝒑: TEG actual sales supply plan constrained demand plan 

supply plan No correlations found   
constrained 

demand plan No correlations found No correlations found  

unconstrained 
demand plan No correlations found No correlations found 

𝜏𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.761 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.800 sig. 0.000 
𝜏𝐴𝑙𝑙 = 0.761 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐴𝑙𝑙 = 0.800 sig. 0.000 

 
All actual sales supply plan constrained demand plan 

supply plan No correlations found   

constrained 
demand plan 

𝑟𝐵𝑎𝑟 = 0.498 sig. 0.035 
𝜏𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.373 sig. 0.031 
𝑟𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.531 sig. 0.023 

No correlations found  

unconstrained 
demand plan 

𝑟𝐵𝑎𝑟 = 0.496 sig. 0.036 
 No correlations found 

𝜏𝐿𝑖𝑣 = 0.695 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑣 = 0.827 sig. 0.000 
𝜏𝐵𝑎𝑟 = 0.647 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐵𝑎𝑟 = 0.776 sig. 0.000 
𝜏𝑅𝑎𝑣 = 0.386 sig. 0.025 
𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑣 = 0.480 sig. 0.044 
𝜏𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.721 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐴𝑛𝑡 = 0.799 sig. 0.000 
𝜏𝐴𝑙𝑙 = 0.608 sig. 0.000 
𝑟𝐴𝑙𝑙 = 0.781 sig. 0.000 
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iii CORRELATIONS PER TERMINAL FOR DATA JAN 2011 – JUN 2012 
In Table D.2 the Kendall’s  𝜏 and Spearman’s 𝜌 are shown per terminal for all possible 
combinations of the supply plan, actual sales,  constrained demand and unconstrained demand 
plan are presented. The data is examined in monthly buckets over a period of 18 months. 

The table should be read as follows: There is a significant relation for both Kendall’s  𝜏 and 
Spearman’s 𝜌 between the unconstrained demand plan and the constrained demand plan for DEG 
Barcelona, shown in the cell with the               . 

 Legend 
 No test is significant, no correlations found 
\ only Spearman 𝜌 significant 
/ only Kendalls 𝜏 significant 
X Spearman 𝜌 and Kendalls 𝜏 significant 
 Combination of row and column not applicable 
Two tailed, significant at 𝑝 < 0,05 

TABLE D.2 CORRELATIONS PER TERMINAL 

 actual sales supply plan constrained demand plan 
Livorno MEG DEG TEG All MEG DEG TEG All MEG DEG TEG All 

supply plan             
constrained 

demand plan \ X           

unconstrained 
demand plan     X    X X  X 

             
Barcelona MEG DEG TEG All MEG DEG TEG All MEG DEG TEG All 
supply plan             
constrained 

demand plan             

unconstrained 
demand plan X        X X  X 

             
Ravenna MEG DEG TEG All MEG DEG TEG All MEG DEG TEG All 

supply plan             
constrained 

demand plan X  X  \ X X       

unconstrained 
demand plan X  X  \     /   X 

             
Antwerp MEG DEG TEG All MEG DEG TEG All MEG DEG TEG All 

supply plan             
constrained 

demand plan X   X          

unconstrained 
demand plan X        X X X  X 

             
All MEG DEG TEG All MEG DEG TEG All MEG DEG TEG All 

supply plan             
constrained 

demand plan X  X           

unconstrained 
demand plan         X X X X  
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iv NUMERICAL DIFFERENCES FOR DATA JAN 2011 – JUN 2012 
In table E.1 the numerical differences between the actual sales quantities, Supply quantities, unconstrained demand plans and constrained demand 
plans are shown. The data is examined in monthly buckets over a period of 18 months. Also graphs have been constructed for all the situations 
described in table D.3. 
 
The table should be read as follows: The difference 
between the constrained demand plan and the 
supply plan for TEG Antwerp measured over the 
total quantities of the months January  ’11 until 
June ’12 was 226 MT, as shown in the cell.                   

Legend 
x− 𝒚 Total amount in metric tons in 18 months of the variable 𝑥 minus variable 𝑦 
𝒙 − 𝒚 𝑨⁄  The percentage of the actual sales in 18 months the total difference between  𝑥 − 𝑦 equals  
𝒚 > 𝑥 The percentage of the 18 months when variable 𝑦 is higher than variable 𝑥 

 Combination of row and column not applicable 
Variables p, l, 𝑼𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍; 𝑨𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍;  𝑺𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 and 𝑪𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 as defined in the glossary of terms 

 

TABLE D.3 NUMERICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN JAN ’11 AND JUN ‘12 

Plan 𝒑 →  MEG DEG TEG ALL 
𝒙 𝒚 𝒍 ↓ x− 𝒚 𝒙 − 𝒚

𝑨�  𝒚 > 𝑥  x− 𝒚 𝒙 − 𝒚
𝑨�  𝒚 > 𝑥 x− 𝒚 𝒙 − 𝒚

𝑨�  𝒚 > 𝑥 x− 𝒚 𝒙 − 𝒚
𝑨�  𝒚 > 𝑥 

𝑼𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝑨𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 

Liv 9.147 6,0% 28% 149 0,4% 56%     9.296,84  5,0% 39% 
Bar 6.498 8,6% 33% 571 3,5% 56%     7.068,95  7,6% 33% 
Rav -4.869 -4,9% 50% -247 -0,7% 50%     -5.115,20  -3,8% 50% 
Ant -10.424 -3,2% 44% -5.486 -7,4% 50% 62 0,5% 33%  -15.847,80  -3,9% 50% 
All 4.984 0,7% 50% -5.012 -3,1% 50% 62 0,5% 33%  4.631,36  0,5% 50% 

𝑪𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝑼𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 

Liv -2.617 -1,7% 39% 206 0,6% 17%     -1.411,00  -0,8% 39% 
Bar -550 -0,7% 22% 898 5,5% 11%     348,07  0,4% 22% 
Rav 9.760 9,9% 22% 572 1,6% 17%     7.332,00  5,5% 28% 
Ant 3.688 1,1% 39% 4.560 6,1% 17% -263 -2,1% 44%  7.985,00  2,0% 33% 
All 10.281 1,5% 33% 6.236 3,9% 17% -263 -2,1% 44%  14.254,07  1,7% 28% 

𝑪𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝑺𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 

Liv 6.300 4,1% 61% 1.963 5,6% 39%     10.263,00  5,5% 56% 
Bar 3.501 4,6% 28% 2.889 17,5% 11%     6.390,40  6,9% 28% 
Rav 6.426 6,5% 44% -2.130 -6,0% 50%     296,00  0,2% 56% 
Ant -16.188 -5,0% 61% -4.972 -6,7% 61% -226 -1,8% 61%  -21.648,66  -5,3% 67% 
All 3.040 0,4% 56% -2.250 -1,4% 56% -226 -1,8% 61%  -1.699,26  -0,2% 56% 

𝑼𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝑺𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 Liv 8.917 5,9% 56% 1.757 5,0% 39%     11.674,00  6,2% 56% 
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Bar 4.051 5,3% 39% 1.991 12,1% 22%     6.042,33  6,5% 39% 
Rav -3.334 -3,4% 50% -2.702 -7,7% 50%     -7.036,00  -5,3% 67% 
Ant -19.876 -6,2% 67% -9.532 -12,8% 61% -226 -1,8% 61%  -29.633,66  -7,3% 67% 
All -7.242 -1,1% 56% -8.486 -5,3% 56% -226 -1,8% 61%  -15.953,32  -1,9% 61% 

𝑪𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝑨𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 

Liv 6.530 4,3% 33% 355 1,0% 56%     7.885,84  4,2% 39% 
Bar 5.949 7,8% 33% 1.468 8,9% 44%     7.417,01  8,0% 33% 
Rav 4.891 5,0% 39% 325 0,9% 44%     2.216,80  1,7% 44% 
Ant -6.736 -2,1% 44% -926 -1,2% 44% -201 -1,6% 44%  -7.862,80  -1,9% 50% 
All 15.266 2,3% 50% 1.223 0,8% 39% -201 -1,6% 44%  14.288,21  1,7% 50% 

𝑺𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝑨𝒑,𝒍,𝒂𝒍𝒍 

Liv 230 0,2% 50% -1.608 -4,6% 61%     -2.377,16  -1,3% 56% 
Bar 2.447 3,2% 44% -1.421 -8,6% 61%     1.026,61  1,1% 44% 
Rav -1.535 -1,6% 44% 2.455 7,0% 44%     1.920,80  1,4% 39% 
Ant 9.451 2,9% 44% 4.046 5,5% 44% 288 2,4% 39%  13.785,86  3,4% 33% 
All 12.226 1,8% 39% 3.473 2,2% 39% 288 2,4% 39%  15.987,46  1,9% 33% 
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v RESULTS QUALITATIVE ANALYSES OF INTERNAL RELATIONS 
All qualitative results of the analyses are summarized in Table D.4. The following hypotheses 
have been considered, while summarizing the results: 

1) The actual sales are equal to or lower than the unconstrained demand in most months (A ≤ U).  
2) Supply is pushed instead of pulled to Europe, i.e. the supply plan is higher than the  

(un)constrained demand plan in most months. (S > 𝐶 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆 > 𝐶) 
3) The actual sales and the supply plan are correlated (A~S). 
4) The unconstrained and constrained demand plan are correlated (U~C). 
5) The actual sales and the constrained demand plan are correlated (A~C).  

TABLE D.4 SUMMARY OF QUALITATIVE ANALYSES OF THE INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS CONSIDERING THE DESIGNOF THE 
DEMAND PLANNING 

Hypothesis Quantitative analysis Execution 

1) 𝑨 ≤ 𝑼 
 

In 50% of all analyzed months the actual sales are lower than the unconstrained 
demand plan for all products. This pattern that can also be found analyzing the 
results per product. The total difference, when added up over all products at all 
terminals, is around 4.5 KT more unconstrained demand than actual sales, which 
equals 0.5% of the total sales in 18 months. When examining the differences per 
product for all terminals, it can be noted that MEG has a higher unconstrained demand 
(5 KT≈ 0.7% of all sales), also divided over 50% of all months. For DEG the reverse 
can be stated. In total 5 KT (≈ 3% of the actual sales) less demand was denoted then 
unconstrained demand since there were sales in 18 months, also in 50% of all months.  
TEG shows a difference of only 0.5% of the total sales between the actual sales and 
unconstrained demand. Both The terminals Ravenna and Antwerp are showing more 
actual sales than unconstrained demand for MEG and DEG. In about 50% of the cases 
that the actual sales were higher than the unconstrained demand plan, there was more 
supply than unconstrained demand, possibly causing the extra sales. 

2) 𝑺 > 𝑈  
and 
𝑺 > 𝐶 

In the majority of the 18 months, the supply is higher than the unconstrained 
demand, for all three products MEG, DEG and TEG. When adding up the 
unconstrained demand plans and Supply quantities for all eighteen months, the total 
supply is higher for all products. However, per product it is not more than 5% of the 
total sales quantity in 18 months. If all products are summed up over all terminals, 
this will results in almost 2% of the total sales quantity of 18 months.  When 
examining this on terminal level, for both Livorno and Barcelona the total of all 
unconstrained demand plans is bigger than the total of the supply plans, while in 
Ravenna and Antwerp it is the other way around. Especially Antwerp has big 
deviations. If all products are summed up, the supply exceeds the unconstrained 
demand plan within 18 months with almost 7.5% of the total sales quantity. When 
looking per product, the unconstrained demand plans of MEG  in total are almost 20 
KT (≈ 6% of sales) lower than the supply for MEG. For DEG the difference is about 
13% of sales.  

3) 𝑨~𝑺 

No significant correlations can be found between the actual sales and the supply 
plan for the past 18 months. In general, the variation of the actual sales is higher 
than the variation of the supply plan. Beside this, in the majority of the months 
(≈ 60%) the supply quantities are higher than the actual sales quantities. For all 
products, the total supply in the last 18 months was higher than the actual sales. 
Supply was pushed to Europe. However, this was only ± 2% of the total Sales in those 
eighteen months.  For both MEG and DEG the deviation between the supply and sales 
was the highest in Barcelona and in Livorno. It should be noted supply arrives in 
different badges during the month, thus not all together at the beginning of a month. 
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Supply that arrives at the end of the month is most probably used for sales in the next 
month.  Hence comparing the figures per month can give a somehow distorted image. 

4) 𝑼~𝑪 

The unconstrained demand plan and constrained demand plan are correlated for 
all products in almost all terminals (only DEG at Ravenna is not significant). A 
correlation of 𝜏 ≈ 0.608 (𝜌 ≈ 0.781) is found for all products at all terminals. Only for 
the terminal Ravenna the correlation is not significant for both statistics. This has to 
do with one big outlier. The variation of the unconstrained demand plan is higher for  
nearly all comparisons, showing the constrained demand plan functioning properly. 
The correlations have to be interpreted with caution as only since December 2011 
correct data storage exist for the unconstrained demand plan. (If only the data set from 
December 2011 onwards was analyzed, the number of observations would be very 
low, is this case 𝑁 = 7). 

5)  𝑨~𝑪 

No significant correlation between the actual sales and constrained demand can 
be found for all terminals for all products. However for MEG and DEG the 
correlation does occur.  In total a correlation can be found of about 𝜏 ≈ 0.41 
(𝜌 ≈ 0.54). The variation of the actual sales is a lot higher than the variation of the 
constrained demand plan. Nevertheless, the actual sales are not always lower than the 
constrained demand plan. In about one third of the months the sales are higher than 
the constrained demand plan.   For TEG, the total actual sales quantity of the eighteen 
months is even higher than the total of the supply plans. For MEG and DEG the total 
sales are lower than the Constrained Plan added up over eighteen months.  
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E INTERNAL RELATIONS – QUALITATIVE 
In this appendix the elaborate results of the qualitative analysis of the first research question can be found. This analysis is done for both the design 
of the Sales and Operations planning as well as for the execution. The results can be found in Table E.1. The following hypotheses have been 
considered: 

6) The actual sales are equal to or lower than the unconstrained demand in most months (A ≤ U).  
7) Supply is pushed instead of pulled to Europe, i.e. the supply plan is higher than the  

(un)constrained demand plan in most months. (S > 𝐶 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆 > 𝐶) 
8) The actual sales and the supply plan are correlated (A~S). 
9) The unconstrained and constrained demand plan are correlated (U~C). 
10) The actual sales and the constrained demand plan are correlated (A~C).  

TABLE E.1 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS CONSIDERING THE EXECUTION OF THE DEMAND PLANNING 

Hypothesis Design Execution 

1) 𝑨 ≤ 𝑼 
 

Examining the design of the process, it can be noticed that the actual sales 
could be both lower and higher than the unconstrained demand plan. As 
the Demand can be constrained both up and down, this should not mean 
that the actual sales are always lower than the unconstrained demand 
plan. Examining at the traditional relation between demand and supply, it 
would be logical that the unconstrained demand plan gets constrained 
downwards since there is less supply than demand worldwide, the 
actual sales should be lower than the unconstrained demand plan in 
most months. Since the unconstrained demand plan should be the best 
estimate of what can be sold in the regional market, it is illogical and 
unhealthy for the market to assume that there can be more sales than 
‘there can be sold’.  

Examining the characteristics of the current processes, the actual sales 
do not necessarily exceed the unconstrained demand, since demand can 
also be constrained in the upward direction. Furthermore, there is no 
control whether the actual sales exceeds the unconstrained demand plan 
(it is not measured and the system does not block the allocation). It is 
however not probable that the unconstrained demand plan exceeds 
the actual sales in the majority of the months. After all this would 
result in an unhealthy relationship between demand and supply, as there 
can only be send more if there is more supply.    

2) 𝑺 > 𝑈  
and 
𝑺 > 𝐶 

In two cases the supply plan exceeds both the unconstrained and 
constrained demand. One of these cases is when there is a lot more supply 
available in the market than there is demand denoted in the 
unconstrained demand plan. Thus supply is mend to be sold as soon as 
possible, thus the constrained demand plan will be equal to the supply 
plan. In the other case inventory has to be built up in the regions because 

Since Europe proposes a supply plan itself it is not expected that the 
supply plan is higher than the unconstrained demand plan in most 
months. SABIC HQ does have the final call in the quantities that are send 
to Europe and can decide to send more than the requested quantities. 
Chances are low that this will be done in the majority of the months, 
because this would ruin the natural relation between demand and 
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of planned shutdowns. In this case it could happen that the supply 
quantities are higher than the unconstrained demand plan. But in most 
cases the supply should be lower than both the unconstrained 
demand plan and the constrained demand plan, as there is also 
inventory in the regions. 

supply. The case that the supply is more than the constrained 
demand plan is also expected to happen sometimes, though not in 
the majority of the months, e.g. in the case of a planned shutdown.  

3) 𝑨~𝑺 

The supply plan does not determine how high the sales can be, as this is 
denoted in the constrained demand plan. As mentioned before, supply can 
be more than the unconstrained and constrained demand plan because of 
inventory building or extra sales. In the latter case, a correlation can 
indeed be expected. However, in general a correlation between the 
sales and supply quantities is not to be expected.  

The supply plan does not determine how high the sales can be, as this is 
denoted in the constrained demand plan. As mentioned before, supply 
can be more than the unconstrained demand plan (and constrained 
demand plan) because of inventory building or extra sales. In the latter 
case, a correlation can indeed be expected. However, in general a 
correlation between the sales and supply quantities is not to be 
expected.  

4) 𝑼~𝑪 

Since the unconstrained demand plan is the official input for the 
constrained Demand Plan some relation is to be expected. Whether it is a 
significant correlation is hard to say only from theory.  When the 
unconstrained demand plan goes up, logically the constrained demand 
plan also rises. This is however not only dependent on the unconstrained 
demand plan, but also on the available supply, the inventories and the 
market position. But if there is no significant relation between the 
unconstrained and constrained demand plans, there is no need for the 
unconstrained demand plan, and the situation looks very much like the 
old situation, before the implementation of the S&OP process. Thus a 
correlation is expected between the unconstrained and constrained 
demand plan.  

It is to be expected that the constrained demand plan is correlated with 
the unconstrained demand plan. After all, otherwise there would be no 
input from the regions for the actual sales, and the situation would be 
equal to the one before the S&OP it would be very beneficial to use 
market and demand information from people who are participating in 
the market, thus the correlation is expected to exist.  

5)  𝑨~𝑪 

Officially, the constrained demand Plan determines how many sales there 
can be. This is also blocked in the system. If the sales quantities denoted 
in the constrained demand plan are expecting to be exceeded, this should 
be changed manually in SAP. Therefore, it is very likely that the actual 
sales and the constrained demand plan are correlated.  

A correlation between the actual sales and constrained demand is to be 
expected here as the constrained demand plan determines how much 
sales there are allowed in a month. However, since the constrained 
demand is not shared with Europe explicitly, a fair chance exist that 
the correlation is lost. Currently, the allocation of the sales quantities is 
done based on the unconstrained demand plan or even on updates from 
SM-ers on short notice.    
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F CURRENT PERFORMANCE KPIS 
The current performance of the KPI’s can be found in detail in this appendix: (i) demand plan 
accuracy and (ii) end of month inventory, supporting chapter 5.  

i DEMAND PLAN ACCURACY 
The current performance of the Demand Plan Accuracy can be found on several disaggregated 
levels in Table F.1, Table F.2 and Table F.3. Figures per terminal as well as per product per 
terminal are presented. A distinction is made between the calculation of KSA and EU. Also 
differences between 2011 and 2012 are given.  
 
The table should be read as follows: In 33% of the six months measured in 2012, the Glycols met 
their target of 88% DPA, with the calculation used by SABIC EU, as shown in the cell.                                            
.  

TABLE F.1 GLYCOLS DPA AVERAGES PER TERMINAL JAN '11 - JUN'12 

 
Ter → 
minal 

 

Antwerp Livorno Barcelona Ravenna DS All 
KSA EU KSA EU KSA EU KSA EU KSA EU KSA EU 

 
DPA 

‘11 & ‘12 89% 86% 90% 87% 86% 83% 85% 81% 76% 69% 85% 81% 
‘11 90% 91% 91% 91% 83% 84% 85% 80% 83% 66% 86% 82% 
‘12 88% 77% 87% 79% 91% 81% 86% 81% 62% 74% 83% 78% 

Target 
achie-

ved 

‘11 & ‘12 78% 78% 67% 56% 61% 50% 50% 39% 72% 61% 66% 57% 
‘11 83% 92% 75% 67% 50% 58% 50% 42% 83% 67% 68% 65% 
‘12 67% 50% 50% 33% 83% 33% 50% 33% 50% 50% 60% 40% 

TABLE F.2 MEG DPA AVERAGES JAN '11 – JUN '12 

MEG → 
Terminal 

Antwerp Livorno Barcelona Ravenna DS 
KSA EU KSA EU KSA EU KSA EU KSA EU 

Average 
DPA 

‘11 & ‘12 89% 85% 87% 85% 85% 80% 82% 76% 82% 69% 
‘11 90% 90% 90% 89% 83% 83% 81% 74% 83% 66% 
‘12 86% 75% 83% 76% 88% 75% 83% 82% 78% 74% 

Target 
achieved 

‘11 & ‘12 67% 67% 50% 50% 56% 44% 44% 44% 78% 61% 
‘11 75% 75% 67% 67% 58% 58% 50% 42% 83% 67% 
‘12 50% 50% 17% 17% 50% 17% 33% 50% 67% 50% 

TABLE F.3 DEG & TEG DPA AVERAGES JAN '11 – JUN '12 

DEG → 
Terminal 

Antwerp Livorno Barcelona Ravenna  
TEG 

Antwerp 
KSA EU KSA EU DEG KSA KSA EU  KSA EU 

Average 
DPA 

‘11 & ‘12 81% 72% 86% 81% 78% 79% 78% 78%   72% 68% 
‘11 85% 77% 86% 83% 73% 75% 80% 81%   69% 68% 
‘12 72% 61% 85% 78% 89% 87% 74% 74%   79% 69% 

Target 
achieved 

‘11 & ‘12 39% 39% 50% 39% 33% 39% 17% 22%   22% 22% 
‘11 42% 42% 50% 42% 8% 17% 25% 25%   17% 17% 
‘12 33% 33% 50% 33% 83% 83% 0% 17%   33% 33% 
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ii MONTH END INVENTORY 
In Figure F.1 and Figure F.2 examples of the graphs that are used to judge the inventory level at 
the end of the month can be found.  
 
The storage capacity of the terminal is shown with the red line. The green bars show the sales of 
the month for the terminal. The inventory levels at the terminal at the end of the month are 
shown by the blue line. The data that is used to construct the graphs is based on monthly 
buckets.  
 

 
FIGURE F.1 END OF MONTH INVENTORY MEG ANTWERP 

 

 
FIGURE F.2 END OF MONTH INVENTORY TEG ANTWERP 
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G MUTATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF THE SALES DATA 
The data coming from SAP describing the daily and monthly sales quantities are cleaned up to make them more suitable for analysis and forecasting. 
The number of terminals is brought back to the four terminals holding physical product (i), the data is judged for trends and seasonality (ii), another 
set of mutations is applied to clean the sales data to demand data (iii). Finally a comparison between the original sales data and the remaining 
demand data is done (iv). The appendix is supporting the analyses in chapter 6.  

i MUTATIONS IN THE SALES DATA 
The sales data of the Glycols from the period January 2007 until Jane 2012 are cleaned. All sales quantities are assigned to terminals that hold 
physical product, i.e. Antwerp, Barcelona, Livorno or Ravenna. Also sales resulting from swap deals are added up to the corresponding terminal. The 
mutations are done for all products. In detail this results in: 

1) the sales quantities from the terminal in France are added to the terminal in Barcelona 
2)  the sales quantities from the terminal in Rotterdam are added to the terminal in Antwerp 
3) The sales resulting from a swap deal (HC-plant) are added to the normal storage tank (10-plant) in that location.  
4) Thus total sales in a month are the spot and contract sales from both the 10-plans and the HC plans added up.  
5) The swaps sales from the 10-plans are the sales back to the counterparty and are excluded for the total sales, as otherwise they would be 

counted double.  

ii SALES ANALYSIS 
In Table G.1 the graphical analysis is summarized and per product-terminal combination trends, seasonal effects and other possible irregularities are 
denoted. The judgment is made by looking at the graphs and numbers, no calculations are done.  

Also a judgment is made on what data can be useful for forecasting, with the most important criteria being sudden level changes (for two or more 
months in a row a lot lower or higher sales) and the start of a trend movement (if demand start increasing from a certain moment on, whereas 
before the demand was more or less stable). Also this judgment is not based on calculations, but on visual checks.  

TABLE G.1 RESULTS OF GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SALES DATA FROM JAN 2007 UNTIL JUN 2012  

Pro- 
duct Terminal Trend Seasonality Useful data Remarks 

Contract Spot Contract Spot 
MEG Livorno + + +/- + Jul 2009 onwards From Jan. 2011 two big new customers 
 Barcelona +/- + +/- + Jan 2007 – Jan 2009 & Jan 2010 onwards 2009 really bad sales; very high variety in sales 
 Ravenna +/- +/- +/- +/- Jan 2009 onwards High peak spot sales Jun 2010 
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 Antwerp ++ +/- + +/- Jan 2010 onwards  
DEG Livorno + +/- ++ + All High spot sales shows low contract sales 
 Barcelona + + + ++ All  
 Ravenna ++ + +/- + Jul 2009 onwards  
 Antwerp + + + ++ Jan 2010 onwards High spot sales shows low contract sales 
TEG Antwerp +/- +/- +/- +/- All No constant contractual sales 

 

LEGEND (--) very negative (-) negative  (+/-) neutral  (+) positive (++) very positive 
 

iii MUTATIONS FROM SALES TO DEMAND 
Some sales quantities occurred at another terminal that the demand occurred within in the plans. Therefore, an analysis considering inventory 
levels, replenishment quantities and sales quantities is done. Only big sales quantities are considered(> 1000 𝑀𝑇), as they really can make a 
difference in the sales per month. The resulting mutations are presented in Table G.2.  

TABLE G.2  MUTATIONS FROM SALES TO DEMAND QUANTITIES 

Product Original 
Terminal 

Contract 
/ spot  Date /month Quantity 

In MT 
End 
terminal Change 

MEG Barcelona Contract May 2011 2473.68  Livorno Demand added to terminal Livorno, because the demand normally occurs in Livorno 

MEG Livorno Contract  Oct 31st 2011 2323.43 - Sales subtracted from terminal Livorno, because it was a required, exceptional sale 
that is not reflected in demand.  

MEG Ravenna Contract May , 2011 2387.84 Livorno Demand added to terminal Livorno, because the  demand normally occurs in 
Livorno 

MEG Ravenna Contract Oct 2011 372.06 Livorno Demand added to terminal Livorno, because the demand normally occurs in Livorno 

MEG Ravenna Spot Jun 4th,  2010 1999.95 - Sales subtracted from terminal Ravenna, because normally Direct Sales, thus no 
demand for Ravenna 

MEG Ravenna Spot Jun 25th 2010 2499.76 - Sales subtracted from terminal Ravenna, because normally Direct Sales, thus no 
demand for Ravenna 

DEG Ravenna Spot Jan 2010 1000.16 - Sales subtracted from terminal Ravenna because it was a required, exceptional sale 
that is not reflected in demand 

DEG Livorno Contract April 2012 555 Ravenna Demand added to terminal Ravenna, because the demand normally occurs in 
Ravenna.  
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iv SALES AND DEMAND COMPARISON 
Some basic statistics like averages and variances for the contract, spot and total demand per product-terminal combination can be calculated, to 
compare the sales and demand figures with each other.  

For every product-terminal combination (DFP) the average and standard deviation of the monthly sales and demand quantities are calculated and 
presented in Table G.3. This is done for the period identified as the “useful period’ for both demand and sales. The red cells show the cases where the 
standard deviation of that product-terminal combination went up after the mutations from sales to demand. The green cells shows the cases where 
the standard deviation went down.  

The terminals that had mutations show a lower standard deviation, except for MEG Livorno. The latter received a lot demand from other terminals, 
increasing its standard deviation.  For the other terminals it was a successful outlier removal.  

TABLE G.3 SALES AND DEMAND CHARACTERISTICS 

  SALES in MT UNCONSTRAINED DEMAND in MT 

𝒑 ↓ 𝒍 ↓;  𝒌 → 
Average 

Per month 
Standard deviation 

per month 
Average 

Per month 
Standard deviation 

per month 
Contract Spot Total Contract Spot Total Contract Spot Total Contract Spot Total 

MEG Livorno 4410 1161 2786 3017 736 3106 4479 1161 2820 3030 736 3118 
  Barcelona 3885 1015 2450 2719 1479 3095 3409 1262 2336 1497 1139 1881 
  Ravenna 2541 1720 2130 1734 1141 2076 3313 1613 2463 1341 720 1522 
  Antwerp 12630 2292 7461 4562 1799 4904 12630 2292 7461 4562 1799 4904 

DEG Livorno 873 913 893 356 391 529 865 913 889 344 391 520 
  Barcelona 354 430 392 169 189 254 354 430 392 169 189 254 
  Ravenna 484 1107 795 363 509 625 447 1104 776 352 465 583 
  Antwerp 2294 1389 1841 91 10875 10876 2294 1389 1841 91 10875 10876 

TEG Antwerp 344 1046 695 331 330 468 344 1046 695 331 330 468 
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H SALES AND DEMAND GRAPHS 
In this appendix, which has been used for chapter 6 as well as chapter 8, some examples are given of the graphs that are used to analyze the (i) sales 
and (ii) demand quantities. All data is based on monthly buckets and considers the period January 2007 until June 2012. These graphs have (if 
applicable) been made for all possible combinations of products and terminals, for spot, contractual and total demand per terminal or product.  

i GRAPHS OF SALES QUANTITIES 
Legend   
Figure H.1, Figure H.5 and Figure H.9  
(left upper graphs).  
 

the sales quantities per month for the period January 2007 until June 2012, with a distinction between the total (both 
spot and contracts) sales for that product at that terminal (green line), the contractual sales for that product at that 
terminal (the blue line) and the spot sales for that product at that terminal (red line) 

Figure H.2, Figure H.6 and Figure H.10 
(right upper graphs) 

the sales quantities per product-terminal combination per year to check for seasonal effects. This is done both for 
contractual sales quantities (Figure H.2 and Figure H.10) as well as for spot sales (Figure H.6).  

Figure H.3, Figure H.7 and Figure H.11 
 (left lower graphs) 

the contractual sales quantities (dark blue line) for a product-terminal combination together with the budgets for 
that product-terminal combination (green line)  and their 10% allowed deviation upwards (light blue line) and 
downwards (purple line) 

Figure H.4, Figure H.8 and Figure H.12 
(right lower graphs) 

the division in terms of percentage between the spot (red bars) and contractual sales (blue bars) quantities per 
product-terminal combination. 

 
Examples for MEG 

 
FIGURE H.1 SALES QUANTITIES – MEG BARCELONA 
 
 

 
FIGURE H.2 SEASONALITY CONTRACTUAL SALES – MEG BARCELONA 
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FIGURE H.3 CONTRACTUAL SALES QUANTITIES + BUDGETS – MEG BARCELONA  

FIGURE H.4 SPOT VS CONTRACTUAL SALES – MEG BARCELONA 
 

Examples for DEG 
 

 
FIGURE H.5 SALES QUANTITIES – DEG RAVENNA 

 
FIGURE H.6 SEASONALITY SPOT SALES – DEG RAVENNA 

 
FIGURE H.7 CONTRACTUAL SALES QUANTITIES + BUDGETS – DEG RAVENNA 

 
FIGURE H.8 SPOT VS CONTRACTUAL SALES – MEG BARCELONA 
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Examples for TEG 
 

 
FIGURE H.9 SALES QUANTITIES – TEG ANTWERP  

FIGURE H.10 SEASONALITY CONTRACTUAL SALES – TEG ANTWERP 

 
FIGURE H.11 CONTRACTUAL SALES QUANTITIES + BUDGETS – TEG ANTWERP  

FIGURE H.12 SPOT VS CONTRACTUAL SALES – TEG ANTWERP 

ii GRAPHS OF QUANTITIES 
Legend   
Figure H.13, Figure H.17 and Figure H.21 
(left upper graphs).  
 

the demand quantities per month for the period January 2007 until June 2012, with a distinction between the total 
(both spot and contracts) demand for that product at that terminal (green line), the contractual demand for that 
product at that terminal (the blue line) and the spot demand for that product at that terminal (red line) 

Figure H.14, Figure H.18 and Figure H.22 
 (right upper graphs) 

the demand quantities per product-terminal combination per year to check for seasonal effects. This is done both for 
contractual demand quantities (Figure H.2 and Figure H.10) as well as for spot demand (Figure H.6).  

Figure H.15, Figure H.19 and Figure H.23 
 (left lower graphs) 

the contractual demand quantities (dark blue line) for a product-terminal combination together with the budgets for 
that product-terminal combination (green line)  and their 10% allowed deviation upwards (light blue line) and 
downwards (purple line) 

Figure H.16, Figure H.20 and Figure H.24 
 (right lower graphs) 

The division in terms of percentage between spot (red bars) and contractual demand (blue bars) quantities per 
product-terminal combination. 
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Examples for MEG 
 

 
FIGURE H.13 DEMAND QUANTITIES – MEG BARCELONA 
 

 
FIGURE H.14 SEASONALITY CONTRACTUAL DEMAND – MEG BARCELONA 

 
FIGURE H.15 CONTRACTUAL DEMAND QUANTITIES + BUDGETS – MEG BARCELONA 

 
FIGURE H.16 SPOT VS CONTRACTUAL DEMAND – MEG BARCELONA 

 
Examples for DEG 

 

 
FIGURE H.17 DEMAND QUANTITIES – DEG RAVENNA 

 
FIGURE H.18 SEASONALITY SPOT DEMAND – DEG RAVENNA 
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FIGURE H.19 CONTRACTUAL DEMAND + BUDGETS – DEG RAVENNA 

 
FIGURE H.20 SPOT VS. CONTRACTUAL DEMAND – DEG RAVENNA 

 
Example for TEG 

 

 
FIGURE H.21 DEMAND QUANTITIES – TEG ANTWERP 

 
FIGURE H.22 SEASONALITY CONTRACT DEMAND – TEG ANTWERP 

 
FIGURE H.23 CONTRACTUAL DEMAND + BUDGETS – TEG ANTWERP 

 
FIGURE H.24 SPOT VS. CONTRACTUAL DEMAND – TEG ANTWERP 
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I NEW OR ADJUSTED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
In this appendix the new set of performance measurements is presented, explaining all the 
requirements found in literature. Also the current performance according the new indicators 
can be found. This appendix supports chapter 7.  

i PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
The five new or adjusted performance indicators are explained in detail below according to the 
requirements from presented in the report in paragraph 7.1. 
 
A general remark is made for a data source of the first four measures:  
There are three figures to use for the actual sales number: Sales Confirmed, Orders issued and 
Orders invoiced. The figure Sales Confirmed of month 𝑡 should be used for the actual sales, 
because this is a real planning figure. The actual sales (orders issued) or realized sales (orders 
invoiced) are subject to sudden changes like weather or accidents, which cannot be foreseen 
planning wise.  
 
(CONSTRAINED) DEMAND PLAN ACCURACY 

2. The constrained demand plan Accuracy indicator is designed to ensure high planning 
accuracy to fulfill capability service levels while managing the corresponding cost-to-
serve. High planning accuracy reduces need for safety stock across the network. The PI 
is an official KPI from the EMDAD design.  

3. It is related to the business objective Commitment to deliver, because without a good 
planning, material will not be available at the right place at the right time.  

4. The accuracy of this measure should be at least 80% (which is lower than its current 
target). This target is chosen by the European DP-er and his manager. The old target was 
too high and chosen before definitions were clear. The new target is more realistic. It 
should be the highest target from the four accuracy measures, since the input has the 
most detailed demand information and is the last step considered in the performance.   

5. The mathematical formula for this measure are as follows: 

𝐷𝑃𝐴 = 1 − �
| 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
� 

In %; Aggregation by sum 

The formula is the same as the original KPI. The formula will be measured in 
percentages, the most disaggregated level to calculate is product-terminal combination 
(DFP) and if aggregation is done per region or product the absolute deviations are added 
and a new percentage is calculated to take into account the big differences in volume 
between the products and regions.  

6. The formula should be applied monthly, because a planning is made monthly, and this 
planning should be monitored. It is also preferable to calculate a six month rolling 
average, to see possible trends in the performance. (A period longer than one month is 
needed to capture general movements. To rule out quarterly movements, a period 
longer than three months is chosen. To rule at yearly movements, a period shorter than 
a year is chosen. ) 

7. The results should be looked at monthly. When it is looked at less often and the reasons 
for low performance have to investigated, this can be very difficult. One month later 
people can still remember (accurately) what possibly happened, after that memories 
will fade.  
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8. The Global DP-er should measure this number to start with. He is the owner of the plan 
in the S&OP process description and actually makes the plan himself. It is recommended 
that also the Regional DP-er calculates the number, because he is also judged on this 
number by the headquarters and deviations in outcomes have occurred before.  

9. The data comes from two places;  
a. actual sales: orders confirmed for month 𝑡. 
b. Sales agreed: constrained demand plan for month 𝑡. (frozen in month 𝑡 − 3 on 

day 22) 
All should be retrieved as much as possible from SAP/APO, to keep them consistent and 
less subject to human adaption and errors.  

10. The measures are owned by the Global DP-er as well as the regional DP-er and his 
manager, the Manager Supply chain Planning and Optimization. The Global DP-er has 
the task to monitor and improve the demand planning performance for SABIC 
worldwide. The European DP-er and his manager have the task to monitor and improve 
the demand planning performance for SABIC EU and will also be judged on this 
performance by the management of SABIC. 

11. If performance is too low they are responsible for the fact that someone investigates the 
reason for the low accuracy and if possible, prevents this error from happening again.  

12. Both the Global DP-er and the European DP-er are responsible for these actions. They 
both determine part of the input, so they should be both responsible for their part and 
the collaboration between the two. Furthermore, since they are also the ones that 
measure and collect the data, it is the easiest they act on low performance.  

13. The Global DP-er and the European DP-er will take corrective actions if possible.  
14. Remarks to keep in mind are  

a. the fact that currently it is not yet possible to retrieve the data from SAP, though 
to keep the measurement consistent and free of errors, system data should be 
used as much as possible. At the moment most input data is stored in excel files.  

b. Furthermore, changes in data storage or calculations have to be saved (so they 
can be retrieved if necessary and explain changes in the data). A change could be 
the moment the input data is frozen.  

UNCONSTRAINED DEMAND PLAN ACCURACY 
2. The unconstrained demand plan Accuracy indicator is designed to generate the most 

accurate unconstrained demand plan possible.  
3. It is related to the business objective Commitment to deliver, because without a good 

planning, material will not be available at the right place at the right time.  
4. The accuracy of this measure should be at least 75%. This target has been set in 

collaboration with the DP-er and its manager. The target is set in the middle of the target 
of the constrained demand plan accuracy (80%) and the SM-ers Forecast Accuracy 
(70%). The first contains the most detailed demand (sales agreed) information and 
should therefore be the most accurate; the latter shows the least secure information and 
should therefore have a lower target.  

5. The mathematical formula(s) for this measures are as follows: 

𝑈𝑃𝐴 = 1 − �
|𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
� 

𝑈𝑃𝐴∗ = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
� 
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The formula for the UPA is based on the already existing constrained demand plan 
Accuracy. The adjusted measure (*) should be used in the case of downwards 
constrained demand (i.e. when the unconstrained demand plan is higher than the 
constrained demand plan, explained more extensive in paragraph 7.2). The formula will 
be measured in percentages, the most disaggregated level to calculate is product-
terminal combination (DFP) and if aggregation is done per region or product the 
absolute deviation are added and a new percentage is calculated to take into account the 
big differences in volume between the products and regions.  

6. The formula should be applied monthly, because a planning is made monthly. This 
planning should be monitored. It is also preferable to calculate a six month rolling 
average, to see possible trends in the performance. (A period longer than one month is 
needed to capture general movements. To rule out quarterly movements, a period 
longer than three months is chosen. To rule at yearly movements, a period shorter than 
a year is chosen. ) 

7. The results should be looked at monthly. When it is looked at less often and the reasons 
for low performance have to investigated, this can be very difficult. One month later 
people can still remember (accurately) what possibly happened, after that memories 
will fade.  

8. The European DP-er should measure this figure. He is the owner of the plan in the 
process description and actually makes the plan himself. 

9. The data comes from three places;  
a. unconstrained Sales: unconstrained demand plan for month 𝑡 (frozen in month 

𝑡 − 3 on day 10)  
b. actual sales: orders confirmed for month 𝑡. 
c. Sales agreed: constrained demand plan for month 𝑡. (frozen in month 𝑡 − 3 on 

day 22) 
All should be retrieved as much as possible from SAP/APO, to keep them consistent and 
less subject to human adaption and errors.  

10. The measures are owned by the Global DP-er and his manager, the Manager Supply 
chain Planning and Optimization. They have the task to monitor and improve the 
demand planning performance within SABIC EU and will also be judged on this 
performance by the management of SABIC. 

11. If performance is too low they are responsible for the fact that someone investigates the 
reason for the low accuracy and if possible, prevents this error from happening again.  

12. The European DP-er is also responsible for these actions. Since he is also the person who 
performs the measures and collects the data, it is the easiest he acts on low 
performance.  

13. The European DP-er will take corrective actions if possible.  
14. Remarks to keep in mind are  

a. the fact that currently it is not yet possible to retrieve the data from SAP, though 
to keep the measurement consistent and free of errors, system data should be 
used as much as possible. At the moment most input data is stored in excel files.  

b. Furthermore, changes in data storage or calculations have to be saved (so they 
can be retrieved if necessary and explain changes in the data). A change could be 
the moment the input data is frozen.  
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SALES MANAGERS FORECAST ACCURACY 
2. The SM-ers forecast Accuracy indicator is designed to stimulate the SM-ers to put 

serious effort in the forecasting of the demand for the unconstrained demand plan. 
3. It is related to the business objective Commitment to deliver, because without a good 

planning, material will not be available at the right place at the right time.  
4. The accuracy of this measure should be at least 70%, which has been determined in 

collaboration with the European DP-er and his manager. The target should not be set to 
high, to not stimulate the SM-ers to correct for the constraints later on in the demand 
planning processes. The target should be lower than the UPA and the DPA, because it 
contains less accurate demand information.  

5. The mathematical formula(s) for this measures are as follows: 

𝑀𝐹𝐴 = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
� 

In %; Aggregation by 
sum 

𝑀𝐹𝐴∗ = 1 − �
|𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|
𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

� 
In %; Aggregation by 
sum 

The formula for the MFA is based on the already existing constrained demand plan 
Accuracy. The adjusted measure (*) should be used in the case of downwards 
constrained demand (.i.e. when the SM-ers Forecast is higher than the constrained 
demand plan, more extensively explained in paragraph 7.2). The formula will be 
measured in percentages, the most disaggregated level to calculate is product-terminal 
combination (DFP) and if aggregation is done per region or product the absolute 
deviations are added and a new percentage is calculated to take into account the big 
differences in volume between the products and regions.  

6. The formula should be applied monthly, because a planning is made monthly and should 
be monitored. It is also preferable to calculate a six month rolling average, to see 
possible trends in the performance. (A period longer than one month is needed to 
capture general movements. To rule out quarterly movements, a period longer than 
three months is chosen.) 

7. The results should be looked at monthly. When it is looked at less often and the reasons 
for low performance have to investigated, this can be very difficult. One month later 
people can still remember (accurately) what possibly happened, after that memories 
will fade.  

8. The European DP-er should measure this figure. He is the owner of the demand planning 
for SABIC EU and this step is part of it. The SM-ers are not part of the supply chain and 
should not be accounted for measuring the performance of the supply chain. 
Furthermore, all measures should be measured together by the regional DP-er to keep 
the overview.  

9. The data comes from three places;  
a. SM-ers Forecast: SM-ers Forecast for month 𝑡 (frozen in month 𝑡 − 3 on day 5)  
b. actual sales: orders confirmed for month 𝑡. 
c. Sales agreed: constrained demand plan for month 𝑡. (frozen in month 𝑡 − 3 on 

day 22) 
All should be retrieved as much as possible from SAP/APO, to keep the figures 
consistent over the months and less subject to human adaption and errors.  

10. The measure is owned by the Regional DP-er, his manager and the sales manager that 
made the forecast. The European DP-er uses the forecast in his unconstrained demand 
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plan, while the SM-ers made the forecast. If low accuracy occurs, both should look for the 
wrong input.  

11. If performance is too low they are responsible for the fact that someone investigates the 
reason for the low accuracy and if possible, prevents this error from happening again.  

12. The European DP-er is also responsible for these actions. Since he is also the person who 
performs the measures and collects the data, it is the easiest and most logic he acts on 
low performance.  

13. The European DP-er will take corrective actions if possible.  
14. Remarks to keep in mind are  

a. the fact that currently it is not yet possible to retrieve the data from SAP, though 
to keep the measurement consistent and free of errors, system data should be 
used as much as possible. At the moment most input data is stored in excel files.  

b. Furthermore, changes in data storage or calculations have to be saved (so they 
can be retrieved if necessary and explain changes in the data). A change could be 
the moment the input data is frozen.  

STATISTICAL FORECAST ACCURACY 
2. Support the European DP-er with statistical demand forecasts to improve the 

unconstrained demand plan. A statistical forecast should be used to challenge the SM-ers 
forecast and look at the history of the demand data.  

3. It is related to the business objective Commitment to deliver, because without a good 
planning, material will not be available at the right place at the right time.  

4. The accuracy of this measure should be a 100%, since it is a systematically achieved 
number. However, only with a high accuracy it can be justified to use the forecast.  

5. The mathematical formula(s) for this measures are as follows: 

𝑆𝐹𝐴 = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
� 

𝑆𝐹𝐴∗ = 1 − �
|𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠|
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

� 

The formula for the SFA is based on the already existing constrained demand plan 
Accuracy. The adjusted measure (*) should be used in the case of downwards 
constrained demand (.i.e. when the Statistical Demand Forecast is higher than the 
constrained demand plan, more extensively explained in paragraph 7.2). The formula 
will be measured in percentages, the most disaggregated level to calculate is product-
terminal combination (DFP) and if aggregation is done per region or product the 
absolute deviations are added and a new percentage is calculated to take into account 
the big differences in volume between the products and regions.  

6. The formula should be applied monthly, because a planning is made monthly. This 
planning should be monitored. It is also preferable to calculate a six month rolling 
average, to see possible trends in the performance. (A period longer than one month is 
needed to capture general movements. To rule out quarterly movements, a period 
longer than three months is chosen. To rule at yearly movements, a period shorter than 
a year is chosen. ) 

7. The results should be looked at monthly. When it is looked at less often and the reasons 
for low performance have to investigated, this can be very difficult. One month later 
people can still remember (accurately) what possibly happened, after that memories 
will fade. It is very important to keep track of the performance of a statistical model 
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(Stadler & Kilger, 2008), since chosen values of parameters could be wrong and have 
insufficient predictive power because of changes in the demand pattern. It should be 
monitored however, whether the performance of the measure has a downward 
movement in its accuracy, since this could mean revision of the parameters is needed.  

8. The European DP-er should measure this figure. He is the owner of unconstrained 
demand plan, which this plan is an input for. He is the one who generates the statistical 
demand forecast.  

9. The data comes from three places;  
a. Statistical Demand Forecast: Statistical demand forecast for month 𝑡 (frozen in 

month 𝑡 − on day 10)  
b. actual sales: orders confirmed for month 𝑡. 
c. Sales agreed: constrained demand plan for month 𝑡. (frozen in month 𝑡 − 3 on 

day 22) 
All should be retrieved as much as possible from SAP/APO, to keep them consistent and 
less subject to human adaption and errors.  

10. The measures are owned by the Global DP-er and his manager, the Manager Supply 
chain Planning and Optimization. They have the task to monitor and improve the 
demand planning performance within SABIC EU and will also be judged on this 
performance by the management of SABIC. 

11. If performance is too low they are responsible for the fact that someone investigates the 
reason for the low accuracy and if possible, prevents this error from happening again. In 
this case this could mean the Statistical forecast has to be reviewed again, to see if its 
parameters or factors are still representative.  

12. The European DP-er is responsible for these corrective actions. Since he is also the 
person who performs the measures and collects the data, it is the easiest he acts on low 
performance.  

13. The European DP-er will take corrective actions if possible.  
14. Remarks to keep in mind are  

a. the fact that currently it is not yet possible to retrieve the data from SAP, though 
to keep the measurement consistent and free of errors, system data should be 
used as much as possible. At the moment most input data is stored in excel files.  

b. Furthermore, changes in data storage or calculations have to be saved (so they 
can be retrieved if necessary and explain changes in the data). A change could be 
the moment the input data is frozen.  

SWAPS 
2. The swaps performance indicator is used to stimulate an optimal demand palnning that 

can function without more help than the competitors need.   
3. It is related to the business objective Commitment to deliver, because without a good 

planning, material will not be available at the right place at the right time.  
4. The target of this measure is defined as: 

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑆𝐴𝐵𝐼𝐶 ≤ # 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 counter 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 
The number of swaps should also be kept as low as possible. It can be beneficial in terms 
of customer satisfaction to have swaps, but it should not happen in with last year’s 
frequency (in 2011 6 MEG swaps and 7 swaps, in 2012 so far 2 MEG swaps and 3 DEG 
swaps).  It is therefore good to aim at a number of swaps initiated by SABIC that is lower 
or equal to the number of swaps initiated by the counterparty, judged over the quarter. 
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It is recommended to keep the possibility of swaps open, i.e. not aiming at zero swaps, 
since it can be a fast, fairly simple solution to keep the customer satisfaction high in 
times of troubles 

5. # 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑆𝐴𝐵𝐼𝐶 − # 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑦 
The formula for this indicator simply holds the difference between the number of swaps 
initiated by SABIC and the number of swaps initiated by the counterparty.  

6. The formula should be applied monthly, because a planning is made monthly. This 
planning should be monitored.  

7. The results should be looked at quarterly, because swaps do not occur every month, and 
the urgency is not as high as with other measures.  

8. The European DP-er should measure this figure, since he approves and (sometimes) 
initiates the swaps and is aware of the current inventory conditions.  

9. The data comes from the swap contracts that are on Livelink and SAP data linked to 
purchase- and sales numbers (preferable all data is saved in the order in SAP or in excel 
file containing all swap information) 

10. The measure is owned by the European DP-er.  
11. Monitor the number of swaps and investigate, or assign someone to investigate the 

reason of the swap.  
12. The European DP-er is also responsible for these actions. Since he is also the person who 

performs the measures and collects the data, it is the easiest he acts on low 
performance.  

13. The European DP-er will monitor the number of swaps and by a high number of swaps 
take corrective actions if possible.  

14. Remarks to keep in mind are  
a. the fact that currently it is not yet possible to retrieve the data from SAP, though 

to keep the measurement consistent and free of errors, system data should be 
used as much as possible. At the moment most input data is stored in excel files.  

b. Furthermore, changes in data storage or calculations have to be saved (so they 
can be retrieved if necessary and explain changes in the data). A change could be 
the moment the input data is frozen.  
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ii CURRENT PERFORMANCE ACCORDING THE UPA 
The unconstrained demand plan Accuracy 
can be calculated for the last seven 
months, i.e. from December 2011 until 
June 2012. The target set for the UPA is 
75%.  
 
In Table I.1 the results of the calculations 
with formula for the UPA are shown, for 
every product-terminal combination. The 
last three rows show the moving average 
(MA) of the UPA over the past 6 months 
and the number of months the target of 
75% is met, again for every product-
terminal combination as well as for the 
totals per product.  In Table I.2 the same 
structure can be found, but calculated with 
formula [7.2], to show the results of the 
Adjusted UPA. The colored cells are the 
ones that required the calculation of the 
Adjusted UPA because demand was 
constrained.   
 
The table should be read as follows: in 
April ’12 the UPA for MEG Antwerp was 
78%, as shown in the cell.  
 
 

TABLE I.1 GLYCOLS UPA PER TERMINAL AND PRODUCT DEC '11 - JUN '12 
 

𝒑 →; MEG DEG TEG ALL 

𝑡 ↓;  𝑙 → Liv Bar Rav Ant DS All Liv Bar Rav Ant All Ant All 
Dec ‘11 91% 96% 94% 85% 0% 96% 97% 78% 83% 74% 87% 53% 99% 
Jan ‘12 66% 51% 75% 81% 75% 75% 82% 90% 66% 89% 82% 79% 76% 
Feb ‘12 82% 98% 63% 97% 100% 99% 85% 91% 58% 74% 98% 95% 99% 

Mar ‘12 99% 72% 88% 78% 100% 93% 82% 69% 47% 0% 39% 77% 84% 
Apr ‘12 75% 98% 69% 78% 100% 80% 77% 76% 93% 72% 81% 33% 88% 

May ‘12 53% 76% 73% 77% 70% 77% 78% 93% 86% 95% 99% 95% 82% 
Jun ‘12 79% 73% 92% 90% 100% 95% 90% 92% 69% 88% 89% 88% 94% 

MA Dec-May 78% 82% 77% 83% 74% 87% 84% 83% 72% 67% 81% 72% 88% 

MA Jan-Jun 76% 78% 77% 84% 91% 87% 82% 85% 70% 70% 81% 78% 87% 

Target  71% 57% 57% 100% 71% 100% 100% 86% 57% 57% 86% 71% 100% 
 

TABLE I.2 GLYCOLS ADJUSTED UPA PER TERMINAL AND PRODUCT DEC '11 - JUN '12 
 

𝒑 →; MEG DEG TEG ALL 

𝑡 ↓;  𝑙 → Liv Bar Rav Ant DS All Liv Bar Rav Ant All Ant All 
Dec ‘11 89% 100% 92% 85% 0% 94% 91% 76% 96% 77% 95% 53% 90% 
Jan ‘12 69% 44% 98% 94% 75% 83% 87% 93% 69% 89% 95% 79% 72% 
Feb ‘12 86% 99% 78% 91% 100% 90% 93% 87% 63% 32% 81% 85% 90% 

Mar ‘12 98% 82% 100% 88% 100% 96% 87% 74% 69% 20% 55% 91% 96% 
Apr ‘12 83% 78% 57% 78% 100% 77% 75% 87% 81% 66% 82% 33% 91% 

May ‘12 53% 59% 80% 77% 70% 80% 78% 95% 83% 95% 98% 95% 59% 
Jun ‘12 81% 69% 96% 88% 100% 91% 91% 87% 69% 88% 86% 88% 86% 

MA Dec-May 80% 77% 84% 85% 74% 87% 85% 85% 77% 63% 84% 73% 83% 
MA  Jan-Jun 80% 78% 82% 85% 91% 87% 85% 86% 74% 61% 81% 77% 84% 

Target  71% 57% 86% 100% 71% 100% 100% 100% 43% 57% 86% 71% 71% 
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From Table I.1 it can be noticed that aggregated over all products and all terminals (which is the 
level the management will look KSA at), the target is achieved in all 7 months, which is a good 
result. The average UPA is ample above 75%. The problem with the aggregation is that negative 
differences cancel out positive results and thus the absolute differences go down and the UPA 
figure goes up. 

Looking per product, TEG is performing worse than MEG and DEG as it is on average below the 
75% and only get to that 75% in 5 out of 7 months.  DEG is performing a lot better on average 
and the target is achieved in almost all months. MEG is performing best, with no months below 
target. If the aggregation level is lowered and figures are viewed per product per terminal, 
which is the lowest possible level, performance goes down. There are no visible downwards or 
upwards trends in the moving averages. This is however almost impossible to check, because 
there are only two moving averages available from 7 months of data.   

For MEG, all terminals meet their target on average, except for the Direct Sales. The number of 
months the target is met, is too low for Barcelona and Ravenna. For DEG the averages are 
performing less good, with both Ravenna and Antwerp below target. These terminals also meet 
their targets in a low number of months. TEG, with its only terminal Antwerp, is performing not 
well, with an average below target and also a low number of months the target is reached. In 
general the overall performance on product-terminal level is moderate, since about half of all 
terminal-product combination performs above target. The average UPA is acceptable in most 
cases, although DEG is a bit behind. However, the target should be reached in more months.  

When taking in account the differences between Constrained and unconstrained demand plan, 
i.e. the differences between Table I.1 and I.2, it is remarkable to see that pushing supply or 
constraining the demand a lot does not seem to affect the UPA a lot, or reasoning the other way 
around: the months the UPA is really low is not necessarily caused by a big difference between 
the Constrained and unconstrained demand plans.  
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J FORECASTING MODELS FROM LITERATURE 
In this appendix the mathematical formulas for the forecasting models and the performance 
measures can be found.  For the forecasting models a distinction has been made between (i) 
time series and (ii) causal models. This appendix supports chapter 8.  

i TIME SERIES FORECASTING MODELS 

 (S)AR(I)(MA) 
From Chatfield (2000)  
 
1) 𝐴𝑅(𝑝) 𝑥𝑡 = 𝑐 + 𝜙1𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝜙2𝑥𝑡−2 + ⋯+ 𝜙𝑝𝑥𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜀𝑡 

 
2) 𝑀𝐴(𝑞) 𝑥𝑡 = 𝑐 + 𝜀𝑡 + 𝜃1𝜀𝑡−1 + 𝜃2𝜀𝑡−2 + ⋯+ 𝜃𝑞𝜀1−𝑞 

 
3) 𝐴𝑅𝑀𝐴(𝑝, 𝑞) 𝑥𝑡 = 𝜙1𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝜙2𝑥𝑡−2 + ⋯+ 𝜙𝑝𝑥𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜀𝑡 − 𝜃1𝜀𝑡−1 − 𝜃2𝜀𝑡−2 − ⋯− 𝜃𝑞𝜀𝑡−𝑞 

 
4) 𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑀𝐴(𝑝,𝑑, 𝑞) 𝜙(𝐵)(1 − 𝐵)𝑑𝑥𝑡 = 𝜃(𝐵)𝜀𝑡 

 
5) 𝑆𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑀𝐴(𝑝,𝑑, 𝑞) 

× (𝑃,𝐷,𝑄)𝑠  
𝜙𝑝(𝐵)Φ(𝐵𝑠)(1 − 𝐵)𝑑(1 − 𝐵𝑠)𝐷𝑥𝑡 = 𝑐 + 𝜃𝑝(𝐵)Θ(𝐵𝑠)𝜀𝑡 

VARIABLES 
𝜙𝑖  : influence of previous value on the next periods forecast 
𝜀𝑡 : the forecast error  
𝑞 : how many earlier periods are taking into account in the forecast 
𝜃𝑖  : the weight of the errors 𝜀𝑡−𝑖 . 
𝑑 : the number of times the differencing has to be applied to make the series 

stationary 
𝑃 : The number that  the partial autocorrelation after 𝑠 periods is significant  
𝐷 : The number of times seasonal differencing is applied,  
𝑄 : The number that the autocorrelation after 𝑠 periods is also significant. 
Φ : Order of polynomial 𝑃 𝑖𝑛 𝐵𝑠  
Θ : Order of polynomial 𝑄 𝑖𝑛 𝐵𝑠 
𝑠 : Number of periods of 𝑡 

 

EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
From Silver, Pyke and Peterson (1998) 
 
1) Simple  𝐹𝑡+ℎ = 𝛼𝑥𝑡   
2) Holt’s linear 𝐹𝑡+ℎ = 𝛼𝐻𝑊𝑥𝑡 + (1 − 𝛼𝐻𝑊)�𝑙𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑡−1�

+ �𝜙î (𝛽𝐻𝑊(𝑙𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡−1) + (𝜙 − 𝛽𝐻𝑊)𝑏𝑡−1)
ℎ−1

𝑖=0

 

 

3) Holt-Winters 𝐹𝑡+ℎ = �𝛼𝐻𝑊
𝑥𝑡 𝑠𝑡−𝑚� + (1 − 𝛼𝐻𝑊)�𝑙𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑡−1�

+ ℎ (𝛽𝐻𝑊(𝑙𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡−1) + (1 − 𝛽𝐻𝑊)𝑏𝑡−1)�

∙ �𝛾 �𝑋𝑡 (𝑙𝑡−1 = 𝑏𝑡−1)� � + (1 − 𝛾)𝑠𝑡−𝑚� 

 

VARIABLES 
𝜙 : Damping constant with  𝜙 = 1 : standard trend and 0 < 𝜙 < 1 : damped trend 
𝛼𝐻𝑊 : [1 − (1 − 𝛼)2] 

𝛽𝐻𝑊 : 𝛼2

1−(1−𝛼)2
   

𝛾𝐻𝑊  : Seasonal smoothing constant [0 < 𝛾 < 1] 
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𝛼 : Smoothing constant that gives weight to the historical values [0 < 𝛼 < 1] 
𝛽 :  Smoothing constant that gives weight to the historical trend values [0 < 𝛽 < 1] 
𝐹𝑡+ℎ  :  Forecast made at the end of period 𝑡 for ℎ periods upfront  
𝑙𝑡  :  The level of the time series at time 𝑡  
𝑏𝑡  :  The trend in the time series at 𝑡 
𝑠𝑡   : the seasonal component of the time series at time 𝑡 
ℎ  : The number of periods to forecast 

 

 

ii CAUSAL FORECASTING MODELS 
From Chatfield (2000) 

REGRESSION MODELS 
 

1) Simple 𝑌 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑋 + 𝜀 
 

 

2) Multiple 𝑌 = 𝑎 + 𝑏1𝑋1 + 𝑏2𝑋2 + 𝑏3𝑋3 + ⋯+ 𝑏𝑖𝑋𝑖 + 𝜀  

VARIABLES 
 
𝛼 : Constant factor influencing Y 
𝑏 : Slope of Y 
𝑋𝑖  : Independent variable 
𝜀 : Error  
𝑌 : Dependant variable 

 

 

 

iii PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
The measures  (Vrancken, 2012) have been specified for forecasting within this research, using 
the indices specified in the Glossary of terms.   
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K RESULTS OF RANDOM DEMAND FORECASTING 
The results of the demand forecasting are displayed in this appendix. First the best performing models, viewed per measurement are presented (i), 
where after the best performing models per product-terminal combination are presented with their forecast for the coming three months. Finally all 
models that were fitted are presented, with their corresponding values for the (adjusted) 𝑅2, MSE and MAPE (iii).  

i BEST PERFORMING MODELS 
In Table K.1 the forecasting models are presented that have the best fit with the historical data per terminal (left part) and the forecasting models 
that showed the best fit per product (right part). The forecasts are judged per product-terminal combination, both on spot and contractual demand 
by ranking the different model on the performance compared to the other models. The best model is ranked a 2, the second best a 1 and all the 
others a 0. Then simply all rankings are summed per product or terminal. In Table K.1 the forecasting models are presented that showed the best fit 
with the historical data per terminal (left) and the best fit per product (right). As can be seen, Holt’s Winter Exponential smoothing performs best 
overall as well as on terminal level. However, big differences per product are seen. 

 
TABLE K.1 FORECASTING MODELS WITH THE BEST RESULTS LOOKING PER PERFORMANE MEASUREMENT BOTH PER TERMINAL AS WELL AS PER PRODUCT 

Legend 
RW Random Walk DES Double exponential smoothing HWES Holts-Winter exponential smoothing 
ARMA ARMA SPSS Model selected by SPSS from the ARIMA family SLR Single linear regression 
MA Moving Average DDES Damped double exponential smoothing MLR Multiple regression 
SES Single exponential smoothing SEES Seasonal exponential smoothing   
 
𝒍 𝒌 𝑹𝑨𝑳𝑳,𝒍,𝒌

𝟐 𝑴𝑺𝑬𝑨𝑳𝑳,𝒍,𝒌 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝑨𝑳𝑳,𝒍,𝒌 ALL  𝒑 𝒌 𝑹𝒑,𝑨𝒍𝒍,𝒌
𝟐 𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒑,𝑨𝒍𝒍,𝒌 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒑,𝑨𝒍𝒍,𝒌 ALL 

Liv 
Contr. HWES SEES RW/SPSS SEES  

MEG 
Contr. HWES MLR LR/DES SEES 

Spot HWES SEES/HWES SEES SEES/HWES  Spot HWES HWES SPSS HWES/SEES 
All HWES HWES HWES HWES  All HWES HWES/MLR Multiple HWES 

Bar 
Contr. SEES SEES/MLR SPSS/DES SEES  

DEG 
Contr. HWES HWES SES HWES 

Spot HWES SEES/HWES SPSS/SEES HWES  Spot HWES HWES/WES SEES HWES 
All SEES/HWES HWES/MLR ARMA/HWES HWES  All HWES HWES SEES HWES 

Rav 
Contr. SEES/HWES HWES/MLR SES HWES  

TEG 
Contr. SPSS SPSS SLR SPSS 

Spot SEES/HWES SEES/HWES RW/SES SEES  Spot SPSS SPSS SES SPSS 
All SEES/HWES HWES/MLR HWES/SLR HWES  All HWES SPSS SES SPSS/HWES 

Ant 
Contr. HWES SEES/HWES SLR HWES  

All 
Contr. HWES SEES SLR HWES 

Spot HWES SPSS/SEES/MLR SES SPSS  Spot HWES HWES/SEES SEES SEES 
All HWES HWES HWES HWES  All HWES HWES HWES HWES 
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ii BEST PERFORMING MODELS – FORECAST 
In Table K.2 the best performing model per product-terminal combination can be found. Also a 
distinction between contractual, spot and total demand has been made. For the best performing 
models, judged on the 𝑅2, the MAPE and the MSEm the first two are presented in Table K.2 
(presenting the MSE does not add value since it is an absolute number). Furthermore, in the 
right part of the table, the SFA value of the demand forecast for three months can be found, 
forecasted with the best performing model. The legend from Table K.1 can be used to identify 
the fitted models.  

The table should be read as follows: The statistical forecast accuracy for DEG Ravenna Spot was 
69% in July 2012, as shown in the cell .  This was forecasted with a Holt’s winter model.               

TABLE K.2 FITTED MODELS AND THEIR FORECAST FOR THE COMING THREE MONTHS 

𝒑 ↓ 𝒍 ↓  𝒌 ↓ Best fitted  
model 𝑹𝒑,𝒍,𝒌

𝟐 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒑,𝒍,𝒌 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝑱𝒖𝒍𝟏𝟐 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝑨𝒖𝒈𝟏𝟐 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝑺𝒆𝒑𝟏𝟐 

MEG 
 

Liv 
Contract HWES  84% 17,27 67% 63% 21% 
Spot HWES 58% 33,87 45% 66% 20% 
All HWES 84% 21,43 11% 0% 48% 

Bar 
Contract MLR 41% 25,77 76% 46% 5% 
Spot HWES 16% 56,68 21% 49% 27% 
All MLR 44% 20,68 0% 71% 10% 

Rav 
Contract MLR 65% 35,27 86% 80% 30% 
Spot HWES 52% 32,98 55% 69% 45% 
All MLR 56% 19,39 76% 67% 31% 

Ant 
Contract HWES 68% 26,86 56% 58% 70% 
Spot MLR 35% 117,98 73% 81% 8% 
All HWES 70% 21,67 53% 73% 65% 

DEG 
 

Liv 
Contract SEES 52% 37,30 39% 95% 57% 
Spot SEES 36% 21,55 22% 97% 17% 
All HWES 53% 27,96 31% 83% 40% 

Bar 
Contract SEES 65% 28,60 70% 47% 46% 
Spot HWES 50% 27,79 55% 74% 17% 
All HWES 58% 18,06 62% 99% 27% 

Rav 
Contract HWES 51% 32,88 36% 0% 61% 
Spot HWES 53% 56,95 69% 62% 21% 
All HWES 45% 32,71 86% 0% 40% 

Ant 
Contract SEES 46% 29,54 57% 78% 16% 
Spot SEES 40% 38,32 37% 54% 68% 
All SEES 51% 32,88 60% 60% 37% 

TEG 
 Ant 

Contract ARMA(2,2) 28% 24,20 68% 90% 42% 

Spot SARIMA 
(2,0,0)(1,0,0) 25% 22,75 73% 71% 43% 

All HWES 17% 35.00 74% 100% 48% 
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L FRAMEWORK FOR SMART STATISTICAL FORECASTING 
The framework presented in Table L.1 has been developed to forecast the demand for the unconstrained demand plan. The first steps are general 
steps, for both products, the last steps differ per product.  

i GENERAL FRAMEWORK 
TABLE L.1 FRAMEWORK FOR ‘SMART’ STATITSTICAL FORECASTING 

Step General approach Level of detail 

1)  Subtract sales data from SAP: BI rapport Sales realized with the longest historical horizon possible (at least two year historical 
sales data) 

- Per day and per month 
- Per terminal 
- Per product 
- Spot, contract and total 

 

2)  Bring down the number of terminals in the BI to the number terminals with physical product (according to the mutations 
from Appendix H.i), in this case to: Antwerp, Livorno, Barcelona and Ravenna 

3)  

Clean the sales data to demand data, i.e. filter out sales orders that were no demand at that terminal. Investigate the sales data 
for mutations in the demand by displaying: 

(1) The sales data per day 
(2) The inventory level per day 
(3) The storage capacity per day 
(4) The replenishment per day 

Check for big sales quantities (>1KT) together with high (>80%) storage usage and replenishment around that period. 
Highlight ‘suspicious’ sales and verify their origin with Business Planner and Analyst. Adjust the monthly sales data with the 
found sales orders to demand data.  
(if mutations in sales are denoted, like in Appendix G.iii,  at their occurrence and stored for several years, the sales data can be 
adjusted without doing this analysis).  

4)  

Make graphs of the demand data showing the whole historical progress (like figure K.13) and graphs of seasonal effects by 
plotting every year separate in the same graph (like figure K.14).  

- per month 
- Per terminal 
- Per product 
- Spot, contract and total 

 MEG  DEG  

5)  
Analyze the data on effects like extra contracts or 0-sales and 
make a dummy variable for each effect.  

Analyze the residuals of the best fitted model on seasonal 
factors (if the same movement is shown in the majority of 
the month) and make a dummy for each seasonal effects - per month 

- Per terminal 
- Per product 
- Spot, contract and total 

 6)  

Run the regression with the macro-economic factors:  
(1) Ethelyne price per ton in euros  
(2) GDP quote Europe 
(3) GDP quote Asia 
(4) GDP quote World 
(5) Oil price per barrel in dollars 

Run the regression with the macro-economic factors:  
(1) Ethelyne price per ton in euros  
(2) GDP quote Europe 
(3) GDP quote Asia 
(4) GDP quote World 
(5) Oil price per barrel in dollars 
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(6) oil price per barrel in euros 
(7) MEG contract price per ton in euros 
(8) MEG spot price per ton in euros 
(9) Workdays per month (with Dutch holidays included) 

(6) oil price per barrel in euros 
 (7) Workdays per month (with Dutch holidays included) 

7)  
Analyze the residuals of the best fitted model on seasonal 
factors (if the same movement is shown in the majority of the 
month) and make a dummy for each seasonal effects 

Select the model with the highest performance, i.e. the 
lowest MSE and MAPE and the highest 𝑅2 

8)  Run the regression again with the dummies for the seasonal 
effects  

Use the best performing model to forecast the desired 
period in the future 

9)  Select the model with the highest performance, i.e. the lowest 
MSE and MAPE and the highest 𝑅2 

Measure the quality of the forecasted with the SFA. 

10)  Use the best performing model to forecast the desired period in 
the future 

 

11)  Measure the quality of the forecast with the SFA.  
 Repeat the measures every month.  
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ii FRAMEWORK APPLIED FOR MEG BARCELONA CONTRACT 
In this paragraph the framework presented in the last paragraph is applied on a product-
terminal combination: MEG Barcelona Contract. Every step is explained explicitly for this 
example.  For SABIC employees an explaining excel file is made.  

Step 
1: 

Subtract sales data from SAP 
Subtract the BI rapport Realized Sales per day from 2007 until June 2012 for MEG (Material: 
501-900-0141) for all terminals (Plant – DIM 17: 1005; 1007; 1008; 1037; 1041; 1051; 1063; 
1OT1; HC02; HC03; HC06; HC07; HC08; HC10; HC11 and HC20) and all contract types (Contract 
type: YCQ; YSP; YSWS and YSW).  
 
Subtract the BI rapport Realized Sales per month from 2007 until June 2012 for the MEG 
(Material: 501-900-0141) for all terminals (Plant – DIM 17: 1005; 1007; 1008; 1037; 1041; 
1051; 1063; 1OT1; HC02; HC03; HC06; HC07; HC08; HC10; HC11 and HC20) 
 
Make sure it is possible to copy to the data to excel, i.e. that data is categorized in the right way 
(see file MEG Barcelona Contract sheet 1). 
 

Step 
2: 

Bring down the number of terminals to the number of terminals with physical product 
For both monthly as well as daily sales data:  
Add the regular sales quantities of: 

- Rotterdam (1005) to Antwerp (1051) 
- France (1037) to Barcelona (1008) 
- Antwerp Vopak Leftbank (1063) to Antwerp LBC (1051) 

 
Add the swap sales quantities of 

- France (HC06) to Barcelona (1008) 
- Livorno (HC07) to Livorno (1007) 
- Ravenna (HC10) to Ravenna (1041) 
- Antwerp (HC11) to Antwerp LBC (1051) 
- Antwerp Leftbank (HC20) to Antwerp LBC (1051) 

But make a distinction between contract (YCQ) and spot (YSP) sales and the sum of both.  
Exclude the swap sales (YSW and YSWS) from 

- Ravenna (1041) 
- Antwerp LBC (1051) 
- Antwerp Vopak Leftbank (1063) 

 
Resulting in five terminals with sales quantities: 

- Livorno (1007) 
- Barcelona (1008) 
- Ravenna (1041) 
- Antwerp LBC (1051) 
- Direct Sales (10T1) 

With a distinction between contract (YCQ) and spot (YSP) sales 
(see file MEG Barcelona Contract sheet 2) 
 

Step 
3: 

Clean the sales data to demand data 
Clean the sales data to demand data, i.e. filter out sales orders that were no demand at that 
terminal. Investigate the sales data for mutations in the demand by displaying (see file MEG 
Barcelona Contract sheet 3): 

(5) The sales data per day 
(6) The inventory level per day 
(7) The storage capacity per day 
(8) The replenishment per day 

Check for big sales quantities (>1KT) together with high (>80%) storage usage and 
replenishment around that period. Highlight ‘suspicious’ sales and verify their origin with 
Business Planner and Analyst. Adjust the monthly sales data with the found sales orders to 
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demand data (see file MEG Barcelona Contract sheet 3) Demand. 
For MEG Barcelona Contract the following mutations has been done: 

May 2011 2473.68 MT  Demand added to terminal Livorno, because 
the demand normally occurs in Livorno 

 
(if mutations in sales are denoted at their occurrence, e.g. with the swaps, and stored for several 
years, the sales data can be adjusted without doing this time consuming analysis. For both MEG 
and DEG such an analysis has already been done for the data from Jan 2010 until June 2012, 
shown in Appendix G.iii. Earlier data about inventory levels and tank capacity were not reliable).  
 

Step 
4: 

Make graphs of the data 
Make graphs using the historical data.  

- Plot the course of the monthly demand against the expired time. Do this for every 
product –terminal combinations, for contract, spot and total demand. In this case: MEG 
Barcelona Contract (Figure L.1) 

 
FIGURE L.1  MONTHLY CONTRACTUAL DEMAND OF MEG IN BARCELONA FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 2007 UNTIL 

JUNE 2012 
 

- Plot the demand for every calendar year per terminal for the contractual, spot and total 
demand. Do this for every product –terminal combinations, for contract, spot and total 
demand. In this case: MEG Barcelona Contract (Figure L.2) 

 
FIGURE L.2 MONTLY CONTRACTUAL DEMAND OF MEG IN BARCELONA FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 2007 UNTIL JUNE 
2012 DISPLAYED PER YEAR 
(see file MEG Barcelona Contract sheet 4)  
 

 Specific  
Step 

5: 
Analyze the data on effects like extra contracts or 0-sales and make a dummy variable for 
each effect. 
Looking at demand graphs, like presented in Figure L.3. This graphs shows the monthly 
contractual demand quantity (i.e. sales are filtered, see step 3) for the last 5 years with a linear 
trend line, to make visual analysis easier. When including this dummy into the regression model 
a constant will be assigned to the dummy. This constant explains a big part of the variance of the 
model that is not explained without the dummy. 
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FIGURE L.3 MONTHLY CONTRACTUAL DEMAND OF MEG IN BARCELONA FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 2007 UNTIL JUNE 

2012 WITH A LINEAR TRENDLINE 
 
Look at Figure L.3 and denote remarkable things and check their reason with the Business 
Analyst and Planner or SM-er: 

- From January 2009 until October 2009 contractual demand is suddenly close to zero. 
The reason for this dip in demand is the credit crisis of 2009.  

- From August 2010 until October 2010 contractual demand is suddenly a lot higher. The 
reason for this elevated demand is a short term contract of 4 months. 

 
For these two remarkable events, create two dummy variables. This means a variable in excel is 
created for the length of the historical period. For the months demand is high a 1 is denoted, for 
the rest of the period a 0 is denoted.  
 
For the contractual demand in Barcelona these dummies in the regression model will look like: 
 
𝑈𝑀𝐸𝐺 ,𝐵𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑎,𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡,𝑂𝑐𝑡10 = ⋯+ ⋯+𝛽𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦1 ∙ 𝑋𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦1 + 𝛽𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦2 ∙ 𝑋𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦2  

 
  = ⋯+ ⋯+ 2585 ∙ 0 + 4089 ∙1 

With 𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦1 representing the period January 2009 until October 2009 and 𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦2 the 
period August 2010 until October 2010 (see file MEG Barcelona Contract sheet 5). 

 
Step 

6: 
Run the regression with the macro-economic factors 
Upload the demand figures and dummy variables to Minitab, i.e. create a worksheet in Minitab 
with the demand figures and dummy variables. Add the macro economic factors to the input file 
(see file MEG Barcelona Contract sheet 6) 
 
Run the regression with the macro-economic factors in Minitab (by selecting Stat_ Regression_ 
Regression...):  
(1) Ethelyne price per ton in euros  
(2) GDP quote Europe 
(3) GDP quote Asia 
(4) GDP quote World 
(5) Oil price per barrel in dollars 
(6) oil price per barrel in euros 
(7) MEG contract price per ton in euros 
(8) MEG spot price per ton in euros 
(9) Workdays per month (with Dutch holidays included) 
 
Run the regression with and without the dummy variables. Save the residuals, the adjusted 𝑅2, 
the MSE and the MAPE.  
 
(Do not forget to update these input factors every month. For factors 1 to 8 use the data from 3 
months earlier to forecast the coming month, e.g. when forecasting for October 2012 data from 
October 2006 until June 2012 is used). 
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Step 
7: 

Analyse the residuals of the best fitted model on seasonal factors  
Look at the residuals per month, per year, to see if seasonal factors can be found when all 
macro-economical factors are filtered.   
 
Make a graph of the residuals like Figure L.2 and make a dummy variable for each seasonal 
effect that can be found. When in half or more than the displayed years the same movement is 
shown and the other years do not show a fully opposite direction (like November), the factor is 
considered seasonal. 
 

 
FIGURE L.4 RESIDUALS OF A FITTED MODEL DISPLAYED PER YEAR FROM JAN 2007 UNTIL JUN 2012 

 
Looking at Figure L.4 the following can be noticed: 

- 4 out of 6 years show a lower demand in April than in March and in May. Thus for April 
a dummy will be made.  

- 4 out of 6 years show a higher demand in May than in April in June. Thus for May a 
dummy will be made 

- 4 ouf 5 years show a lower demand in October than in September and November. Thus 
also for October a dummy will be made.  

(see file MEG Barcelona Contract sheet 7) 
 

Step 
8: 

Run the regression again 
Add the extra dummies to the old input (see file MEG Barcelona Contract sheet 8) and run the 
regression again. Save the adjusted 𝑅2, the MSE and the MAPE.  
 

Step 
9: 

Take the model with the highest performance 
Compare the adjusted 𝑅2,𝑀𝑆𝐸 and the MAPE of all tested models, like in Table L.2 (see file MEG 
Barcelona Contract sheet 9). 

TABLE L.2 MODELS FITTED ON THE DEMAND DATA OF MEG BARCELONA CONTRACT AND THEIR PERFORMANCE 
 

Model 𝑹𝒑,𝒍,𝒌
𝟐 𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒑,𝒍,𝒌 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒑,𝑨𝒍𝒍,𝒌 

1) With factor 1 to 6 13% 1.943.605 32,8 
2) With factor 1 to 9 57%        1.749.399  54,9 
3) With dummies for level 80%           860.266  39,9 
4) With dummies for residuals from model 3 83%           759.004  40,4 

 
 Choose the best model, looking at all three measures. Since the last model has both the lowest 
𝑅2 as well the lowest 𝑀𝑆𝐸 this model is considered the best fit. 
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Step 
10: 

Use the best performing model to forecast the desired period in the future 
In this case the last model performs het best. This model is described by following model: 
 
𝑈�𝑀𝐸𝐺 ,𝐵𝐴𝑅,𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡;𝑡 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡  + 𝛽𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑒 ∗ 𝑋𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑒;𝑡−3 
 + 𝛽𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝐸𝑈 ∗ 𝑋𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝐸𝑈,𝑡−3 + 𝛽𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑙𝑑 ∗ 𝑋𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑙𝑑;𝑡−3 
 + 𝛽𝑂𝑖𝑙 $ ∗ 𝑋𝑜𝑖𝑙 $;𝑡−3 + 𝛽𝑜𝑖𝑙 € ∗ 𝑋𝑜𝑖𝑙 €;𝑡−3 
 + 𝛽𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦 ∗ 𝑋𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦;𝑡  + 𝛽𝑀𝐸𝐺  𝐶 ∗ 𝑋𝑀𝐸𝐺 𝐶;𝑡−3 
 +  𝛽𝑀𝐸𝐺  𝑆 ∗ 𝑋𝑀𝐸𝐺 𝑆;𝑡−3 + 𝛽𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦1 ∗ 𝑋𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦1 
 + 𝛽𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦2 𝑋𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦2 + 𝛽𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦3 ∗ 𝑋𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦3 
 + 𝛽𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦5 ∗ 𝑋𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦5    

 
For the situation of July 2012 the above model can be filled with values, creating a forecast: 
𝑈�𝑀𝐸𝐺 ,𝐵𝐴𝑅,𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡;𝐽𝑢𝑙12 = 121.95  + −1.81 ∗ 1345 
 + 527.02 ∗ −0.1 + −340.32 ∗ 2.7 
 + 9.56 ∗ 1029.5 + −15.20 ∗ 781.8 
 + 153.46 ∗ 22 + 6.40 ∗ 1005.00 
 +  −6.57 ∗ 875.90 + 285.34 ∗ 1 
 + 4088.74 0 + −422.66 ∗ 0 
 + −1251.18 ∗ 0 = 1331.4 MT 

 
This forecast can also be found in Figure L.5, showing the historical demand, the fitted model 
and its forecast for July, August and September 2012.  
 

 
FIGURE L.5 DEMAND, BEST FITTED MODEL AND FORECAST FOR MEG BARCELONA CONTRACT 

 
 

Step 
11: 

Measure the quality of the forecast with the SFA and adjusted SFA 
In table L.3 the unconstrained demand Forecast is showed, next to the actual sales and the 
corresponding Sales Forecast Accuracy. As can be seen, the performance of the forecast is very 
low.  
 
In this case only the SFA can be measured. The constrained demand plans is not (yet) shared on 
on DFP level with a distinction between contractual, spot and total sales, thus the adjusted SFA 
can not be calculated (last two columns of Table L.3).  
 

TABLE L.3 PERFORMANCE OF FORECAST FOR JUL-SEPT 2012 FOR MEG BARCELONA CONTRACTUAL DEMAND 

𝑡  
𝑝 = 𝑀𝐸𝐺; 

𝑙 = 𝐵𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑎 
𝑘 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 

𝑼�𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝒕 𝑨𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝒕 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝒕 𝑪𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝒕 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝒕∗ 

July 2012 1331 MT 3475 MT 0% Unknown Unknown 
Augustus 2012 1498 MT 3040 MT 0% Unknown Unknown 
September 2012 1322 MT 382 MT 29% Unknown Unknown 
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iii FRAMEWORK APPLIED FOR DEG LIVORNO SPOT 
In this paragraph the framework presented in the last paragraph is applied on a product-
terminal combination: DEG Livorno Spot. Every step is explained explicitly for this example.  For 
SABIC employees an explaining Excel file is made.  

Step 1: Subtract sales data from SAP 
Subtract the BI rapport Realized Sales per day from 2007 until June 2012 for DEG (Material: 
501-900-0142) for all terminals (Plant – DIM 17: 1005; 1007; 1008; 1037; 1041; 1051; 1063; 
1OT1; HC02; HC03; HC06; HC07; HC08; HC10; HC11 and HC20) and all contract types (Contract 
type: YCQ; YSP; YSWS and YSW).  
 
Subtract the BI rapport Realized Sales per month from 2007 until June 2012 for the DEG 
(Material: 501-900-0142) for all terminals (Plant – DIM 17: 1005; 1007; 1008; 1037; 1041; 
1051; 1063; 1OT1; HC02; HC03; HC06; HC07; HC08; HC10; HC11 and HC20) 
 
Make sure it is possible to copy to the data to excel, i.e. that data is categorized in the right way 
(see file DEG Livorno Spot sheet 1). 
 

Step 2: Bring down the number of terminals to the number of terminals with physical product 
For both monthly as well as daily sales data:  
Add the regular sales quantities of: 

- Rotterdam (1005) to Antwerp (1051) 
- France (1037) to Barcelona (1008) 
- Antwerp Vopak Leftbank (1063) to Antwerp LBC (1051) 

 
Add the swap sales quantities of 

- France (HC06) to Barcelona (1008) 
- Livorno (HC07) to Livorno (1007) 
- Ravenna (HC10) to Ravenna (1041) 
- Antwerp (HC11) to Antwerp LBC (1051) 
- Antwerp Leftbank (HC20) to Antwerp LBC (1051) 

But make a distinction between contract (YCQ) and spot (YSP) sales and the sum of both.  
 
Exclude the swap sales (YSW and YSWS) from 

- Ravenna (1041) 
- Antwerp LBC (1051) 
- Antwerp Vopak Leftbank (1063) 

 
Resulting in four terminals with sales quantities: 

- Livorno (1007) 
- Barcelona (1008) 
- Ravenna (1041) 
- Antwerp LBC (1051) 

With a distinction between contract (YCQ) and spot (YSP) sales. 
(see file DEG Livorno Spot sheet 2). 
 

Step 3: Clean the sales data to demand data 
Clean the sales data to demand data, i.e. filter out sales orders that were no demand at that 
terminal. Investigate the sales data for mutations in the demand by displaying (see file DEG 
Livorno Spot sheet 3): 

(1) The sales data per day 
(2) The inventory level per day 
(3) The storage capacity per day 
(4) The replenishment per day 

Check for big sales quantities (>1KT) together with high (>80%) storage usage and 
replenishment around that period. Highlight ‘suspicious’ sales and verify their origin with 
Business Planner and Analyst. Adjust the monthly sales data with the found sales orders to 
demand data (see file DEG Livorno Spot sheet 3) Demand. 
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For DEG Livorno Spot no mutations have been made.  
 
(if mutations in sales are denoted at their occurrence, e.g. with the swaps, and stored for 
several years, the sales data can be adjusted without doing this time consuming analysis. For 
both MEG and DEG such an analysis has already been done for the data from Jan 2010 until June 
2012. Earlier data about inventory levels and tank capacity were not reliable.  
 

Step 4:  Make graphs of the data 
Make graphs using the historical data.  

- Plot the course of the monthly demand against the expired time. Do this for every 
product –terminal combinations, for contract, spot and total demand. In this case: DEG 
Livorno Spot (Figure L.6) 

 
FIGURE L.6 MONTHLY SPOT DEMAND OF DEG IN LIVORNO FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 2007 UNTIL JUNE 2012 

 
- Plot the demand for every calendar year per terminal for the contractual, spot and total 

demand. Do this for every product –terminal combinations, for contract, spot and total 
demand. In this case: DEG Livorno Spot (Figure L.7)  
 

 
FIGURE L.7 MONTLY SPOT DEMAND OF DEG IN LIVORNO FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 2007 UNTIL JUNE 2012 
DISPLAYED PER YEAR 

 
(see file DEG Livorno Spot sheet 4) 

  
Step 5:  Analyze the residuals of the best fitted model on seasonal factors and make dummies 

 
When in half or more than the displayed years the same movement is shown and the other 
years do not show a fully opposite direction (like December), the factor is considered seasonal. 
Looking at Figure L.7 the following can be noticed: 

- 3 out of 5 years show a lower demand in July than in June and in August. Thus for July a 
dummy will be made 

- 5 out of 5 years show a higher demand in August than in July and in September. Thus 
for August a dummy will be made.  

- 4 ouf 5 years show a higher demand in January to July than in August to December. 
Thus also for January to July a dummy will be made.  

(see file DEG Livorno Spot sheet 5) 
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Step 6: Run the regression with all factors 
Upload the demand figures and dummy variables to Minitab, i.e. create a worksheet in Minitab 
with the demand figures and dummy variables. Add the macro economic factors to the input file 
(see file DEG Livorno Spot sheet 6) 
 
Run the regression with the macro-economic factors in Minitab (by selecting Stat_ Regression_ 
Regression...):  
(1) Ethelyne price per ton in euros  
(2) GDP quote Europe 
(3) GDP quote Asia 
(4) GDP quote World 
(5) Oil price per barrel in dollars 
(6) oil price per barrel in euros 
 (7) Workdays per month (with Dutch holidays included) 
 
Run the regression with and without the dummy variables. Save the residuals, the adjusted 𝑅2, 
the MSE and the MAPE.  
 
(Do not forget to update these input factors every month. For factors 1 to 6 use the data from 3 
months earlier to forecast the coming month, e.g. when forecasting for October 2012 data from 
October 2006 until June 2012 is used). 
 

Step 7:  Take the model with the highest performance 
Compare the adjusted 𝑅2,𝑀𝑆𝐸 and the MAPE of all tested models, like in Table L.4 (see file 
DEG Contract Spot sheet 7). 

TABLE L.4 MODELS FITTED ON THE DEMAND DATA OF DEG LIVORNO SPOT AND THEIR PERFORMANCE 
 

Model 𝑹𝒑,𝒍,𝒌
𝟐 𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒑,𝒍,𝒌 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒑,𝑨𝒍𝒍,𝒌 

1) With factor 1 to 6 neg - - 
2) With factor 1 to 7 and dummies 28% 110185 20.3 
3) With factor 1 to 7, dummies and adjusted demand for 

DEC 2007 
30% 97619 20.7 

 
Choose the best model, looking at all three measures. Since the last model has both the lowest 
𝑅2 as well the lowest 𝑀𝑆𝐸 this model is considered the best fit. 
 

Step 8: Use the best performing model to forecast the desired period in the future 
In this case the last model performs het best. This model is described by following model: 
 
𝑈�𝐷𝐸𝐺,𝐿𝑖𝑣,𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑡;𝑡 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡  + 𝛽𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝐸𝑈 ∗ 𝑋𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝐸𝑈,𝑡−3 
 + 𝛽𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑙𝑑 ∗ 𝑋𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑙𝑑;𝑡−3 + 𝛽𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦1 ∗ 𝑋𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦1 
 + 𝛽𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦2 𝑋𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦2    

 
For the situation of July 2012 the above model can be filled with values, creating a forecast: 
𝑈�𝐷𝐸𝐺,𝐿𝑖𝑣,𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑡;𝑡𝑡;𝐽𝑢𝑙12 = 639.2  + −114.3 −0.1 
 + 153.2 ∗ 2.7 + 636.6 ∗ 1 
 + −351.9 ∗ 0    

 
This forecast can also be found in Figure L.8, showing the historical demand, the fitted model 
and its forecast for July, August and September 2012.  
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FIGURE L.8 DEMAND, BEST FITTED MODEL AND FORECAST FOR MEG BARCELONA CONTRACT 
 
 

Step 9 Measure the quality of the forecast with the SFA  
In Table L.5 the unconstrained demand Forecast is showed, next to the actual sales and the 
corresponding Sales Forecast Accuracy. As can be seen, the performance of the forecast is low 
and unstable (one month 86% the other month around the 20% accuracy).  
 
In this case only the SFA can be measured. The constrained demand plans is not (yet) shared on 
on DFP level with a distinction between contractual, spot and total sales, thus the adjusted SFA 
can not be calculated (last two columns of Table L.5).  
 

TABLE L.5 PERFORMANCE OF FORECAST FOR JUL-SEPT 2012 FOR DEG LIVORNO SPOT DEMAND 

𝑡  
𝑝 = 𝐷𝐸𝐺; 

𝑙 = 𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑜 
𝑘 = 𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑡 

𝑼�𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝒕 𝑨𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝒕 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝒕 𝑪𝒑,𝒍,𝒌;𝒕 𝑺𝑭𝑨𝒕∗ 

July 2012 1.699 MT 349 MT 21% Unknown Unknown 
Augustus 2012 711 MT 611 MT 86% Unknown Unknown 
September 2012 1.063 MT 175 MT 16% Unknown Unknown 
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